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ABSTRACT

This dissertation investigates the long-term impacts of tribal economic development
programs on the cultural preservation efforts of the Mississippi Band of Choctaw Indians
(MBCI). Since the 1970s the Mississippi Choctaw have initiated many different economic
enterprises ranging from manufacturing plants to resort development, owning and operating a
diversified portfolio of manufacturing, service, retail, and tourism enterprises. This history of
engaging with western business models offers a unique perspective for analyzing the longterm effects of these practices on a tribal community. My work with the MBCI engages a
long debate over the use of capitalist business models in tribal economic development
strategies. My research examines the Mississippi Choctaw Nation’s negotiations with
capitalist economic development and western cultural forms as a dialectical interaction. By
studying the MBCI’s contemporary tribal economic development programs I hope to shift the
conversation towards seeing them within an Indigenous paradigm of adaptation, negotiation,
and change. In this research I am exploring whether or not the conscious utilization of
vi

capitalist economic development programs by the MBCI has reinforced and strengthened
their cultural sovereignty.
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Chapter 1 – Introduction
The Mississippi Band of Choctaw Indians (MBCI) is a nation of approximately
10,000 individuals who reside in eight distinct communities on their traditional homelands in
East-Central Mississippi. The MBCI is the only federal recognized tribe in Mississippi, and
is one of the state’s largest employers. The Mississippi Choctaw are highly regarded by other
Native American 1 tribes as successful entrepreneurs while simultaneously maintaining their
tribal identity, language and “traditional culture” 2 (Boykin 2002). Since about 1970, the
Mississippi Choctaw have initiated economic enterprises that give them ownership and
operation of a diversified portfolio of manufacturing, service, retail, and tourism enterprises.
Their first economic enterprise, the Chahta Development Company, was organized in 1969
under the leadership of MBCI Chief Phillip Martin. The Mississippi Choctaw history of
engaging with western commerce offers a unique perspective for analyzing the long-term
effects of capitalist practices on a tribal community.
Until recently the population of the MBCI has also maintained a literacy rate of 85%
in the Choctaw language, and has preserved many other aspects of their “traditional culture”
(Denson N.d.). Their long-standing commitment to both “traditional culture” and business
economics no longer represent a contradiction in the public discourse based on antiquated

1

In this dissertation I will use the term Native American when referring to tribal nations that
operate within the U.S. national borders and American Indian when referring to the specific
language of U.S. federal policy.
2
The Mississippi Band of Choctaw Indians (MBCI) tribal government defines Choctaw
traditional culture as including: Choctaw language, beadwork, basketry, dancing, stickball,
cooking, clothing, music, and arts and crafts (pottery, drum, blowgun, rabbit stick, doll, and
quilt making).
1

assimilation models of how “Indians” 3 are supposed to behave as so-called “victims” of
western civilization. Instead I am taking a critical indigenous 4 approach with the Mississippi
Choctaw story to examine Choctaw culture and traditions by positioning the role of
capitalism at the center of their history, as a form of survivance 5 intended to protect their
Choctaw lifeways. The Mississippi Choctaw also represent a new era of Indian sovereignty
that was voiced by Joe A. Garcia, former president of the National Congress of American
Indians (NCAI), in his State of Indian Nations speech: “Today Indian tribes are rebuilding
our nations in ways that honor our ancestors and cultures, while meeting the demands and
leveraging the opportunity of the modern world” (2009). In this new era, past assimilationist
policies are co-opted by Native American sovereign nations and the dominant culture’s tools
and strategies of economic prosperity are utilized for their own purposes, which I argue
upsets the historically imagined noble savage image and positions the Mississippi Choctaw in
competition for economic independence.
Choctaw engagement with capitalism emerged out of a specific cultural and historical
trajectory that had its roots in assimilationist government policy, which is still present in
some ways today (Knack and Littlefield 1996:37). The perspective of an indigenous critique
is different in that indigenous knowledge and traditions include and are situated in specific

3

I do use the word “Indian” occasionally as a colloquial term used for Native Americans,
although I acknowledge the critiques of the term by Native American scholars such as Paul
Chaat Smith and Gerald Vizenor (Smith 2009; Vizenor 1999).
4
In this dissertation I will use the term indigenous when referring to critical approaches to
theory, research design, and methodology originating from indigenous contexts and
epistemologies both within and without the US national borders since a significant amount of
this scholarship is developing internationally.
5
“Survivance is an active sense of presence, the continuance of native stories, not a mere
reaction, or survivable name. Native survivance stories are renunciations of dominance,
tragedy, and victimry” (Vizenor 1999:vii).
2

localities and are acquired by local people through daily experience (Dei, Hall, and
Rosenberg 2000:19). The contemporary economic strategies of the Mississippi Choctaw are
not entirely western, but they have negotiated their approach through the use of their own
intellect, senses, and intuition (Cordero 1995:30). I follow the lead of other indigenous
scholars who advocate for the agency of indigenous peoples in the use of indigenous research
paradigms that come from the fundamental belief that knowledge is not an individual entity
but is relational, and involves the total community of relationships between people, animals,
and the earth (Wilson 2001:177).
This dissertation investigates the multi-layered impacts of the tribal economic
development programs and their influence on Mississippi Choctaw identity and tribal cultural
preservation efforts. My study engages the debate over the use of capitalist business models
in tribal economic development strategies by challenging the assimilationist model with a
view that sees the Choctaw ventures into modern capitalism not as the condition for
indiscriminate cultural assimilation, but a strategic form of cultural adaptation. Native
American cultural critic Paul Chaat Smith identifies this adaptive process:
Contrary to what most people (Indians and non-Indians alike) now believe, our true
history is one of constant change, technological innovation, and intense curiosity
about the world. How else do you explain our instantaneous adaptation to horses,
rifles, flour, and knives? [2009:4]
This study of the Mississippi Choctaw nation further represents a dialectical negotiation
between American capitalism and the conscious utilization of economic development

3

programs by a tribe to reinforce and strengthen their cultural sovereignty, 6 a concept that
emerges with specific focus in this dissertation.
Investigating contemporary tribal economic development programs in this way shifts
this conversation towards understanding Native Americans within an indigenous paradigm of
adaptation, negotiation, and change. Throughout their history the Mississippi Choctaw have
been subjected to major historical trauma and change and have consistently utilized this type
of strategic negotiation. Taking note of the original confederation of the tribe, the arrival of
European settler societies, the aftermath of forced removal, the “lost years” of tribal
enslavement and isolation, and later, the self-determination era and emergence of the
Mississippi Choctaw as a tribal economic leader, all periods of Choctaw history represent
some form of adaptation to change.
This dissertation also challenges the boundaries of traditional anthropology by
engaging indigenous research methods that contribute to the evolution of the discipline.
Indigenous methodologies are innovative and represent critical reflections on the western
social science disciplines of anthropology, sociology, and history. Anthropology in the 21st
century has also questioned its own historical role to embrace new, revolutionary, and
critically engaged perspectives (Appadurai 1996; Basso 1996; Clifford and Marcus 1986;
Comaroff and Comaroff 1992; Field 2008; Field and Fox 2007; Kondo 1990; Marcus and
Fischer 1986; Rosaldo and Lamphere 1974; Rosaldo 1989; Tsing 2005; Wolf 1982). My
critique of dominant paradigms, methodologies, and hierarchical structures of power,
provides a context for my research that includes a growing body of academic literature from

6

Cultural sovereignty is generally defined as the right of a culture to assert authority over
property, rules of conduct, laws, and other matters affecting its members.
4

indigenous scholars. This use of indigenous critique examines assimilation as it relates to
Native American gaming and sovereignty, in an attempt to develop a “radically indigenous”
metaphor for Choctaw culture (Garroutte 2003).
A critical approach to studying Native American economic development must be
based on fact not mythology. Lingering misunderstandings continue to negatively affect the
perception of Native Americans. Yet, the average U.S. citizen will likely never spend
anytime on a Native American reservation and will only reference Indians through popular
myths about Thanksgiving or the Lone Ranger and Tonto, and believe the only real Indians
were named Geronimo or Crazy Horse. These ideologically constrained and misleading
perceptions are based on stereotypes that have objectified “Indians” as technologically
illiterate and non-competitive in American commerce. The fact is that tribal gaming
operations have grown into an industry making $14.5 billion a year, which represented 21%
of the total gaming industry in 2002 (National Indian Gaming Association N.d.). As
historians Martha Knack and Alice Littlefield note, Native American wage labor
participation was primarily self-motivated during the nineteenth century, so a view of
capitalism as being solely a western imposition in order to assimilate Native Americans is not
entirely historically accurate (1996:14). This dissertation seeks to identify how and why the
Choctaw who remained in Mississippi, after the “Trail of Tears” in the 1830s which forced
the removal of several southeastern tribal peoples to Oklahoma, did so at the expense of
dividing the Choctaw tribe and agreeing to become citizens in the state of Mississippi.

5

In this dissertation I am developing a Mississippi Choctaw “Epistemology of
Belonging,” 7 which I define as the study of knowledge related to issues of identity and group
inclusion or exclusion (Bettez 2010; Gantt N.d.c). I incorporate Choctaw traditional
knowledge as the basis for recognizing and discussing what MBCI tribal members
understand as Choctaw culture. Furthermore, I identify institutions 8 and programs that
engage and support the activities defined as “traditional” 9 and investigate their operations.
My dissertation also investigates how the traditional cultural practices of the MBCI have
changed since the initiation of their economic development approach in 1970 and attempts to
discern if these changes are linked to their current economic strategy or if they represent the
influence of other factors.
The prominence of a “tribal voice” is heard through individual members, many of
whom were employees of the MBCI government and programs. Instead of relying on official
tribal government statements about Choctaw culture and traditions, I was seeking to learn
what culture and tradition means to individual members. By utilizing their definitions of what
“traditional cultural practices” denote in my study, I am allowing their critiques of such terms
to fundamentally inform my research. I also seek to engage in what Eva Marie Garroutte
calls “radical indigenism” to discuss and explain Choctaw culture through analogy. Garroutte

7

“Epistemology of Belonging” is a concept, which was developed independently as a
“thought in the air,” by both myself and Silvia Bettez, but was first published by Dr. Bettez.
8
The Department of Chahta Immi, formerly known as the Cultural Preservation Program,
manages several programs dedicated to supporting Choctaw traditional cultural practices
including: the Tribal Language Program (TLP), Choctaw Museum, Tribal Archives, Cultural
Affairs Program (CAP), Special Projects/Media Program, and the Chahta Immi Cultural
Center (CICC).
9
In this dissertation I use the terms tradition or traditional as they are colloquial used by
Mississippi Choctaws, but for a detailed discussion of the history and use of these terms see
(Ben-Amos 1984; Mould 2005).
6

explains this approach saying, “Radical Indigenism illuminates differences in assumptions
about knowledge that are at the root of the dominant culture’s misunderstanding and
subordination of indigenous knowledge. It argues for the reassertion and rebuilding of
traditional knowledge from its roots, its fundamental principles” (Garroutte 2003:101). I
found inspiration for my analogy among the objects of Choctaw material culture, in the
traditional Choctaw beaded sashes.
Choctaw beaded sashes are considered by many to be one of the oldest traditional arts
practiced by the Choctaw (Figures 1 and 2). Early historic photos feature Choctaw men and
women wearing beaded sashes, either as a single sash or belt, or as double-crossed sashes
(Figure 2). The design motifs on the Choctaw sashes date back to distinct patterns found on
Mississippian Period (A.D. 1000 – 1500) pottery from before European contact and may
represent the oldest symbols still used by the Mississippi Choctaw (Figure 4). By returning to
one of the oldest and most traditional Choctaw art forms, I connect my analysis to a deep
traditional knowledge system intelligible to Mississippi Choctaw tribal members.

Figure 1: Choctaw Beaded Sashes 10

Figure 2: Choctaw Beaded Sash

10

Choctaw beaded sashes from the collection of the Choctaw Museum, MBCI.
ARTstor image 103-41822001854015, Choctaw Beaded Belt, from the University of
California, San Diego.
11

7

11

Figure 3: Historic Image of Choctaw Family12

Figure 4: Incised Caddo Bottle

13

This analogy provides the opportunity to describe Choctaw culture like a traditional
beaded sash where each color of bead is a different cultural activity (e.g. stickball, dancing,
basket making, etc.), the thread is social/community cohesion as expressed in cultural values
(e.g. iyi kowa – sharing/generosity), and the ancient pattern or design symbolizes tradition. In
effect, new colors of beads can be added and older ones removed, and the design can change
over time with the infusion of new ideas but it is still a Choctaw beaded sash, because even
the new or modified sashes retain their value and meaning. But what happens if the thread
breaks? Without the foundation of social/community cohesion as expressed through cultural
values the entire object unravels. Here, I am attempting to use this analogy to discuss the
larger Choctaw cultural system in a holistic and intelligible way, and I am incorporating the
concern over social cohesion, which was expressed often by the Choctaw themselves.

12

National Museum of the American Indian Photo Archive, Image Number P12149.
Photograph by Mark Raymond Harrington, 1908.
13
Incised Caddo Bottle, State of Arkansas, H: 7”. From The Mississippian Moundbuilders
and Their Artifacts, http://www.mississippian-artifacts.com/html/pottery.html.
8

Native Americans have been categorized as pre-modern and uncivilized “in a
primitivist logic that links indigeneity to tradition and modernity to capitalism” (Cattelino
N.d.:5). Today the idea that capitalist economic development projects will lead to the
inevitable cultural assimilation of Native Americans is implicit in many treatments of
development and modernization, although this concept was proposed by developmental
economist W. Arthur Lewis, who’s model of the dual economy focused on the transition
from agriculture to industry, as far back as 1954 (Escobar 1995:77). A congressionally
established National Gambling Impact Study Commission (NGISC) found that, “a common
theme among many opposed to Indian gambling is a concern that gambling may undermine
the ‘cultural integrity’ of Indian communities” (National Gambling Impact Study
Commission 1999:6-3).
The concern that gambling and related forms of economic development will
somehow subvert, corrupt, or undermine Native American cultures became a major talking
point in the media debate over “Indian Gaming.” The reverse of that debate, which is also
often cited, is that casino development has been a savior of Native American people and
nations, sometimes referred to as the “New Buffalo” (i.e. it provides all the needs of the
people as the main economic resource). I believe that either view misses the real point.
Native American economic development presents a complicated intersection of interests and
demands within which Native Americans are forced to work in order “to accommodate
themselves and their institutions to the demands of the larger society” (Deloria and Lytle
1984:27).
Studies on Native American economic development and Indian gaming that focus on
its effects on sovereignty often discuss sovereignty as a political or economic outcome. I

9

would like to consider and elaborate on the prolific scholarship of Vine Deloria Jr., who used
an indigenous worldview to explain indigenous sovereignty as having a purpose in cultural
maintenance and survival. “Sovereignty, in the final instance, can be said to consist more of
continued cultural integrity than of political powers and to the degree that a nation loses its
sense of cultural identity, to that degree it suffers a loss of sovereignty” (Deloria 1979:27).
To build on Deloria’s understanding of sovereignty, I ask if tribal political and economic
sovereignty can be understood apart from cultural sovereignty. In order to study the impact
of tribal economic development programs, accepting Deloria’s thesis, cultural sovereignty
gives credence to political and economic sovereignty and how I distinguish my research from
other studies.
Although Indian gaming is also often said to support cultural sovereignty, for
example by funding the building of museums and cultural centers, the establishment of native
language programs, etc. (Darian-Smith 2004; Welch 2006), few scholars have significantly
investigated the impacts of gaming on “traditional cultural practices” until recently, as
exemplified in the work of anthropologist Jessica Cattelino (2004a,2008). Cattelino
investigated the “social meanings and political implications of casino wealth” among the
Seminole tribe of Florida and discussed the use of casino revenues to support Seminole
cultural programs (2004a). The opportunity to study with the Mississippi Band of Choctaw
Indians (MBCI) provides additional evidence of the complex interplay between Native
American economic development and efforts to maintain cultural integrity and a sense of
cultural identity.
In this brief introduction I have demonstrated some of the fundamental ways that
critical theoretical frameworks developed outside of anthropology have informed my

10

dissertation research. My hope is that interdisciplinary cross-fertilization will continue and
increase in the new academic climate where ethnography is no longer the sole domain of
anthropology. Hopefully in the future more anthropologists will find inspiration and use
theoretical tools developed outside of the discipline. I will now turn to how my research fits
into the larger body of academic discourse and how my dissertation will add to these other
literatures.
Literature Review
The misunderstanding of Native American capitalism is rooted in a lack of
knowledge about the historical participation of Native Americans in the capitalist system,
which is magnified by the romanticized history of Native American culture and society prior
to European contact, in the popular imagination. Paul Chaat Smith emphasizes that such a
view limits Native participation saying, “The discourse on Indian art or politics or culture,
even among people of goodwill, is consistently frustrated by the distinctive type of racism
that confronts Indians today: romanticism” (2009:17). These misperceptions of Native
Americans have led to their objectification in the modern capitalist system. Indigenous
cultures since European contact have continued to be imagined as a kind of “primitive
communism” into the present day. This imagination and simulation of the “Indian” is
achieved through what Gerald Vizenor calls “manifest manners,” which he describes as “the
course of dominance, the racialist notions and misnomers sustained in archives and lexicons
as ‘authentic’ representations of indian cultures” (1999:vii). Interestingly, contemporary
archaeologists consider ancestral Choctaw societies to have been dominated by chiefdom
systems somewhat similar to European feudalism (Bense 1994:191-195). Dr. Ken York,
Choctaw historian, offered his perspective:

11

As I study the past of Choctaw history, before 1830, the spirit of capitalism was there
and I don't think they learned it from the white man. They knew that by having
surplus items, produce in this case, they were able to do things. So, the Choctaw
Nation, being agriculturists, they had surplus produce. When other tribes came to
them begging for food, then they would negotiate. They would tell them, as an
example, we will share our corn with you but we want the number of bushels that
we're sharing with you the following harvest year; and for some reason if you don't do
that, then we want your hunting territory to hunt. So the agreement was made like
that…Through that process, they already had capitalism. It was not a learned process
that a lot of historians write about. The Choctaw people did that. [interview with
author, November 5 & 10, 2010]
I view this research as a rare opportunity to integrate and illuminate the origins of the socioeconomic and cultural foundations of the Mississippi Band of Choctaw Indians (MBCI) and
investigate their contemporary situation. The possibility that current tribal economic
development strategies may have evolved out of what the tribe considers its traditional
cultural values and historical circumstances would constitute a re-evaluation in the analysis
of Native American capitalism.
Illuminating the history of Mississippi Choctaw resistance to cultural assimilation
through strategic adaptations moves beyond a direct linear technological determinist model
of development. The assumption that specific forms of technology or the “material means of
production” lead to specific social forms or “social relations of production” reduces Marx to
a “technological determinist” (Marx 1978:207; Braverman 1974:18). I argue that although
the introduction of a new form of technology may result in some change in social form, it
does not dictate it. For example, industrial manufacturing has been assumed to supplant
traditional cultural forms of behavior and social interaction with western assimilation.
Braverman’s clarification of Marx indicates a much more complex situation wherein both the
means of production and the social relations of production co-evolve in the “determinacy of
the thread-by-thread weaving of the fabric of history” (Braverman 1974:21). The

12

implementation of economic development programs by the Mississippi Choctaw has
produced similar dimensions of complexity. As Knack and Littlefield argue Native
Americans’ participation in wage labor has largely been ignored in the study of Native
American culture and history (1996:3). The absence of this scholarship has contributed to
one-sided views of Native American economic health as weak and politically irrelevant.
The use of business strategies to increase the wealth of a nation for the benefit of its
inhabitants is typically identified as economic development (Edelman and Haugerund 2005;
Escobar 1995). In regards to the Mississippi Choctaw economic development, neo-Marxist
thinker Samir Amin provides a critical model upon which to look at the MBCI in his essay
“A Theory of the Transition to Peripheral Capitalism” (Amin 1976). Amin employs a
geographical spatial positioning system of analysis to study the flow of resources from the
developing countries into the developed world capitalist market. As a model of analysis,
Amin’s work can be used to understand the geographical and economic positioning of the
Mississippi Choctaw Nation within the dominant U.S. economy.
As an example of post-structuralist research Arturo Escobar’s critiques of economic
development offer additional background for my analysis. Escobar (1995) built on Amin’s
analysis of the creation of the Third World by advancing a theory of a post-development era.
Among the contributions of Escobar relevant for my research is his discussion of a
“development discourse” (1995). Escobar’s conceptualization of a “development discourse”
provides a model for a Mississippi Choctaw discourse on tribal economic development as
understood through their own circumstances, the result of structural features that were born
from colonizing discourses specific to Choctaw history. Stephen Gudeman and Alberto
Rivera whose work in Colombia is another model of economic development focused on the

13

home as the center of the economic sphere has less direct relevance to my research but
acknowledges contexts outside of the U.S. where the study of development has been shaped
by various discourses (Gudeman and Rivera 1990). The reference to any discourse based on
Foucault’s premise was the “delimitation of a field of objects, the definition of a legitimate
perspective for the agent of knowledge and the fixing of norms for the elaboration of
concepts and theories” (Foucault 1972:199).
Scholarship concerning different aspects of development often focus on Third World
countries in Asia, Africa, and Latin America, but much less attention has been paid to
development efforts by Native Americans within anthropology. Although Indian gaming now
receives most of the attention there is a long and varied history of Native American economic
development approaches, which the MBCI has played a leading role in by implementing a
diverse array of economic strategies. Among these strategies I include individualistic efforts
such as wage labor as well as tribal approaches like tourism enterprises, resource
development, manufacturing and business development, and casino gaming. Historically, the
first approach used by most tribal members was some form of wage labor (Albers 1996;
Frantz 1999; Galbraith et al 2006; Huffman and Miller 2006; Johnson 1999; J. Jorgensen
2000; Kamper 2000; Knack and Littlefield 1996; Trosper 1999; Vinje 1985, 1996). Many
Native American tribes have also developed substantial tourism attractions and cultural
center infrastructures (Albers 1996; Welch 2006).
Tribes west of the Mississippi River where the Bureau of Indian Affairs (BIA) was
heavily involved in leasing the extraction of vast tribal natural resources including timber,
oil, natural gas, coal, and uranium, have faced substantial negative environmental and health
consequences and the weakening of their sovereignty (Deloria and Lytle 1984; Fixico 2002;

14

Frantz 1999; Welch 2006). Another common tribal economic development strategy in
attempting to attract business development was the construction of manufacturing plants on
reservation lands, which was the first approach utilized by the MBCI (Frantz 1999; Galbraith
et al 2006; Johnson 1999; Knack and Littlefield 1996; Vinje 1985, 1996; Welch 2006). These
strategies have achieved varying levels of economic success on reservations across the
United States, as measured by job creation and an increasing standard of living, but none
have been as successful as Indian gaming.
Since the passage of the Indian Gaming Regulatory Act of 1988 (IGRA) intensive
development of tribal gaming operations created a casino boom and produced a growing
body of literature about Indian gaming (Anders 1998; Anders et al 2001; Cattelino 2004a;
Darian-Smith 2004; Fixico 2002; Frey 1998; Hadwinger 1996; Johnson 1999; Kallen 2006;
Mason 2000; Pasquaretta 2003; Schnaiberg 1995; Vinje 1996; Welch 2006). The Harvard
Project on American Indian Economic Development, housed within the Malcolm Wiener
Center for Social Policy at the John F. Kennedy School of Government at Harvard, has been
engaged in applied research and service to Native American tribes in fostering “the
conditions under which sustained, self-determined social and economic development is
achieved among American Indian Nations” (Harvard Project on American Indian Economic
Development N.d.). Founded by professors Stephen Cornell and Joseph Kalt, they employ
the theme of “Building Native Nations” and advise tribes on matters of policy (Cornell and
Kalt 1992, 1998; Taylor and Kalt 2005).
A major focus of this literature has highlighted the impacts of Indian gaming on tribal
sovereignty. Among the issues raised about Indian gaming is that it weakens tribal
sovereignty when tribes negotiate “compact agreements” with state governments, which is a
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provision under the Indian Gaming Regulatory Act (Giago 2006; Johnson 2006; Kamper
2000). A more contentious view is that tribal competence has been enhanced through
intergovernmental negotiations and that recent economic success has increased tribal political
positioning (Harvey 2000; Welch 2006). The casino boom also led to the emergence of
arguments against tribal sovereignty, which view this status as representing “special rights,”
based on opposition to Indian gaming (Mason 2000). Nagel (1996) purports that efforts to
strengthen and rebuild tribal cultures was a major goal of the Native American ethnic
renewal of the late twentieth century, and Nichols and Nichols (2006) observe that culturally
appropriate programming has important effects on the success of Native American youth in
higher education. As I have already mentioned above, my approach to the issue of
sovereignty builds on Vine Deloria's understanding of cultural sovereignty and adds to this
growing body of literature by focusing not on its political or economic dimensions, but more
on how gaming is impacting MBCI “traditional cultural practices.”
My research also adds to the small but growing literature on Mississippi Choctaw
history. Patricia Galloway’s Choctaw Genesis (1995) remains the primary work on precontact (pre-1700 AD) Choctaw history, but there has been quite a bit written regarding the
contact (1700-1820 AD) and removal (1820-1860) periods (Akers 1999, 2004; Carson 1999;
DeRosier 1970; Kidwell 1995; O’Brien 2002; Reeves 1985; Swanton 1931; White 1983).
There is also a substantial body of literature focusing on the Choctaw in Mississippi since the
removal period, specifically on the dramatic economic revolution of the last three decades
(Blanchard 1981; Boykin 2002; Densmore 1943; Edmunds 2001; Ferrara 1998; Howard and
Levine 1990; Hurtado and Iverson 2001; McKee and Schlenker 1980; Mississippi Band of
Choctaw Indians 1972, 1981; Osburn 2007; Paredes 1992; Peterson 1979; Wells and Tubby
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1986; White 1990; Williams 1979). However, there has been no work that comprehensively
investigates the economic history of the MBCI, the current economic situation, or the
impacts of the economic boom of the last three decades from an anthropological perspective.
The addition of my study will bridge this history with a more complete treatment of the
economic story of the MBCI by investigating the impacts on traditional Choctaw culture
through recent economic development programs. Curtis Billy, an educator with the Choctaw
Nation of Oklahoma, refers to the need for greater reflection even among Choctaws:
For the larger Choctaw community, it [tradition] identifies us, but also it gives us the
understanding of our people where we’ve been and where we are today. We still have
some customs that unknowingly - without reasons knowing why - we do things that
we do, and usually our answers are in the traditions, of past customs and so-forth.
They’re still with us, but unknowingly. Most the general, contemporary Choctaw
wouldn’t have an answer for it unless they do some research or someone explains to
them why we do those things, and I think that’s part of my job, to clarify some of
those things we’re doing that are custom and traditional. [Thompson 2008:467]
In this way I intend my work to provide a base for reflection for Mississippi Choctaw people
to develop a greater understanding of what they view as “traditional aspects of Choctaw
culture” and how this functions within their own conceptions of identity as Choctaw people.
Building on the literature in Tribal Critical Race and Decolonization theory, which is
also known as indigenous critique or critical indigenous theory, I argue that Mississippi
Choctaw engagement with capitalism emerged out of a specific cultural and historical
trajectory that is not a by-product of western economic development or a Third World
project, but a strategically negotiated approach. I follow the lead of indigenous scholars who
identify decolonization as the impetus for changing the status quo research about Native
Americans by seeking to identify what and how indigenous knowledge has been suppressed
in western research. These indigenous scholars include Taiaiake Alfred, Bryan Brayboy,
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Gregory Cajete, Jeff Corntassel, Philip Deloria, Vine Deloria Jr., Eva Marie Garroutte, Lloyd
Lee, Trinh T. Minh-ha, Beverly Singer, Linda Tuhiwai Smith, Paul Chaat Smith, Gerald
Vizenor, Robert Allen Warrior, Joe Watkins, Shawn Wilson, Michael Yellow Bird, and
others (Alfred 1999, 2005; Brayboy 2005; Cajete 2000; Corntassel and Witmer 2008; P.
Deloria 2004; V. Deloria 1969; Lee 2008; Minh-ha 1989a; Singer 2001; L. Smith 1999; P.
Smith 2009; Vizenor 1999; Waziyatawin and Yellow Bird 2005, 2012; Warrior 1994;
Watkins 2001; Wilson 2008). At the core of my dissertation is this indigenous critique, which
fundamentally orients my research by rejecting the passive victimization of the assimilation
model and focusing on strategic decision-making and active agency.
Specifically, in analyzing my data I build on the theoretical concepts of “survivance”
by Gerald Vizenor (1999), “radical indigenism” by Eva Marie Garroutte (2003),
“ethnography of place” by Keith Basso, “traditionalization” as discussed by Tom Mould
(2005), and “cultural citizenship” by Renato Rosaldo (1997). Indigenous scholars Malinda
Maynor Lowery, Eva Marie Garroutte, and Circe Sturm give new breadth and depth to the
issues of Native American identity by analyzing how language use, blood quantum, and
social involvement play into contemporary constructions of self-identity, which I build on in
developing a Mississippi Choctaw “epistemology of belonging” (Garroutte 2003; Lowery
2010; Sturm 2002, 2011). My dissertation also adds to the scholarship in anthropology by
incorporating this critical indigenous approach as a methodology of collaborative
ethnography. In attempting to create a “reciprocal” ethnographic encounter in my research
methodology, which I will discuss in chapter two, I follow the examples of scholars such as
Les Field, Luke Eric Lassiter, and Alice McIntyre (Field 2008; Lassiter 2005; McIntyre
2008).
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Overview of Dissertation Chapters
In this introduction I described the research project and its goals, and have laid out the
theoretical background and literature that informs it. In chapter two I discuss my own
positionality and the impetus for this research, describing my methodological approach and
research design. In chapter three I discuss relevant periods of Choctaw history in order to
provide a thorough historical background on the tribe and to show the precedence of
Choctaw strategic cultural adaptation. In chapter four I discuss Choctaw culture and
“traditional cultural practices,” as delineated by my research participants, and develop a
Mississippi Choctaw “epistemology of belonging.” In chapter five I discuss the impacts of
the recent economic development programs, the perceived changes to the “traditional cultural
practices” highlighted by my research participants, and the tribal cultural preservation efforts.
In chapter six I examine the practices of what I call the Okla Okchalechi (Awakeners)
movement, which involves pan-Indian syncretic ceremonies and activities, and discuss the
debate within the tribe over the future of their cultural sovereignty. Finally, in chapter seven I
conclude the dissertation and discuss its implications for future scholarship and policies.
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Chapter 2 – Research Methodology
My interest in Anthropology and Native American Studies was influenced by my
personal desire to understand my own identity. Growing up knowing that my family had
Native American ancestry and living completely separate from any tribal community left me
with an intense search to find this connection. In my youth I became involved in the
contemporary inter-tribal powwow scene and supported several Native American rights
organizations. As I got older and became interested in anthropology I began to more
critically question identity construction. Being Native American but not connected to a tribal
community in many ways left me culturally detached and led to an identity crisis in young
adulthood. A conversation that I had with George E. Tinker, who I met when he gave a talk
at Davidson College in 2002, encouraged me to visit and get to know the Mississippi
Choctaw people, with whom my family shares an ancestral connection. Eventually I came to
understand and agree with Roger Echo-Hawk’s statement:
It does considerable violence to my complex heritage to reduce it to being “Indian” or
“White” or some other awkward oversimplification of race. In the quest to refine
biological theory through scientific knowledge, and in the evolution of cultural
experience and social practice, race obscures more than it reveals about our humanity.
It gives us a poorly edited story of ourselves. [2010:16]
Out of my turmoil was born a very dedicated interest in identity formation and construction,
specifically for Native Americans and people of mixed ancestry. Looking back at my life and
academic career thus far, I can now see and appreciate how instrumental this internal debate
was in leading me to the research that I now pursue.
I was born and raised in North Carolina and I recall in my youth visiting Cherokee,
NC, or the Qualla Boundary as it is known. I was somewhat ashamed and embarrassed by the
conditions of the reservation as a child, but returning to the community on a camping trip in
20

college I was amazed at the difference and the changes that had taken place. I was very
impressed with the new tribally specific and respectful way the area’s history was being
presented. This revelation led me to question how this had occurred, which quickly led to my
interest in tribal economic development projects and specifically Indian gaming. I saw
firsthand how over the short span of my life the new revenue generated from a casino and
associated resort and tourist development could drastically change a tribal community or at
least its representation. Since that time my study of tribal economic development has
expanded and become more critical, but the roots of this interest lie in that camping trip to
the Qualla Boundary.
This deep connection for me with the South as a cultural region and specifically with
the history and culture of the Southeastern tribes has also fundamentally influenced where I
have chosen to conduct my field research. I decided to work with the Mississippi Band of
Choctaw Indians (MBCI) not only because of my ancestral ties to this group but also because
they represent one of the most dynamic and successful tribes in the area of economic
development as well as cultural preservation. This seeming paradox between cultural
conservation and economic progress became one of the focuses of my current research, and
the Mississippi Choctaw story was the perfect environment for my study.
These aspects of my personal history, my liminal position as a Native American,
mixed-blood, thindian, white racial shifter, descendant, or however you chose to define me;
and my connection to the Southeastern United States have all informed the research which I
present in this dissertation. This research also offered me a personal opportunity to create a
tangible connection with and learn from a group of people who I have always been connected
to in some way, but have often felt estranged from. In a large way this research project
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helped to solidify and unify my fragmented identity and sense of self. This research
experience was very powerful for me, and certainly meant more than just satisfying a degree
requirement.
As a point of clarification, although I self-identify as “Chahta micha na hollo isht
atia” or of “Choctaw and European descent” that is not always how I am seen by others.
Most MBCI tribal members and non-Indians with whom I worked consider me “na hollo” or
“white,” probably including many people who knew of my mixed ancestry. In Mississippi,
anyone who does not have a direct connection to one of the tribal communities or who is not
a tribal member is usually considered “na hollo.” Referring to what she calls “white racial
shifters” and what others derisively label “wannabes” Circe Sturm says, “For some Native
Americans, however, the term also includes Indian descendants with a racially white physical
appearance who do not have community or cultural ties” (2011). However, in Choctaw the
term na hollo does not connote such a pejorative tone.
My dissertation research began with a focus on how tribal economic development
programs impacted the “traditional cultural practices” of the tribe, as these are defined by the
MBCI. This question led to many subsequent research questions such as: Who defines
Choctaw culture and traditions, and what institutions are involved in cultural preservation?
Over the course of my fieldwork my research became less about economic development as a
subject, but more as a context. The research question that I came to rest my dissertation upon
asks: How does tribal cultural preservation happen on a reservation that is committed to both
cultural conservation and economic progress? My being offered a position working for the
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MBCI Cultural Affairs Program (CAP) 14 as a research and media consultant allowed me to
observe the tribal cultural preservation apparatus and efforts from within, facilitating this
shift in my research focus.
Two methodological choices that I made, which fundamentally directed my research,
were working for the Cultural Affairs/Preservation Program and volunteering at the Elderly
Activity Center 15 operated by the MBCI. Both of these activities are a part of what I refer to
as “reciprocal ethnography,” which incorporates aspects of Linda Tuhiwai Smith and Shawn
Wilson’s developing discourse on indigenous research methodologies (Smith 1999; Wilson
2008). 16 I conceive of reciprocal ethnography as an attempt to modify the traditional research
paradigm, which often involves taking cultural information and knowledge from a
community without any form of mutual exchange from the researcher. Although I would not
go so far as to call my research Participatory Action Research (PAR) 17, because the

14

The Cultural Affairs Program (CAP), which was later incorporated into the newly formed
Cultural Preservation Program (CPP), “was established in 1995 to promote and preserve the
cultural traditions of the Mississippi Band of Choctaw Indians” (Mississippi Band of
Choctaw Indians 2004:19).
15
The Elderly Activity Center is a 12,000 square foot facility near the Choctaw Town Center
development in the Pearl River community, which was constructed as an outgrowth of the
Elderly Nutrition and Social Program operated by the MBCI tribal government. It offers a
kitchen and dining facility, social space for the elders to use for programs, presentations, and
holiday activities, as well as a fitness center designed for the needs of elders, a library, an arts
and crafts center, and a television viewing area (Staff 2000).
16
In Decolonizing Methodologies Linda Tuhiwai Smith says, “Part of the project of this book
is ‘researching back,’ in the same tradition of ‘writing back’ or ‘talking back,’ that
characterizes much of the post-colonial or anti-colonial literature. It has involved a
‘knowing-ness of the colonizer’ and a recovery of ourselves, an analysis of colonialism, and
a struggle for self-determination” (1999:7).
17
Alice McIntyre describes Participatory Action Research (PAR) as being characterized by
“the active participation of researchers and participants in the co-construction of knowledge;
the promotion of self- and critical awareness that leads to individual, collective and/or social
change; and the building of alliances between researchers and participants in the planning,
implementation, and dissemination of the research process” (2008:ix).
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community was not involved from the outset in drafting my research design, I do employ a
similar critical framework that creates reciprocity in my study with the Mississippi Choctaw.
By volunteering and working for the tribe while conducting my dissertation research I built
into my research methodology a mechanism for giving back to the community with which I
was working. It is important to me that the ethnographic encounter be more reciprocal, first
to establish a mutual trust, and second to promote an equal exchange of shared experience in
working together.
My work for the Cultural Affairs/Preservation Program involved a variety of tasks,
from helping to develop PowerPoint presentations for cultural outreach programs to filming
cultural demonstrations at the Choctaw Fair, but I primarily focused on three major projects.
I produced a short video project on the importance of rivercane 18 for the tribal cultural public
outreach programming called, Rivercane Restoration: Linking Cultural, Biological, and
Economic Values (Gantt 2009). I was also involved in a major project to research and
interpret the Nanih Waiya Mound 19 and surrounding archaeological site, coordinating with
the Cobb Institute of Archaeology at Mississippi State University to conduct archaeological
mapping and geophysical investigation of the area (Gantt 2010b). I utilized this
archaeological research along with the existing body of knowledge on the site to develop
proposed interpretive signage to be installed at the site. I also helped to develop a large
timeline exhibit for the new Institute of Chahta Immi Cultural Center.

18

Rivercane is a plant, similar to bamboo, which is indigenous to East Central Mississippi
riparian zones. Rivercane is culturally important to the Choctaw because it has historically
been used to make a number of items including: baskets, mats, blowguns, furniture, fish
traps, and other cultural arts and crafts.
19
Nanih Waiya is considered to be the “Mother Mound” of the Choctaw people and is central
to the Choctaw origin stories.
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All of these research and media projects that I worked on with the Cultural
Affairs/Preservation Program helped to inform my dissertation research. These projects
provided unique research opportunities and there was a great deal of crossover between my
own cultural study interests and the Cultural Affairs/Preservation Program needs. The Nanih
Waiya project was especially important because it helped me to understand the importance of
this place to the Mississippi Choctaw and their sense of a homeland centered on this sacred
site. This spatial understanding also contextualized this group’s resistance to removal
attempts by the U.S. federal government in the early 1830s, which will be discussed in
chapter three.
Many days during my fieldwork were partially spent playing washers 20 behind the
Elderly Activity Center. I volunteered my time at the center often eating lunch with tribal
elders, having informal conversations, and usually ending up out back playing washers. The
older men taught me to play the game, teaching me the formal rules of the game, as well as
how to chide the other players. They would joke with each other calling the other man by the
family name of one of the elderly ladies that came to the center, implying that he was married
to her, which would be immediately followed by laughter and more jokes. Volunteering for
the Elderly Activity Center was an important aspect of my research methodology and it was
in these daily encounters and learning moments, either at work in the Cultural
Affairs/Preservation Program or when I was volunteering at the Elderly Activity Center, that
I learned the most about Choctaw culture and values. This deep and thorough dedication to
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Washers is a Choctaw game similar to horseshoes, where metal washers from the hardware
store are thrown into a small hole dug in the ground.
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participant observation 21 is what distinguishes ethnographic research, and for me is its most
rewarding aspect. Spending time with the elders was very rewarding to me personally and
helped me to understand and become comfortable in my new role as a researcher by
grounding me with these daily experiences.
My official dissertation fieldwork was conducted June 5, 2009 – December 20, 2010
(18.5 months) primarily in the Mississippi Choctaw community of Pearl River, although I
conducted several pre-dissertation site visits and thorough background research before
moving to Mississippi. In this chapter I will break my field research into four chronological
sections, each covering a different phase or time period of my research project. In each of
these sections I will outline the major methodological tools that I used during that period of
research, demonstrating the use of each method, and highlighting the aspects of my overall
research project that each was designed to address. This research project not only utilized
formal and informal interviewing, but also included free-listing exercises, participant
observation, photography and video recording during various activities and in some interview
situations, as well as archival research. I conducted interviews 22 with 33 MBCI tribal
members and one non-Indian MBCI employee, recording 65 hours of interview audio and
close to 30 hours of interview video footage. Of the 34 research participants: 12 were female
and 22 were male; 6 individuals were between 18-39 years of age, 12 between 40-59 years of
age, and 9 individuals were over 60 years of age. The research population included
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“Participant observation is immersion in a culture. Ideally, the ethnographer lives and
works in the community for 6 months to 1 year or more learning the language and seeing
patterns of behavior over time” (Fetterman 1998:35).
22
I conducted two rounds of interviews with most of my research participants, focusing on
different topics and utilizing different interviewing techniques for each round of interviews.
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individuals from 8 of the 9 official Mississippi Choctaw communities 23, with Bogue Chitto,
Pearl River, Standing Pine, and Conehatta being the most often represented. Although many
of my research participants worked for the tribe, in one capacity or another, their interviews
do not represent official statements by the MBCI tribal government but rather are their own
personal opinions.
Itikba (Before): Pre-Dissertation Research & Fieldwork (2006-2009)
Between 2006-2009 I made several pre-dissertation site visits to Mississippi to
investigate the possibility of conducting my dissertation research with the Mississippi Band
of Choctaw Indians (MBCI), partly because of my personal interest in learning more about
the tribe and area due to my ancestral Choctaw connection. This personal interest combined
with my academic focus on tribal economic development programs and Indian gaming to
lead to my eventual dissertation research. These early visits to Mississippi helped me to think
through my research questions, dissertation proposal and goals, conduct preliminary
research, and gain tribal research approval. These pre-fieldwork site visits were made
possible with the generous support of the following entities at the University of New Mexico:
the Institute for American Indian Research, Graduate and Professional Student Association,
Department of Anthropology, and Office of Graduate Studies.
On July 12-15, 2006 I attended the Annual Choctaw Indian Fair in Choctaw, MS
where I observed the activities of the fair, and toured the tribal resort and manufacturing
enterprises. I was initially intrigued by the juxtaposition of the progressive economic
developments and conservative cultural maintenance, especially in regards to the Choctaw
23

Although no individual research participants identified themselves as being specifically
from Crystal Ridge often Bogue Chitto and Crystal Ridge are lumped together as one
community and people more readily identify with Bogue Chitto.
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language. Then in the fall of 2007 (Nov. 15-19) I made a short return visit to complete a class
research project on Choctaw stickball. The project led to the production of an ethnographic
video titled Stickball: Grandfather of All Sports, Little Brother of War (Gantt 2008). The
documentary featured three interviews with Choctaw stickball experts who shared the
history, meaning, and importance of this traditional Choctaw sport. In chapter four I will
describe the game and its significance in greater detail.
In the summer of 2008 (July 7-13) I again returned to Choctaw, MS to present my
dissertation research proposal (Gantt N.d.c) to the MBCI tribal council and once again
attended the Choctaw Fair. These pre-dissertation site visits introduced me to and led to my
building relationships with local “gatekeepers,” 24 who became allies during my dissertation
research. These visits, especially to the Choctaw Fairs, opened my awareness to Choctaw
“traditional cultural practices,” and led me to see the importance of the fair as a temporal and
spatial locus of both cultural production and preservation. I made one final pre-dissertation
field site visit in the spring of 2009 (April 4-12) to make the final preparations for my
primary field research, which included setting up my living arrangements and discussing
employment with the Cultural Affairs Program. 25 During this visit I also conducted three
preliminary interviews about the Choctaw Fair with individuals who had prominent roles in
planning and coordinating the fair and who were very knowledgeable about its history.
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“Gatekeepers are individuals who control access to a community, organization, group of
people, or source of information” (LeCompte and Schensul 1999:6)
25
I was initially hired by the Cultural Affairs Program, which at that time was a independent
department of the MBCI tribal government, as a research and media consultant to work on
projects for the tribe funded through the Education through Cultural and Historical
Organizations (ECHO) Partnership, which is ultimately funded by a grant from the U.S.
Department of Education.
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My literature search about the Mississippi Band of Choctaw Indians (MBCI)
provided extensive background on the history, culture, and language of the tribe (Akers 1999,
2004; Blanchard 1981; Boykin 2002; Carson 1999; Densmore 1943; DeRosier 1970;
Edmunds 2001; Ferrara 1998; Galloway 1995; Howard and Levine 1990; Hurtado and
Iverson 2001; Kidwell 1995; McKee and Schlenker 1980; Mississippi Band of Choctaw
Indians 1972, 1981; O’Brien 2002; Osburn 2007; Paredes 1992; Peterson 1979; Reeves
1985; Swanton 1931; Wells and Tubby 1986; White 1983; White 1990; Williams 1979). I
used this research to write two graduate papers, The Impact of European Commodities in
Pre-removal Choctaw History (Gantt N.d.a) and History of the Mississippi Band of Choctaw
Indians ca. 13,000 B.C. – A.D. 1918 (Gantt N.d.b), which were presented at regional
conferences. I relied on this cultural and historical background research to frame how
contemporary Mississippi Choctaw experience intersects with macro-historical processes,
which led me to view Choctaw culture and traditions as evolving out of a specific
Southeastern U.S. historical trajectory. My emphasis began to shift towards analyzing how
the Choctaw negotiate different historical moments and processes through strategic forms of
cultural adaptation, which I will argue represents an indigenous paradigm of adaptation,
change, and negotiation in chapter three.
Aiamona (At the Beginning): Fieldwork Phase 1 (June 5 – Aug. 31, 2009)
In the first phase of my dissertation field research I began by orienting myself to the
reservation and started working full-time for the Cultural Affairs Program (CAP). This was a
very important process, because fellow staff members would drive me around and identify
where different offices or departments were located. It took most of the summer to become
familiar with this whole new constellation of power dynamics and institutional protocols.
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With the help of new friends and colleagues I became more comfortable in my new position
as a researcher and tribal employee, and used the time to segue my research towards greater
formality. 26
During this initial phase of my fieldwork I concentrated on building rapport with
possible research participants and identifying key individuals to function as collaborators,
helping to direct the research project (Agar 1996:137,168; Schensul et al. 1999:77). I often
discussed my research plans with these key individuals and asked for their advice on how to
proceed and who to talk to. I started by conducting participant and unstructured observations
in and around the MBCI community of Pearl River, where the tribal headquarters is located,
by attending local events and talking to local residents at the events (Agar 1996:163;
Schensul et al. 1999:91).
Working for the Cultural Affairs Program (CAP) greatly enhanced my ability to meet
new people and served as an excellent venue for learning about the tribe and tribal
government structure. By working for CAP I met and worked with many knowledgeable
individuals and cultural specialists/practitioners, and was introduced to many individuals
who later became participants in my research project. Working for the Cultural Affairs
Program afforded me access not only to specific individuals, but also to resources,
conversations, and insights that came from long discussions over meals and at work. As a
member of the Cultural Affairs staff I was given access the tribal archives and museum
collections, as well as the cultural outreach programming resources, which included
collections of stories and how-to guides, blowguns, rabbit sticks, beadwork, baskets, and
26

Here I use formality to indicate the transition from unstructured participant observation
and rapport building to officially asking people to participate in my research project and
conducting interviews.
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other accouterments for demonstrations. I also knew when and where cultural programs were
scheduled and was often invited to participate and/or video record the events. My knowledge
of Choctaw “traditional cultural practices” started to expand beyond mere descriptions as I
began to critically examine the historical significance associated with certain traditions and
how they had changed and were reinterpreted to fit the present day Mississippi Choctaw
experience.
One of the early goals of my dissertation research was to investigate what institutions
or organizations functioned to preserve Choctaw “traditional cultural practices” and to
examine how they operated in the current tribal political and economic climate. Working for
the Cultural Affairs Program (CAP), a department of the tribal government, provided greater
research access and raised new issues that enabled me to incorporate the idea of reciprocal
ethnography by taking into account how the research could benefit the Cultural Affairs
Program while serving the needs of the tribe.
Towards the end of the summer I also began to volunteer at the Elderly Activity
Center, another activity that led to many interesting and useful conversations and
interactions, because I knew that I wanted to meet and talk with elders who would have the
knowledge and experience of how various cultural traditions had changed over time. I spent
many hours playing washers or having conversations over lunch with the elders at the center,
many of who later became research participants. I even occasionally danced with the Elderly
Center’s social dance group at different tribal events. The time I spent with elders
fundamentally contributed to my understanding of Choctaw culture and identity and helped
me embrace my role as a researcher and descendent of the Choctaw people.
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All of this relationship building during the first phase of my research was vital,
because it helped me to locate and identify possible participants for my research. Many of my
informal conversations and observations during this period led to interesting areas of research
and specific questions in my later interviews. For example, while working for Cultural
Affairs I found out that there were Native American Church (NAC) chapters and sweatlodge
ceremonies being held on the reservation and that some Choctaw people disagreed with these
practices. This information resulted in a new area of interest in my research looking at
conflicting ideas and practices of “cultural preservation” that opened new avenues of
complexity involving “traditional cultural practices” leading me to ask questions about who
determined and controlled what counts as or is considered to be Choctaw culture.
Aiiklana (At the Middle): Fieldwork Phase 2 (Sept. 1, 2009 – Aug. 5, 2010)
The second phase of my research took on a more formal approach to ethnographic
data collection, including recruiting research participants and conducting the first round of
interviews. During this phase of my research I continued to volunteer at the Elderly Activity
Center, increased my participant observation, and transitioned from full-time to part-time
employment for the Cultural Affairs/Preservation Program. Cutting back to part-time
employment was necessary to allow more time in carrying forward my research schedule as I
began my formal data collection. My interactions with the elders moved from informal
conversations and game playing to conducting official interviews.
I interviewed 27 MBCI tribal members during the second phase of my research, 17
male and 10 female. 27 I utilized a variety of sampling techniques in recruiting research
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My position as a male may have led to the predominance of male participants, although an
effort was made to maintain some gender balance in the research population.
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participants including: quota, purposive, convenience, and snowball (Bernard 2006:187-193).
This sampling procedure led to a research population that was predominantly male and
employed by the tribal government. These employees held a range of positions within the
tribe from the recycling center, to the tribal newspaper, and included tribal council members.
A contributing factor that favored tribal employees was the location of my study in the Pearl
River community, where the tribal headquarters and most of the tribal businesses are based.
The MBCI is the largest employer in this community, overall “providing permanent, fulltime jobs for over 5,000 Tribal-member and non-Indian employees” (Anderson N.d.).
My participant recruitment also targeted “culturally specialized informants” including
community leaders, cultural specialists, and elders whose opinions and knowledge was
considered to be more respected or privileged within this community (Bernard 2006:200).
The connections I had made at the Elderly Activity Center helped me to recruit elders who
knew the traditions and oversaw the practice of Choctaw ceremonies and rituals. My
understanding of how “traditional cultural practices” had changed over time was directly
linked to the responses of elder participants whose years of experience and knowledge was
firsthand.
I utilized IRB approved verbal consent in lieu of written consent forms for my
dissertation research, and recorded the verbal consent at the beginning of the first interview
with each participant. I sought to eschew the negative history and connotations associated
with signing documents, which in the past have been used to take information and resources
away from Native Americans. Also, verbal consent felt more organic and was a fluid means
for fully explaining the research protocols, including the rights and responsibilities of both
the researcher and the participants. I explained the research goals, procedure, and
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expectations, as outlined in my approved IRB consent script. Participation in my research
project was completely voluntary and anonymity was offered to each participant and
respected where indicated or requested. The option of anonymity was provided to protect
against any form of retribution, especially for tribal employees. Also, the research
participants were free to discontinue participation, redact former statements, or request
anonymity at any point in the research process. Although I did not provide incentives or gifts
to my research participants for their involvement, I made my availability and willingness to
be of assistance known throughout the community during my fieldwork stay.
The first round of interviews sought specifically to elicit participants’ definitions of
“traditional cultural practices” and a contemporary Mississippi Choctaw identity through
short informal semi-structured interviews that incorporated a free-listing exercise (Schensul
et al. 1999:137). 28 I usually opened these interviews by gathering some basic demographic
information and a basic personal history. After settling into the interview, I would ask: What
comes to mind first when you think about Choctaw culture? Each response led to revealing
discussions as to what they saw as being intrinsically Choctaw. I was taking notes as they
shared with me and I continued asking follow-up questions for clarification throughout.
These interview notes were used to brainstorm a list of Mississippi Choctaw traditional
cultural practices and characteristics, which I then asked them to rank in order of personal
importance. Following the free-listing exercise, I asked follow-up questions focusing on
Mississippi Choctaw identity and belonging, seeking to elicit responses for understanding
Mississippi Choctaw identity and its formative structure. The results of my first round of
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See Appendix A: Dissertation Interview Guide 1
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interviews on "traditional cultural practices" and identity will be discussed in chapter four of
this dissertation.
I felt that it was important to center the first round of interviews on this free-listing
exercise, because I was interested in basing my research on a definition or elaboration of
Choctaw culture by MBCI tribal members, rather than relying on the definitions and
understandings espoused by the tribal government through official documents and
statements. This free-listing exercise was the springboard for my subsequent research and I
used it as a way to ease into the formal research process and to get to know all of my research
participants. Therefore, the first round of interviews allowed me an opportunity to identify
categories 29 of “traditional cultural practices” through a grounded approach, which I could
then investigate further via archival research and respond to in my subsequent interviews. My
analysis of these first interviews oriented and directed the development of my second
interview guide 30 and also helped me to identify a major new area for my research project to
focus on. In several interviews participants discussed what might be termed “Pan-Indian” 31
cultural practices that had gained support among some MBCI tribal members including social
events such as powwows and religious ceremonies including sweatlodge and Native
American Church meetings. These so-called “Pan-Indian” cultural practices became a major
aspect of my fieldwork during the third phase of the project, and will be discussed in depth in
chapter six.
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See Table 1: Traditional Cultural Practices in Chapter 4
See Appendix B: Dissertation Interview Guide 2
31
Pan-Indian is a general term used by Native Americans to refer to rituals, ceremonies, and
other cultural practices or organizations that transcend specific tribal boundaries.
30
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Ataha (Finished): Fieldwork Phase 3 (Aug. 6, 2010 – December 20, 2010)
In the final period of my field research the semi-structured interviews gave way to
more in-depth open-ended interviews as my relationships with my participants developed
(Agar 1996:140; Schensul et al. 1999:121). This second round of interviews with each of my
participants provided the bulk of my ethnographic data and focused on five issue areas: 1)
perceived changes to Choctaw “traditional cultural practices,” 2) adaptation and the creation
of new traditions, 3) the effects of economic development, 4) tribal cultural preservation
programs, and 5) the recent shift in the tribal administration. I supplemented these interviews
with additional targeted interviews focusing on key individuals who had not previously been
interviewed and who had specific knowledge or areas of expertise. I continued attending
local cultural events and gatherings and began doing participant observation with a local
sweatlodge/NAC group, which will be discussed in greater detail in chapter six of this
dissertation. At this time I also decided to terminate my contract as a consultant with the
Cultural Affairs/Preservation Program in order to focus on my data collection in preparation
for concluding my fieldwork.
During this phase I also capitalized on my proximity to textual resources by
collecting and analyzing archival and secondary data available from local repositories
(Schensul et al. 1999:201). I primarily utilized two repositories for this archival research; the
MBCI Tribal Archives and the Tom Goldman Papers, which are housed at the Lauderdale
County Department of Archives and History in Meridian, MS. The Annual Choctaw Fair
became the focus of my archival research because I hoped to study the history of Mississippi
Choctaw cultural continuity and change from this concrete point of reference.
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My first attempt at archival research in Mississippi was as a Cultural
Affairs/Preservation Program employee for the MBCI. My supervisor tasked me with
locating and evaluating the Tom Goldman Papers 32. After calling around to many different
archives in Mississippi, who often directed me to other archives, I finally located the Tom
Goldman Collection after following a tip by Patricia Galloway33. The collection was not in a
state archive as we had believed, but rather in the Lauderdale County Department of
Archives and History in Meridian, MS. The collection is composed primarily of loose bound
manuscripts and research folders. Much of the content in the collection is photocopied
articles or drafts of book chapters. Some of the draft chapters seem to be unpublished but
many of them were published in The Choctaw Before Removal (Reeves 1985) and After
Removal: The Choctaw in Mississippi (Wells and Tubby 1986).
I traveled to Meridian, MS to work at the Lauderdale County Department of Archives
and History reviewing and cataloging the Tom Goldman Collection for the tribe. As I went
through the files I recorded all available bibliographic information for the relevant sources
and made some notes. I have since processed that information into an index/catalog and
bibliography of the Choctaw resources in the Tom Goldman Collection. Many of the
photocopied articles did not include the title pages and therefore this bibliography is
somewhat incomplete, usually missing the dates of publication. I have attempted to piece
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During his life Tom Goldman was an attorney in Meridian and more importantly he was a
long-time friend to the Mississippi Band of Choctaw Indians. Over the years Mr. Goldman
was involved in many different projects with the tribe, such as the Choctaw Heritage
Council. Mr. Goldman was an avocational archaeologist and historian who did a lot of
research on the Mississippi Choctaw.
33
Patricia Galloway is a renowned ethno-historian who has published many articles and
books on the Southeast and the Choctaw, including the pivotal book Choctaw Genesis 15001700.
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together as much information as possible in this bibliography including where many of the
drafts were eventually published. These documents were produced for and given to the
Cultural Affairs/Preservation Program.
After finding and cataloging this collection of Tom Goldman’s papers I also
published a short article in the Choctaw Community News (Gantt 2010a) announcing the
existence of this collection, describing its contents, and how other researchers could gain
access to it. I prepared a report on the collection to accompany the index/catalog and
bibliography that I had created for the CPP. Of particular interest to me in this collection was
an extensive folder of newspaper clippings dating back to the 1950s, as well as a collection
of oral history interview transcripts with Choctaw tribal members conducted by Susan Weill.
There was also an extensive collection of articles and papers on southeastern archaeology
and even old census reports from the 18th and 19th centuries. I photocopied many documents
from this collection to be used in the archival research for this project, but hopefully one day
the entire collection will be moved to the MBCI tribal archives, where I conducted the bulk
of my archival research.
While a member of the Cultural Affairs/Preservation Program staff I had access to the
tribal archives, but because of their disordered state and lack of an index or catalog of the
collections I found it difficult to systematically search through the records. I spent a week
looking through the material, attempting to locate useful and relevant resources. I eventually
found documents that were useful in both my research work for the Cultural
Affairs/Preservation Program and my own dissertation research. I continued to visit the
archives throughout my tenure working for the MBCI to do research on specific topics for
the Cultural Affairs/Preservation Program. Towards the end of my fieldwork, in November
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2010, I again did archival research in the MBCI tribal archives. By this time I had decided on
using the Annual Choctaw Fair as a stable point of comparison in order to track and analyze
cultural preservation efforts by the tribe over time by doing research looking at the past
Choctaw Fair programs. I made copies of articles on cultural issues, biographies of key tribal
members, and of the fair schedules from these fair programs in order to create a small archive
of my own. This material was utilized in the research that I did on the history of the Choctaw
Fair and MBCI tribal cultural preservation efforts, which is discussed in chapter five of this
dissertation.
During this research phase I was able to re-interview 20 of the original 27 research
participants (7 female, 13 male). As a part of the second round of interviews I requested my
research participant’s permission to video record the sessions. A few individuals declined to
be video recorded in order to remain anonymous. I began each of the second interviews by
reviewing what we had covered in our first interview, both to refresh our minds about what
we had talked about and also to check that my notes and recollections were accurate. After
this brief recap we discussed changes they had seen in their lifetime in regard to their list of
“traditional cultural practices,” and why they thought these changes had occurred. This
opening discussion often ranged into many different topics, and I asked follow-up questions
throughout. I would then direct the interview into a list of prepared questions, 34 which
targeted specific areas of my research such as the concept of cultural adaptation and the use
of “Pan-Indian” activities/ceremonies, the impacts of tribal economic development programs,
an assessment of the tribal cultural preservation efforts, and the impact of the new tribal
government administration and recent tribal reorganization.
34
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In addition, I also conducted targeted interviews with key cultural leaders and experts
on specific topics. I interviewed two local sweatlodge and Native American Church (NAC)
group leaders, who were identified through my participant observation, about their history
and experiences running these groups. These interviews were similar to life history
interviews, exploring how they got involved in sharing these religious practices. I also
conducted an interview with a key tribal government official specifically about the economic
development programs. This interview went into depth on the MBCI’s history with economic
development and explored the tribe’s current business holdings and future plans. This
interview was primarily used in discussing the tribe’s economic history in chapter three of
this dissertation. These three interviews were video recorded as well.
During this phase of my research project I also became involved in the
sweatlodge/NAC movement in Pearl River, conducting participant observation at various
ceremonies and events. I participated in sweatlodge ceremonies conducted by several
different leaders in two different locations. I chose to investigate the activities of these
groups because they had been mentioned by several of my research participants during the
first round of interviews and this movement seemed to represent an alternative approach to
the cultural preservation activities of the tribal government. At this point in my research I
was becoming interested in cultural activities that fell outside of the scope of the tribal
government’s definition of “traditional cultural practices” and outside the efforts of the
tribally sanctioned Cultural Affairs/Preservation Program.
During my first round of interviews and my participant observation within the
Cultural Affairs/Preservation Program I had noticed that some tension existed between the
proponents of the “official” cultural preservation efforts and the more fringe
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sweatlodge/NAC groups. I was interested in what these groups were doing, how they felt it
fit into Choctaw traditions, and what they thought of the CPP. This participant observation
led not only to personal experiential data through the phenomenological approach, 35 but also
led to meeting new people two of which I chose to interview for the research project. This
experience also helped me to develop the questions in the second interview guide about
cultural adaptation and Pan-Indian practices and ceremonies. My accounts of these
experiences will be discussed in more detail in chapter six of this dissertation.
Throughout my dissertation fieldwork I focused my methodology on creating and
maintaining personal relationships with individuals. Working for the tribal Cultural
Affairs/Preservation Program and volunteering at the Elderly Activity Center were crucial to
achieving this goal, and my lifelong gratitude goes to my colleagues, friends, and the staff of
both institutions for their assistance and support. The sense of community that I experienced,
and for a brief moment was a part of, has significantly affected me personally. After
completing my dissertation fieldwork I moved back to Albuquerque, NM to transcribe, code,
and analyze my ethnographic data in order to write this dissertation. In returning to the
University of New Mexico I became more involved with Native American student
organizations on campus and sought to find a similar experience of community here. My
ethnographic fieldwork helped to solidify my understanding of my identity and ancestral
connection to the Choctaw people. I am now proud to say “Chahta micha na hollo isht satia
hoke!”
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David Abram describes phenomenology as turning “toward the world as it is experienced
in its felt immediacy” (1997:35).
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Chapter 3 – Historical Background
In this chapter I present three phases or “seasons” of Choctaw history in Mississippi
with a focus on the economic developments and the cultural adaptations occurring in each
period. I move beyond a “technological determinist” perspective by showing the complicated
and interdependent nature of historical, economic, and cultural change. These three “seasons”
of Choctaw adaptation are key for understanding the breadth of Choctaw history and
experience and set up the background for the discussions and analysis in this dissertation.
This chapter also moves beyond the victimization model of western history by embracing a
critical indigenous perspective in order to acknowledge the various ways that Choctaw
people themselves directed their own economic and cultural adaptation and tells the story of
Choctaw survivance.
In the first section, Achaffa Aiona (Season 1): The Pre-removal Period ca. 1700-1830,
I center attention on the Choctaw’s changing relations to commodities, from pre-contact
through removal, in an effort to investigate the impact this had on socio-political and
economic structures, and attitudes toward land ownership. In the second section, Tuklo Aiona
(Season 2): The Lost Years 1830-1945, I follow the impacts of removal for the remaining
Mississippi Choctaw population, discuss the introduction of the sharecropping system, and
foreshadow how they eventually regained federal recognition. In the third section, Tuchena
Aiona (Season 3): The Self-Determination Era 1945-Present, I discuss the recent selfdetermination 36 era and how the Mississippi Band of Choctaw Indians (MBCI) have used
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The right of nations to self-determination, or in short form, the right to selfdetermination is the cardinal principle in modern international law, which states
that nations based on respect for the principle of equal rights and fair equality of opportunity
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tribal economic development strategies to maintain their political and economic sovereignty.
My goal in this chapter is to show that Choctaw history is built on periods of adaptation and
change, to view these as strategic negotiations of economic approaches and social changes,
and to demonstrate that these processes extend back beyond European contact and reveal
adaptation itself as a Choctaw tradition.
Achaffa Aiona (Season 1): The Pre-Removal Period ca. 1700-1830
The Choctaw, as well as the Seminole, Cherokee, Muscogee (Creek), Chickasaw, and
other modern Native American groups, are the descendants of the Mississippian mound
building societies of the pre-contact North American Southeast. The Mississippian Stage
(A.D. 1000-1500) is an archaeological period before European contact, which is
distinguished by the spread of maize (corn) agriculture and the chiefdom level of sociopolitical organization throughout the southeast (Bense 1994). These large Mississippian
societies were sedentary due to the reliance on agriculture, and developed sophisticated
political structures and spiritual/religious systems.
Dr. Patricia Galloway has advanced a widely accepted theory, in which she describes
the creation of the historic Choctaw Tribe as the confederation of the remnants of several
different Mississippian groups at some point in the 17th century, centered on modern day
Mississippi (Galloway 1995). The historic Choctaw Nation was divided into three
geographical and political divisions (western, northeastern, and southern), which each had
their own chief. Historically there was no paramount or principal chief and each division

have the right to freely choose their sovereignty and international political status with no
external compulsion or interference.
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functioned as an independent political unit. Under each division chief was a hierarchy of
various leadership positions descending all the way into the iksa (clan or family).
Although direct European trade relations with the Choctaw did not begin until ca.
A.D. 1700, the Okla Chahta (Choctaw People) encountered French and English trade goods
and contracted foreign diseases much earlier, both of which radically altered traditional
Choctaw life. The pre-removal period of Choctaw history from a “historical materialist” 37
perspective provides a template for understanding how European commodities were
incorporated into an indigenous social and cultural system. I trace the changing relationship
between the Choctaw and the commodities they utilized, to understand how commodities
functioned within Choctaw views of power and authority, to see how shifts in their
relationship with commodities affected their conceptions of power, and to look for ways this
situation manifested itself within a changing historical landscape, namely with the
commoditization of land.
The commodity, as Marx defined it, “an object outside us, a thing that by its
properties satisfies human wants of some sort or another” has always existed in indigenous
communities (Marx 1978[1867]:303). Prior to European contact there were many different
types of commodities in use. Many pre-contact commodities acted as utilitarian tools, or usevalues, created by group members for use within the group. These were items such as plain
pottery, basic flaked or ground stone tools, everyday clothing and shelter, and so on. There
also existed a class of commodities referred to as prestige items, which served as symbols or
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Historical Materialism is a methodological approach to the study of society, economics,
and history, first articulated by Karl Marx (1818–1883) as "the materialist conception of
history." Historical materialism looks for the causes of developments and changes in human
society in the means by which humans collectively produce the necessities of life.
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markers of power and authority. These items have been found archaeologically in association
with the burials of specific individuals, who archaeologists have assumed to have been
important leaders while alive. This class of commodities and the imagery associated with
them has been assumed to be a part of a pre-contact Mississippian belief system, labeled the
Southeastern Ceremonial Complex (Bense 1994:195).
Many of the prestige items believed to have been a part of the Southeastern
Ceremonial Complex are made of non-local materials such as mica, copper, and greenstone
(Bense 1994:195). This implies that these materials, either in a finished or raw form, were
somehow transported to their final destination. The connection of these items to distant
geographical origins would, based on Choctaw ideas about power, instill them with spiritual
power. It has been suggested that the leaders of Mississippian chiefdoms obtained these
objects and then gave them to specific people, most likely subordinate local leaders, in order
to reinforce the local leader’s power and authority while confirming his loyalty to the
paramount leader. Although the prestige items may have been traded between groups, in this
model they served primarily as gifts within the community. The point has been made by
Maurice Godelier that, “very often the precious objects we encounter in primitive societies
have a dual nature: they are both goods and non-goods, ‘money’ and gifts, according to
whether they are bartered between groups or circulate within the group” (1977:128).
We know for certain that this tradition of giving gifts, acquired externally by trade or
gift, in order to maintain power and control was present among the Choctaw by the time of
sustained European contact (late 17th century) via the writings of the early French colonial
officials. Although sustained direct contact between the Choctaw and Europeans was not
established until the late 17th century, European goods had found their way into Choctaw
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communities earlier, probably through intertribal trade. The Choctaw likely felt pressure
from the English slave and deerskin trade prior to making sustained contact with the French.
In order to understand the period of contact we must begin with how and when the
major players arrived. Spanish exploration of the gulf coast began in 1519 with the Alvarez
de Pineda expedition, but many of these early journeys stayed on the coast and did not
explore much inland. It was not until the Hernando de Soto expedition (1540-1543) that the
Spanish came into contact with the Ancestral Choctaw Mississippians (Galloway 1995:85). It
would be over a century later before Europeans again came into direct contact with the
people, who by this time had formed as the Choctaw Confederacy (Galloway 1995:164).
In the late 17th century the French descended the Mississippi river to create a
settlement on the gulf coast. The French became the last of the three European powers to
gain a foothold in the Southeast of North America. By this time Spain had control of Florida
and the British had the colony in Carolina. Although these other European nations had not
yet contacted the emergent Choctaw, they certainly had dealings with their neighboring
groups; especially important was the relationship between the English and the Chickasaw.
The Chickasaw, supplied by the English with guns, began slave raids on the Choctaw,
possibly as early as 1688 (Galloway 1995:172).
Contact between the French and Choctaw was finally accomplished by 1699 – 1702.
The first documented European to visit the Choctaw in their homeland was the Frenchmen
Henri de Tonti who visited the Choctaw in 1702 in order to escort a party of Choctaw and
Chickasaw leaders to meet French officials in Mobile (Galloway 1995:193). With this first
meeting the French set a precedent that would go on to be a defining aspect of the Choctaw –
French relationship, the giving of presents by the French to the Choctaw. The Choctaw
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coming from a tradition where, “external trade for prestige items was important for
maintaining chiefly status” found in the French a new source of such items (Galloway
1995:200). In this new system, “European sumptuary goods could begin to function in
precisely the same ways as had the exotic imported minerals for body paint, the elaborately
engraved conch-shell dippers, and the repoussé copper plates associated with the
Southeastern Ceremonial Complex” (Galloway 1995:200).
The French set up a system in which they chose certain Choctaw elites to serve as
“medal chiefs,” these were individuals chosen by the French to act as Choctaw leaders,
whether they were considered leaders within the Choctaw communities or not. The medal
chiefs annually received presents from the French to redistribute amongst the nation.
“Through this superimposed system of medal chiefs, and their subordinates, the French
attempted to control the Choctaw by means of carefully graded and specific gifts” (Galloway
1985:126). The annual gift giving was an important aspect of the French – Choctaw
relationship, because it created a basis of power for the medal chiefs. Another important
aspect of the French – Choctaw relationship was trade. The Choctaw traded deerskins and
agricultural products to the French in return for cloth/clothing, metal and glass beads,
jewelry, edged metal tools (e.g. axes, knifes, hoes, etc.), guns and ammunition, and various
other European goods. Guns and ammunition were perhaps the most important of these trade
goods, because they became a necessity for the Choctaw in order to fend off slave raids as
well as to partake in commercial hunting.
During the French control of the Southeast (1699-1763) Choctaw leaders controlled
trade in their villages and supervised trading between Europeans and their warriors (O’Brien
2002:80; White 1983:43). “Before the 1760s, the introduction of guns reinforced chiefly
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control over warriors since the supply remained limited and trade rested in chiefly
hands…Until the mid-eighteenth century, Choctaws merely incorporated new technology,
the gun, into a preexisting system of chiefly control over resources acquired in hunting and
war” (O’Brien 2002:47). Choctaw chiefs exercised strict control over the French traders in
their towns and the redistribution of the goods (Carson 1999:29).
During the French involvement in the Southeast the Choctaw primarily traded with
them but also developed a strategy, called the “play-off” system by scholars, whereby they
would try to play English and French interests against one another in order to secure
additional gifts from each and better trade conditions. As more and more traders, both
English and French, began competing for Choctaw interests the elites began to lose control of
the European trade. Traders began trading with anyone regardless of rank and position,
bypassing the chiefly channels of control.
In an attempt to regain some control over trade the leaders began “asking European
traders to live in their villages on a more or less permanent basis” (O’Brien 2002:80). This
helped to maintain chiefly authority, but because many warriors now owned their own guns
they could hunt and trade their deerskins to Europeans outside the community on their own,
thereby accumulating private property, and some Choctaws even began to labor in return for
European goods (O’Brien 2002:82-83). The final nail in the coffin of Chiefly authority over
trade was the defeat of the French by the English in the Seven Years War (1756-1763). The
result of this war was that Great Britain gained control of the entire Southeast, effectively
ending the chiefly control over the distribution of guns (O’Brien 2002:48).
During the erosion of chiefly control over trade, Choctaw leaders had been able to
maintain a measure of power through the redistribution of gifts from the English and French
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via the trade off system. With the expulsion of the French, the English no longer had a
necessity to give the Choctaw gifts and relied more heavily on trade (Carson 1999:38; White
1983:71). English traders introduced, “the two great banes of the Indian trade – the credit
system and the traffic in liquor…Liquor almost inevitably produced debt, and debt was the
basis of the credit system” (White 1983:58-59). “The major blow to the chiefs, of course, was
their loss of annual gifts” without the ability to control trade, “English traders remained
entirely unregulated…[and] the result was social chaos as liquor became the major trade item
among the Choctaw” (White 1983:74-75).
The Choctaw leaders regained a measure of control during the build up to the
Revolutionary War (1775-1783) as both the English and American Colonists sought to win
Choctaw favor through gifts. For a short time the Choctaw recreated a version of the play-off
system that had been in place between the French and English, and the redistribution of large
quantities of presents helped restore order through chiefly power and authority. After the
Revolutionary War the Choctaw were able to keep the play-off system going by pitting
America against Spain, who now controlled Florida again. This only lasted until the Treaty of
San Lorenzo (1795) which moved the northern border of Florida south beyond the Choctaw
homeland (Carson 1999:48). Although Spain continued to control the area west of the
Mississippi River, which was later transferred to France in the Treaty of San Ildefonso
(1803) and then almost immediately sold to the United States, the Choctaw were never able
to recreate the success of the play-off system again, and were forced to seek other ways of
maintaining chiefly power.
With the dismantling of traditional chiefly structures of power, the control of trade
and redistribution, influential Choctaw leaders sought to develop a new form of economy.
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Together they formulated a new plan whereby all Choctaws would participate in a
revolution designed to replace the play-off economy of hunting, trading, and military
service with one geared toward producing commodities for the emerging American
market economy…Instead of hunting, Choctaw men throughout the three divisions
began to devote more attention to raising livestock while women sold produce and
handicrafts to settlers, planted cotton alongside their corn, and began weaving and
selling their own cloth. [Carson 1999:68,71]
This radical shift in the Choctaw economy would have drastic effects on Choctaw notions of
power and tribal leadership.
In this new economic atmosphere “increasingly, those who amassed great wealth
dominated political decisions. Cash crops, African American slaves, and individual land
ownership formed the new basis for authority in Choctaw society, one based on the
acquisition of material resources rather than mastery of supernatural forces” (O’Brien
2002:109). Market agriculture was accomplished by the Choctaw at varying levels of
production, with only a few people undertaking large-scale cotton cultivation with slave
labor, and most families producing a small surplus of corn (White 1983:133).
In this new economic atmosphere the mixed-blood sons of white traders were well
positioned to expand the entrepreneurial efforts of their fathers and therefore gain status.
“Having witnessed firsthand how market-oriented enterprises and economies worked, the
young men were well prepared to initiate the transformation of the Choctaw economy from
one based on reciprocity to one predicated on buying, selling, and profit” (Carson 1999:70).
They also had access to the necessary capital to build thriving businesses and farms in the
market economy.
“In the decades before removal, Choctaw leaders became convinced that the tribe’s
survival in the now vastly different political landscape rested not only on the education of
their children but also on their adoption of Euro-American political instruments such as a
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police force, a constitution, and a code of written laws” (Lambert 2007:37). This radical shift
in the Choctaw economy reached its zenith with the Choctaw Constitution of 1826. The
constitution established laws protecting rights of private property, inheritance through the
male line, and allowed the fencing in of former common lands (O’Brien 2002:111). While
still adjusting to the recent economic and political changes within the nation, the Choctaw
embarked on a program of “U.S. Government assisted relocation,” which was to create many
new and unimaginable changes.
The control over trade and the internal redistribution of commodities is an important
aspect of leadership for the Choctaw, dating back to their Mississippian ancestors. The
Choctaws inherited from their Mississippian ancestors a view of power as something
external, existing in its own right, which could be equally tapped into by all humans (O’Brien
2002:xxiv). Spiritual forces existed outside the day-to-day lives of average people, in either
geographically distant locales or supernatural realms (O’Brien 2002:xxiii). Both the ancient
Mississippians and their Choctaw descendants, used the sun as the primary symbol of power.
Essential to this construction of power was the sun’s inherit reproductive power. Similarly
women were seen to hold supernatural power, because of their ability to reproduce human
life (O’Brien 2002:xxiv).
Men did not inherently have power, but could obtain it through contact with spiritual
forces. Power was expressed by males through formal political status and/or control over the
spiritual domain. Spiritual authority was established by properly conducting rituals and
following ceremonial etiquette, and political authority was demonstrated through success in
war, trade, and redistribution (O’Brien 2002:xxvi). The redistribution of tribal resources,
such as food, weapons, and tools, was a major component of chiefly responsibility. “Choctaw
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chiefs gave generously because such an obligation initially was indistinguishable from
chieftainship. Aboriginally the chiefs redistributed food resources by allotting the proceeds of
communal hunts and common grain reserves to the people” (White 1983:41).
Leaders did not only redistribute food resources, perhaps more important than food
was their control over prestige items, ceremonial objects often made of non-local or exotic
materials. Political leaders used their control over prestige items to reinforce their political
authority, “Chiefs thus performed a role originating in Mississippian times to restrict the flow
of prestige goods” (O’Brien 2002:74). O’Brien refers here to the idea that prestige items
were used by the rulers of pre-contact Mississippian chiefdoms to maintain socio-political
order. Judith Bense, a southeastern archaeologist, illustrates this point by saying, “Often, the
ruling elite reward local elites for their allegiance with gifts of imported prestige items,
which the ruling elite control. These gifts help maintain the status of the local leaders at
home and cement their political alliance to the chief” (Bense 1994:192). This redistribution
of prestige items or gift giving by leaders to supplement and reinforce their authority is a key
concept for understanding Choctaw history.
At first European goods fit into this model of prestige items, but as time went on and
Choctaws became more familiar with the Europeans and their commodities, these items
began to lose their spiritual importance and became the tools by which the Choctaw
maintained their economy. As the Choctaw became dependent on European commodities
many individuals attempted to circumvent the rules of chiefly authority by trading directly
with the Europeans. By the late 18th century Choctaw chiefs were beginning to lose control
over the European trade. The collapse of the play-off system, whereby Choctaw leaders had
obtained large amounts of commodities as gifts, due to the English defeat of the French in the
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Seven Years War and ultimately the independence of the American colonies from England,
removed the chiefs’ main avenue for obtaining goods to redistribute.
With the trade off system no longer in place the leadership was forced to use credit in
order to gain the goods necessary to sustain their positions. With the deerskin trade failing
and the introduction of liquor as a trade item Choctaw debt increased rapidly. By 1800 the
Choctaw were indebted to Panton and Leslie, a British trading company, for roughly $50,000
(White 1983:95). As debt accrued the Choctaw leadership was forced to find a way to pay it
off. With no other option in place, the chiefs turned to something that they had never before
been seen as a commodity, land. “Until Choctaw elites found other ways to pay debts, land
offered virtually the only alternative” (O’Brien 2002:105). The commoditization of Choctaw
land began an unfolding of events that would ultimately lead to their removal from their
ancestral homeland.
Choctaw treaty making with the United States intensified once the federal
government took control of the Indian trade and intentionally sought to increase Choctaw
debt. In 1802 the U.S. Federal Government built a trading post for the Choctaw (Carson
1999:67). “Only when confronted with intractable Indian societies who refused to accept
their role as conquered peoples did the United States look to trade – and the debts it caused
among Indians – as a tool to better manage Indian actions” (O’Brien 2002:68). This
American tactic, which was advocated by Thomas Jefferson, of encouraging indebtedness to
expedite Indian land cessions was used extensively with the Choctaw (White 1983:96).
In the end it was the Choctaw’s changing relationship with commodities that drew
them into a market economy before they had created the economic infrastructure to withstand
it, which put them in a position to be effectively exploited by the United States government.
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“The market forced land sales; it created distinctions of wealth unknown in the older order
which it crippled. And when removal came, the market was well on its way to reducing
Choctaw land and labor – once inseparable from other social relations – to mere commodities
to be bought and sold” (White 1983:146).
Tuklo Aiona (Season 2): The “Lost Years” 1830-1945
The history of the Choctaw people bifurcates after the Treaty of Dancing Rabbit
Creek (1830), which authorized the removal of the Choctaw to their lands in Indian Territory
(the former name for Oklahoma). The partial removal of the Choctaw population created two
primary Choctaw groups, the Choctaw Nation of Oklahoma and what would later be named
the Mississippi Band of Choctaw Indians (MBCI). From this time forward the two
populations of Choctaw Indians experienced radically different historical trajectories. Major
events and developments such as Indian removal, the U.S. civil war, and tribal allotment
affected both groups, but often to different ends. These two historical trajectories would have
great impacts on the cultural evolution of each group and lead them to develop distinct
cultural identities. For the purposes of this dissertation I will focus on the historical
experience of the Choctaw in Mississippi.
In this section I briefly sketch the history of the Mississippi Choctaw population from
removal in 1830 to the creation of the modern Mississippi Band of Choctaw Indians (MBCI)
in 1945. This section focuses on the experience of Mississippi Choctaws following the
removal of most of the tribe to Indian Territory and shows how lingering effects from
removal continued to plague this population into the 20th century. I also focus on the impact
of the Civil War and the introduction of the sharecropping system, and ultimately discuss the
events that led to the official federal recognition of the Mississippi Band of Choctaw Indians
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(MBCI). As we will see, although this was a dark chapter in Mississippi Choctaw history,
sometimes referred to as the “lost years,” the people found ways to survive by adapting to
their new economic and social circumstances in creative ways.
Shortly after the conclusion of the Treaty of Dancing Rabbit Creek (1830) some
groups of Choctaws voluntarily began moving west in order to secure the best lands in the
Indian Territory (DeRosier 1970:129-130). “Beginning in the fall of 1830, parties of
Choctaws began the trek to the western lands. A small group set out almost immediately after
the signing of the treaty, and larger groups went during the winter of 1831-1832 and during
1833” (Kidwell 1995:159). The groups that left during the winter of 1831-1832 faced
extremely harsh conditions.
They left in autumn, as one of the worst winters in memory struck throughout the
South…The journey to the west was characterized by American ineptitude,
incompetence, and fraud. Many Choctaws died or became seriously ill due to
exposure, disease, and inhumane arrangements for the journey. Most of the nation
was forced to walk the entire journey, which was more than five hundred
miles…Nearly one-third of the Choctaw Nation died on the march west. [Akers
1999:7-8]
The third and final removal party organized by the federal government arrived in Indian
Territory on December 20, 1833, but small groups of Choctaws who had removed on their
own continued to arrive into 1834 (DeRosier 1970:162). The removal of the Choctaws to
Indian Territory was a catastrophic and difficult time in the history of this people, and it has
subsequently become known as the “Trail of Tears.” Beyond the physical effects of the
relocation, the idea of “Indian Removal…created moral and spiritual crises intimately linked
to fundamental Choctaw beliefs about place, origin, and identity” that would continue to
impact the population for a long time (Akers 1999:4).
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Nanih Waiya, the mother mound of the Choctaw people is centrally located in the
historic Choctaw territory in Mississippi and figures prominently in their origin stories. In
some versions of the origin story Nanih Waiya is the place of emergence into this world, not
only for the Choctaw, but also for all of the major Southeastern tribes. In another version, it
is the arrival location of the original migration from the west, where the bones of the
ancestors were laid to rest. Regardless of how one understands or defines the origins of the
historic Choctaw Nation, Nanih Waiya is central to the story. As Choctaw archaeologist Joe
Watkins has often said, the people that came together and settled in the area of the Nanih
Waiya mound became Choctaw in so doing.
The importance of Nanih Waiya or the “mother mound,” a sacred site in the
traditional Choctaw belief system, explains why so many Choctaw people were unwilling to
leave the Mississippi homeland. As Keith Basso notes, “Senses of place also partake of
cultures, of shared bodies of ‘local knowledge’…with which persons and whole communities
render their places meaningful and endow them with social importance” (1996:xiv). Some
people went so far as to say that they would never leave their “mother’s” sight, and referred
back to versions of the origin story that described the west, where they had originally fled
from, as the “Land of Death.” Concerns over abandoning Nanih Waiya, the bones of their
ancestors, as well as their homes, fields, livestock, and material possessions caused many
Choctaw families to debate trying to remain in Mississippi against all odds.
These concerns about moving west prompted roughly 6,000 of the 19,554 Choctaws
to remain in Mississippi in order to claim their rights established by the 14th Article 38 of the

38

Article 14 of the Treaty of Dancing Rabbit Creek states, “Each Choctaw head of a family
being desirous to remain and become a citizen of the States, shall be permitted to do so, by
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Treaty of Dancing Rabbit Creek (Kidwell 1986:68; Satz 1986:7). The fourteenth article
guaranteed that individual Choctaws who remained in Mississippi could take allotments of
640 acres for themselves, and additional land for their children (Kappler 1972:313; Kidwell
1995:165). “The treaty provision for allotments of land shows the tragic choice that
confronted individual Choctaw. They could remain in their homeland not as Choctaw but as
citizens of the state of Mississippi, or they could maintain their tribal allegiance and
relinquish their homes to move to the new territory west of the Mississippi River” (Kidwell
1986:64). The 14th Article of the Treaty of Dancing Rabbit Creek was agreed to under the
assumption, by the US government, that most of the tribe would choose to remove, but they
underestimated the Choctaw desire to remain in Mississippi and roughly 300 times the
number they expected chose to stay (Satz 1986:6,7; Young 1961:47).
The main obstacles to obtaining individual allotments in Mississippi for Choctaws
were the actions of one man, the federal government’s representative and Indian agent
William Ward. The conditions of the 14th Article of the Treaty of Dancing Rabbit Creek
required Choctaws to register with the Indian agent for an allotment in Mississippi, and only
those listed on his register were given land (Satz 1986:9). Unfortunately, “The Choctaw
agent [William Ward] frustrated the attempts of a number of the fullbloods to provide a

signifying his intention to the Agent within six months from the ratification of this Treaty,
and he or she shall thereupon be entitled to a reservation of one section of six hundred and
forty acres of land, to be bounded by sectional lines of survey; in like manner shall be
entitled to one half that quantity for each unmarried child which is living with him over ten
years of age; and a quarter section to such child as may be under 10 years of age, to adjoin
the location of the parent. If they reside upon said lands intending to become citizens of the
States for five years after the ratification of this Treaty, in that case a grant in fee simple shall
issue; said reservation shall include the present improvement of the head of the family, or a
portion of it. Persons who claim under this article shall not lose the privilege of a Choctaw
citizen, but if they ever remove are not to be entitled to any portion of the Choctaw annuity.”
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permanent home for themselves in Mississippi by registering for land under the fourteenth
article” (Young 1961:51).
Ward intentionally discouraged Choctaw claims; he outright refused to register
people, deleted entries in his register, destroyed applications, and refused to acknowledge
local leaders who represented multiple claimants from distant communities (Kidwell
1995:166,167; Satz 1986:8,9). Ward was also accused of drunkenness, incompetence, and
sloppy bookkeeping (Kidwell 1995:167). Despite the large number of Article 14 claimants
William Ward only forwarded the names of sixty-nine heads of families to the War
Department (Satz 1986:9). “The fourteenth article allotments failed to create a corps of
Indian homesteaders. Instead, the [denied] claims produced a band of wanderers…[who]
became itinerant agricultural laborers” (Young 1961:71).
Following the misconduct of the Indian Agent, most of the Choctaws in Mississippi
lost all political autonomy and recognition. “Without federal recognition or a land base, they
underwent a process of enclavement, surrounded by black and white communities but part of
neither…They largely disappeared from the history of the Southeast, but they persisted
culturally in their enclaves” (Kidwell 1995:162). Many of the poor and now propertyless
Choctaws, due to the denial of their Article 14 claims, retreated farther into the less desirable
heavily forested marginal lands in east central Mississippi (Satz 1986:15). “The Mississippi
Choctaws retreated to hide in the hills and swamps, where they eked out a truly meager
subsistence” (Ferrara 1998:37). This strategy permitted Mississippi Choctaws to provide for
themselves through subsistence agriculture and hunting, allowing minimal contact with nonIndian populations.
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Public sales of the Choctaw land cession began in October of 1833, before
outstanding Choctaw claims had been settled in any satisfactory form (Kidwell 1986:68;
Kidwell 1995:166; Satz 1986:10; Young 1961:47,155). American settlers began pouring into
the Choctaw cessions stealing livestock, confiscating homes and improvements, burning or
tearing down houses, forcing the Choctaw off their own land, and harassing and physically
abusing the remaining Choctaws (Carson 1999:125; Kidwell 1995:164; Satz 1986:16). After
losing their land the Choctaws were forced to join the settlers and land speculators in the
fight over Choctaw cession land (Kidwell 1995:166).
The contest over Choctaw cession land became a tripartite struggle between
American settlers seeking land to cultivate, land speculators seeking land for investment
purposes, and Mississippi Choctaws seeking acknowledgment of their treaty rights to retain
their homeland. Some of the land speculators “saw in the Indian claims a means of acquiring
carefully selected lands at non-competitive prices. They hired themselves out as attorneys for
the complaining Indians…[and] their contracts with the Choctaws required them to defend
the claims in return for a half-interest in the lands to be acquired” (Young 1961:53,54). Many
of the Choctaw claimants accepted the terms of these contracts with speculator-attorneys,
because there were no other options, and at least this gave them the chance of getting half of
the land the federal government owed them.
In response to the increasing demands for redress of the outstanding Choctaw claims
Congress appointed a commission to investigate Choctaw claims under the 14th article of the
Treaty of Dancing Rabbit Creek on March 3, 1837 (Kidwell 1986:68; Kidwell 1995:167).
The committee held hearings in Mississippi on Choctaw claims from November 22, 1837
until May 14, 1838 (Kidwell 1986:70; Kidwell 1995:167). Out of the 1,349 claimants the
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commissioners only acted on 261 cases, approving only 165 (Kidwell 1995:168). Due to the
large number of outstanding Choctaw claims that remained unaddressed Congress appointed
a second commission to investigate the Choctaw claims (Kidwell 1995:168). The second
commission lasted until 1846, but only awarded land grants to 143 Choctaw claimants, while
the remaining 1,009 individuals received scrip 39, a certificate providing the claimant a
specific amount of public land (Kidwell 1995:168,169).
While the congressional committees investigated Choctaw claims the majority of the
Choctaw cession land was sold at public auction (Kidwell 1995:169). Congress decided to
provide scrip for the remaining claimants, but only half was good for land in Mississippi,
Alabama, or Louisiana and the other half could only be redeemed by removing to Indian
Territory in the west (Kidwell 1986:72; Kidwell 1995:169; Satz 1986:11). “There was no
way that the Choctaw who wished to remain in Mississippi could do so without relinquishing
their claims to land” (Kidwell 1986:72). In 1844 the federal government again began
awarding contracts for the removal of the Mississippi Choctaw (Kidwell 1986:78; Kidwell
1995:172). After this decision the speculator-attorneys not only sought Choctaw scrip, but
also Choctaw removal contracts (Young 1961:69).
In 1845 Congress decided to suspend payments in scrip in favor of payments of the
estimated value of the land to be held in trust for the claimants (Kidwell 1986:78). The
Choctaw Nation in Indian Territory, in an attempt to settle the Article 14 claims, accepted a
final payment of $872,000, which preempted the rights of individual Mississippi Choctaws
(Kidwell 1995:172). To settle the Article 14 claims of Choctaw in Mississippi the federal

39

Scrip is a term for any substitute for currency, which is not legal tender and is often a form
of credit.
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government issued a final money payment in lieu of scrip to the remaining Mississippi
Choctaw in 1853 (Kidwell 1986:79). During this period out-migration from Mississippi
continued with 5,120 individuals leaving between 1845-1849, and another 600 or more
leaving between 1853-1854, so that by 1860 only about 1,000 Choctaws remained in
Mississippi (Kidwell 1986:78).
During the American Civil War (1861-1865) both the Choctaw Nation in Indian
Territory and the remaining Mississippi Choctaw joined the Confederate States of America
(Kidwell 1995:174; Satz 1986:18). The emancipation of former slaves in Mississippi led to
drastic changes in the southern economy. “With the freeing of the slaves and the
development of the institution of sharecropping, the main social distinction between Indians
and blacks disappeared” (Kidwell 1986:82). Both the Mississippi Choctaws and the freed
blacks in Mississippi worked either as wage laborers or as sharecroppers for whites.
Choctaws lived as squatters on government land, lived on the farms they worked as
sharecroppers, or banded together in small colonies of tents and huts (McKee and Schlenker
1980:124). “The sharecropping system kept the Indians in a virtual state of debt peonage, but
Choctaw schools and churches did emerge in the sharecropping communities” (Satz
1986:19). Although sharecropping was a brutal economic system that kept Mississippi
Choctaws impoverished, it did allow Choctaws a chance to once again openly build the
community and social institutions that were destroyed or abandoned after most of the tribe
was removed to Oklahoma.
Churches became an important resource for the Mississippi Choctaws during this
period. “By 1888 the Choctaw Baptist Association had been formed…They [the Choctaw
Baptist Association] flourished because they used the Choctaw language and because they
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provided a new voice for Choctaw leadership” (Kidwell 1995:179-180). Choctaw social life
began to focus on the only communal space in each of the scattered communities, the church,
which often also housed the school (Kidwell 1986:85). Although remaining somewhat
invisible, due to their isolation and exclusion from the racial system in the south, which
categorized people as either black or white, “the Choctaws marked themselves by language,
kinship groups, ball games, and a strong sense of community” (Kidwell 1995:163).
Sometimes church grounds would even be used to hold stickball games and other cultural
celebrations. The church, formerly an imposition of colonialism, had been adopted into a
Choctaw social system and used as a tool for community cohesion, resistance, and cultural
pride. The importance of churches to the actual physical reestablishment of Choctaw
communities in Mississippi can best be seen in the example of the Tucker community, which
was originally established on the church property and grew into the surrounding area.
On February 8, 1887 Congress passed the Dawes Act 40, which dissolved tribal
governments and allotted tribal lands to individual Native Americans (Prucha 2000:170). “In
1887, the Choctaws and a number of other tribes in Indian Territory were specifically
exempted from the provisions of the General Allotment Act, but in 1898 the Curtis Act
extended the allotment process to the Five Civilized Tribes” (Kidwell 1995:184; Prucha
2000:195). Although allotment was primarily directed at federally recognized tribes, mainly

40

The Dawes Act of 1887 (also known as the General Allotment Act or the Dawes Severalty
Act of 1887), adopted by Congress in 1887, authorized the President of the United States to
survey Indian tribal land and divide it into allotments for individual Indians. The Act was
named for its sponsor, Senator Henry Laurens Dawes of Massachusetts. The stated objective
of the Dawes Act was to stimulate assimilation of Indians into American society. Individual
ownership of land was seen as an essential step. The act also provided that the government
would purchase Indian land "excess" to that needed for allotment and open it up for
settlement by non-Indians.
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in Indian Territory, it also opened questions about the Choctaw still living in Mississippi. As
a result of the Curtis Act “in 1898 the Dawes Commission decided that the Mississippi
Choctaws were eligible for individual claims as Choctaw citizens, if they moved to Indian
Territory and remained three years” (Kidwell 1995:185).
This decision by the Dawes Commission initiated what has become known as “The
Second Choctaw Removal,” during which nearly 1,500 Mississippi Choctaws removed west
for allotments. The 1907 annual report of the Commissioner of Indian Affairs noted that only
1,072 Choctaws had chosen to stay in Mississippi (Roberts 1986:94). The results of such a
dramatic population loss were substantial, but the remaining Choctaws once again regrouped
and reorganized their communities, displaying the adaptability and resourcefulness so
characteristic of the Mississippi Choctaw experience. One of the biggest impacts of this
second removal was the abandoning of the Choctaw schools by the state of Mississippi in
1900, probably in expectation of complete removal (Kidwell 1986:87; Kidwell 1995:188;
Roberts 1986:108). Congress finally closed the Choctaw Nation rolls in 1907 and “the new
state of Oklahoma was admitted to the Union on November 16, 1907” (Kidwell
2007:175,183).
The conflicts and confusion surrounding the allotment issue in Indian Territory
reminded politicians and Congress that Choctaw Indians still existed in Mississippi. On
February 1, 1912 Representative Pat Harrison of Mississippi called for the reopening of the
Dawes rolls, which had been finally closed in 1907, by invoking the rights of the Mississippi
Choctaws (Kidwell 1995:191). Although his bill to reopen the Dawes rolls failed he
reintroduced the bill at successive sessions through 1915 (Kidwell 1995:193). Harrison never
succeeded in reopening the Dawes rolls, but his efforts focused enough attention on the
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Mississippi Choctaws to inspire congressional action (Kidwell 1986:87; Kidwell 1995:193;
Satz 1986:22). In 1916 Congress appropriated $1,000 for an investigation of the condition of
the Mississippi Choctaw, which was carried out by John T. Reeves, Special Supervisor of the
Indian Service (Kidwell 1995:193).
The investigation by Reeves “revealed the social isolation and economic poverty of
the Mississippi Choctaws and the failure of the promises that individual citizenship and
landownership had held out in 1830” (Kidwell 1995: 193). He reported that “the Choctaws
owned virtually nothing and were practically destitute, living in decrepit shacks and often on
the verge of starvation” (Kidwell 1995:194). Reeves also reported that the Choctaw schools
were grossly inadequate and that the Choctaws needed small parcels of land and a house for
each family, but he stressed above all that they needed immediate emergency aid to prevent
great suffering and starvation (Congressional Document 1916:28).
In response to the report by John T. Reeves a congressional committee was sent to
Mississippi to hear testimony by the Choctaws themselves, in order to determine their current
condition. The committee was in session on March 16, 1917 from 9:30 am until 12:55 pm
and heard the testimony of seventeen individuals (Congressional Document 1917). The
testimony verified the conditions Reeves had reported and elaborated on the dire situation of
the Mississippi Choctaw (Congressional Document 1917). In December of 1917 William H.
Ketcham also filed a report requesting aid for the Mississippi Choctaw, and his
recommendations became the blueprint for the aid given by Congress in 1918 (Congressional
Document 1918f).
Despite having no formal tribal recognition and dire economic conditions the
Choctaw communities in Mississippi continued to eek out a basic survival strategy by relying
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on subsistence strategies and traditions such as hunting, fishing, farming, and gathering wild
edibles, which had been passed down to them by their ancestors. Although this was a dark
period, Choctaw traditions and cultural practices were continued which helped to support
them. Unfortunately, a serious threat to this continuation of Choctaw thought and knowledge
systems did occur in 1918. While the Choctaw in Mississippi were still recovering from the
most recent population loss, in the so-called “Second Removal,” and the dire economic
conditions of the time, they were also dramatically impacted by the influenza epidemic of
1918. The flu epidemic was especially devastating to the elders, who are responsible for
carrying the tribal traditions. This massive loss of elders combined with the population loss
of the second removal and the worsening economic climate threatened to push the
Mississippi Choctaw to their breaking point.
Fortunately for the Mississippi Choctaw, Congress decided to allocate $75,000 of the
1918 Indian Appropriations Bill based on the needs identified in the report by Reeves, the
congressional hearing, and the Ketcham report. These funds were in order to relieve distress,
create an agency with a doctor/agent and field matron, improve schools, purchase land, and
aid agricultural development for the Mississippi Choctaw (Congressional Documents 1918af). The Indian Appropriation Bill of 1918 granted the Mississippi Choctaw de facto federal
recognition again, for the first time since 1833 (Kidwell 1986:89; Kidwell 1995:195). “The
federal government’s rediscovery of the rights of the Mississippi Choctaw in Mississippi
after an eighty-five-year effort to evict them from the state marked the beginning of a series
of events which culminated in the establishment of a reservation in 1944 and the
reestablishment of tribal government the following year” (Satz 1986:23). This change was
enabled by a major turn in federal Indian policy, from the practices of termination and
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allotment to what has been labeled the “Indian New Deal,” led by John Collier. In 1944 the
land bought with the 1918 appropriation was officially proclaimed a reservation and in 1945
the Mississippi Band of Choctaw Indians (MBCI) was federally recognized 41 as a tribe under
the Indian Reorganization Act of 1934 42 (Ferrara 1998:41,42-43).
Throughout this phase of Choctaw History sometimes referred to as the “lost years,”
between removal in 1830 and federal recognition in 1945, the Choctaws in Mississippi
suffered some serious setbacks and threats to their very survival. In many ways they
represent a group of people that is not supposed to exist. Continuous attempts were made to
remove, kill, or “assimilate” them, but they resisted and they maintained their culture even
through those dark times. They were able to survive all these adversities by strategically
adapting and changing with their economic and social environments. In doing so they
continued a tradition that dates back to time immemorial. Adaptation is a Choctaw tradition,
as we will see in chapter 4. Although some may see this as the victimization of the
Mississippi Choctaw, which takes away from the historical actors any sense of agency or
power, I prefer to think of them as acting in strategic ways, making calculated decisions, and
using their traditional technique of adaptation to create the best situation they could to insure
their survival. Mississippi Choctaws are not now, nor were they ever, passive victims of
colonization.
41

See further detailed historical account of the MBCI federal recognition process see
(Osburn 2007).
42
The Indian Reorganization Act of June 18, 1934 was U.S. federal legislation that secured
certain rights to Native Americans, including Alaska Natives. These include actions that
contributed to the reversal of the Dawes Act's privatization of communal holdings of
American Indian tribes and a return to local self-government on a tribal basis. The Act also
restored to Indians the management of their assets (being mainly land) and included
provisions intended to create a sound economic foundation for the inhabitants of Indian
reservations.
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Tuchena Aiona (Season 3): The Self-Determination Era 1945-Present
Substantial change for the newly recognized Mississippi Band of Choctaw Indians
(MBCI) did not occur overnight with their federal recognition in 1945. Although the
Choctaw Agency operated by the Bureau of Indian Affairs (BIA) in Philadelphia did provide
some services for the tribe, the majority of the tribe remained unemployed and poor at the
mercy of welfare and commodity food programs. “In the 1950s, the Choctaw agency was
responsible for education, health, social services, forest management, land management, and
commodity programs, but there was no program for employing Choctaw people” (Martin
2009:93-94). Choctaw unemployment rates in Mississippi during the 1950s and 1960s
reached as high as 80%, owing to racial discrimination, a lack of permanent jobs, and a lack
of educational opportunities for tribal members (Martin 2009). “Choctaws were poor because
so few jobs were available. There were seasonal jobs, such as farming, harvesting firewood,
cutting trees for pulpwood and cross ties for railroad tracks, and picking cotton in the fall”
(Martin 2009:22).
Due to the lack of economic opportunities in East Central Mississippi, especially for
Choctaw citizens during this time, many families subsisted through hunting, fishing,
gathering wild edibles, and raising small vegetable gardens to supplement the BIA welfare
and commodity programs as well as any wage labor or seasonal employment they could find.
“Choctaws were not able to contribute to the local economy and in fact had to spend
significant time and energy fulfilling the basic necessities – sufficient food, shelter, and
clothing – to survive” (Martin 2009:22). In doing so, Choctaw families continued subsistence
strategies and traditions that had insured their survival throughout previous time periods. At
this time most tribal members on the reservation also lacked adequate housing or access to
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the basic infrastructure of indoor plumbing and electricity. Even while struggling to make a
living or scraping by in poverty Choctaw communities remained vibrant, and family and
friends were an important source of strength.
Life was markedly different in those days for us. People did not have many material
belongings, but they appreciated what they had. They were good neighbors to their
fellow Choctaws, sharing their meager resources during difficult times, assisting each
other when help was needed, and aiding others during times of illness or death of a
tribal member. In those days, Choctaws were different from today. There was a
stronger bond between communities and a greater sense of kinship. People got
together more often…And there was a great sense of equality. Nobody thought of
himself as being any better than anyone else. We were all equal. We were all family –
a very close-knit community. [Martin 2009:22,31]
This idea of sharing and generosity, what is often referred to as iyi kowa 43 in Choctaw, is
very important to Choctaw cultural values and I will discuss this concept more fully in
chapter four.
During this early period of the newly recognized tribal government many issues
existed for the Choctaw people in Mississippi, and under the control of the BIA these serious
issues were not being addressed. When he came home from his military service in 1955
Phillip Martin, the future long-term chief of the MBCI, found the reservation in dire straits
and still under the control of the BIA. “A decade later, the BIA still very much overshadowed
the newly formed tribal government” (Martin 2009:93). As he searched unsuccessfully all
over East Central Mississippi for work he also began attending the MBCI Tribal Council
meetings at the BIA agency with his wife who had recently gotten a job there. “I remember
considering them [the tribal council members] elder statesmen, and I think that is why I was
bothered from the very beginning to witness the non-Indian BIA superintendent appearing to
43

Iyi Kowa (literally broke or cracked foot) is a Choctaw concept and traditional cultural
value that refers to helping your neighbors or friends and family in times of need. More
generally it is often used to refer to the idea of generosity or sharing.
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act as the tribal chairman in Choctaw business matters” (Martin 2009:95-96). These two
factors, the lack of decent jobs in East Central Mississippi for Choctaw citizens and the
BIA’s domination and paternalistic attitude toward the MBCI government, along with a
sincere concern over the welfare of the tribe, led Phillip Martin to embark on a long and
illustrious career in tribal politics, serving in tribal leadership for 50 years.
Martin was first elected to the tribal council in 1957 and then again 1959, when he
was chosen to serve as tribal chairman. As a forward thinking and progressive tribal leader
his ideas ruffled some feathers, especially within the primarily non-Indian controlled BIA
system. Martin had returned from his military service in post-WWII Europe with a vision in
mind for the Choctaw in Mississippi.
On many occasions, as I watched the revival of post-Nazi Germany, I thought about
Mississippi Choctaws and the poverty and deprivation that had characterized their
lives over the previous century. I remembered that a part of the Choctaw legacy was a
commitment to hard work, discipline, and competition. I could not help but say to
myself: If the Germans can do it, why not the Choctaws, even if we don’t have the
Marshall Plan? [Martin 2009:68]
His experiences not only in the military, but also at a BIA boarding school in Cherokee, NC,
had taught him the value of hard work and the satisfaction of having a dependable job. Chief
Martin’s vision and leadership firmly placed the MBCI on the path to self-determination and
economic development even before the federal government came around to the idea.
By the 1970s the winds of change in America had led to significant changes in
Federal Indian Policy. President Johnson’s Special Message to Congress (1968), the Civil
Rights Act (1968), President Nixon’s Special Message on Indian Affairs (1970), and the
Indian Education Act (1972) and Indian Self-Determination and Education Assistance Act
(1975) marked the current historical period as moving away from the termination policy of
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the 1940s and 1950s toward an era of Indian self-determination (Prucha
2000:249,250,256,263,275). President Johnson stated, “I propose a new goal for our Indian
programs: A goal that ends the old debate about ‘termination’ of Indian programs and
stresses self-determination; a goal that erases old attitudes of paternalism and promotes
partnership self-help” (Prucha 2000:249).
During this period of self-determination both the Choctaw Nation of Oklahoma and
the Mississippi Band of Choctaw Indians (MBCI) have sought to revitalize their nations
through economic development and nation building.
Eight years after the passage of ISDEAA [the Indian Self-Determination and
Education Assistance Act], when it was clear that ISDEAA was not a veiled federal
effort at tribal termination, and when it was clear that the Choctaws would realize
their goal of rebuilding their tribal nation, the Choctaws began taking full advantage
of their rights under ISDEAA to contract programs and expand the executive branch
of their tribal government. [Lambert 2007:101]
The ISDEAA allowed the MBCI to contract many of the programs and services, which had
previously been managed by the BIA.
The Mississippi Choctaws utilized many of the same approaches as their brethren in
Oklahoma, focusing on building a strong tribal government and capitalizing on economic
development opportunities. During the period from 1960 to 1990 the Mississippi Band of
Choctaw Indians (MBCI) fought to build a strong tribal government and take over the
functions the BIA had been performing since 1918 (Ferrara 1998:87-89). “It was time to take
charge and regain our Choctaw identity. We had to confront the BIA” (Martin 2009:97). The
tribal government was not satisfied with the job the BIA had done in managing their affairs,
arguing that a federal bureaucracy that was out of touch with the local community and its
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unique situation would never be as effective as a tribal government invested with true selfdetermination (Ferrara 1998:89).
In 1959, as the newly appointed tribal chairman, Phillip Martin discovered that
$100,000 had been set aside from timber sales on MBCI lands by the BIA area office in
Oklahoma (Martin 2009:103). “The tribal funds were soon transferred to a tribal government
account that we established in a local bank. Suddenly, we had an operating budget and the
financial flexibility to at least begin addressing some of the tribe’s most pressing needs
ourselves” (Martin 2009:104). This small operating budget allowed the MBCI under the
leadership of Phillip Martin to begin to operate somewhat independently of the Choctaw
agency operated by the BIA in Philadelphia, MS. Martin continued to advocate for
independence from BIA control often travelling to Washington D.C. to meet with agency and
congressional representatives directly. As he continued to strengthen the tribal government’s
structure and capacity he also pushed for a MBCI tribal member to be appointed
superintendent of the BIA’s Choctaw agency, which was finally accomplished with the
appointment of Robert Benn in 1972. In 1989 the tribe accomplished another of their
ultimate goals when the MBCI took over the operations of the entire Choctaw school system
(Ferrara 1998:95).
Phillip Martin was reelected to the tribal council and served as tribal chairman from
1959-1966, and then again from 1971-1975, the position only becoming a full-time paid job
in 1962. He again served as the tribal leader, in the newly created role of tribal chief, from
1979-2007. During his long reign as tribal leader he made frequent trips to Washington D.C.
to negotiate and lobby congressional and agency representatives on behalf of the MBCI and
sought appropriations, grants, and other forms of federal assistance in order to develop the
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MBCI government and services for tribal members in order to address pressing issues on the
reservation. Throughout his career in Choctaw leadership Phillip Martin was primarily
concerned with improving the lives of Choctaw tribal citizens through stable job
opportunities, improved healthcare, and increased education. As he said, “My goal has
always been to create Choctaw communities that are as good or even better than non-Indian
communities” (Martin 2009:123). A firm capitalist, Martin saw economic development as the
key to reversing the fortunes of the MBCI, advocating from his earliest time on the tribal
council to bring industry onto the reservation and under the control of the tribe (Martin
2009:151).
Choctaw people have certainly been involved in various forms of economic
development throughout their history dating back at least to the early deer skin trade,
agricultural development, cattle ranching, and the production of baskets and other products
for local non-Indians. “Economic development is not a late twentieth-century phenomenon
that has suddenly captured the imagination of Native American people, nor did it start, nor
will it stop, with gaming. Economic development can be traced historically to the time of
first European contact” (Johnson 1999:135). As we have seen in this chapter, Choctaw
people in East Central Mississippi have also engaged in various forms of wage labor as well,
often being hired as temporary laborers or field hands. “Yet despite a long-standing and
diverse history of paid employment, this feature of Native American life has been hidden
especially in the United States” (Albers 1996:245).
The history of American settler colonialism not only transformed indigenous
economic systems, it also enmeshed the surviving Native American population in
complicated legal arrangements.
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The obstacles to Indian economic development are structural: tribes are domestic
dependent nations whose decisions can be vetoed, whose title to land and resources
are impaired. Until the advent of Indian gaming operations, recognized tribes in the
United States have had extremely limited access to capital, and have suffered
disadvantages in access to and control of information pertinent to their own resources
as well as to the market. [J. Jorgensen 2000:100]
These structural obstacles continue to impair Native American economic development
strategies in a multiplicity of ways.
Another often cited obstacle to tribal economic development is cultural in nature. An
important aspect of many traditional tribal value systems is an emphasis on collectivity,
sharing, and generosity, and these values are expressed through cultural activities and
ceremonies (Frantz 1999:163,167). Within a western capitalist business model such values
are seen as limitations rather than strengths. If, as Deloria and Lytle suggest, “the critical
factor in achieving economic stability seems to be in encouraging tribal officials to develop
programs that are perceived by the people as natural extensions of things they are already
doing,” then it stands to reason that western business practices would inevitably conflict with
such tribal value systems (1984:260). Such conflicts may pit traditional cultural values
against certain economic development strategies, and western business models more
generally (Vinje 1985:157). On the other hand, as Galbraith et al note, there is significant
evidence to suggest that pre-colonial indigenous groups maintained individual forms of
property and that “the forces for the cooperative collection or ownership of these rights were
primarily economic, and not cultural, in nature” (2006:6-7). The question then, is what
happens when such conflicts arise?
In 1966 the Mississippi Band of Choctaw Indians (MBCI) began their first efforts at
tribal economic development when they secured funding from the Federal Office of
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Economic Opportunity (OEO) to start a local Community Action Program (CAP), which was
later incorporated into the tribal government in 1971 (Ferrara 1998:60). Phillip Martin left
tribal government to run the CAP and overhaul the MBCI tribal government structure from
1966-1971. As he said, “During this important formative period, we set up the tribal
government’s offices of finance, planning, human resources, government services, and
economic development, and formally organized the divisions of the executive and legislative
branches, along with the tribal judicial system” (Martin 2009:116). Another important aspect
of the Community Action Program’s (CAP) plan was to research and apply for many
different federal and private grants in order to address issues facing the MBCI citizens
(Martin 2009:116). One of the first actions of the CAP was to initiate a housing program, and
in 1969 the tribe formed its own construction company to carry out the building work
(Ferrara 1998:60).
The MBCI also began to branch out and develop governmental relationships with
other southeastern Native American tribes during this period to work on mutually beneficial
issues, somewhat reminiscent of the political arrangements during the pre-colonial
Mississippian Period. In 1968 the Mississippi Band of Choctaw Indians (MBCI) along with
the Eastern Band of Cherokee Indians (EBCI) of North Carolina, and the Seminole and
Miccosukee Tribes of Florida formed an organization called United South and Eastern Tribes
(USET) (Martin 2009:117). USET formed out of an effort to organize the CAP directors of
these four tribes in order to pool together resources, ideas, and experiences to strengthen each
of the programs. Overtime USET has become a very important and influential organization,
often lobbying for legislation or policy changes at the national level and soliciting support
from various federal agencies for its member tribes. “Since those early years, the
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organization has opened its doors for participation and membership to an additional twentytwo eastern tribes. Now a total of 26 tribes belong to USET” (Martin 2009:119).
Following Phillip Martin’s vision for MBCI economic development the tribe began
looking for ways to bring industrial manufacturing to the reservation. “We faced the
challenges of having to overcome an entrenched mentality often at the federal level that the
tribe was incapable of competing in the free market economy” (Martin 2009:135). Looking
forward to future economic development projects the MBCI created the necessary
infrastructure for that development by constructing an industrial park on the reservation and a
new health care facility for the reservation community in 1974 (Ferrara 1998:61). Following
the mantra of “build it and they will come” the tribe hoped that by putting this industrial
infrastructure in place they could entice a major industry to relocate their business to the
reservation (Martin 2009:139).
The 1960s witnessed a substantial effort by the Bureau of Indian Affairs in
conjunction with the Economic Development Administration, Office of Economic
Opportunity, and the Department of Labor to work with tribal authorities in
promoting industrial development on U.S. Indian reservations. The basic strategy was
that of attracting labor-intensive manufacturing activity to the reservations via an
industrial promotion package. The package was designed to assist private firms in
setting up plant and equipment and in obtaining a work force trained for the firm’s
particular needs. [Vinje 1985:155]
Although they had begun courting various industries as early as the mid-1960s and had built
the Choctaw industrial park in 1974, the park was to remain vacant for five years.
During this period the MBCI tribal government also sought to amend its constitution
and bylaws to make the tribe more “business-friendly” (Martin 2009:141). Again the
Mississippi Choctaw were relying on a strategy they had used before in 1826 by revising
their constitution in order to adapt to the new economic landscape. The proposed
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constitutional changes were rejected in a tribal referendum vote in 1971, but were eventually
approved by referendum in 1974 after a substantial information campaign was conducted
throughout the reservation. These amendments altered the way the tribal council was elected,
staggering the elections every two years for greater continuity, created the position of tribal
chief executive officer or “chief” as an elected position, instead of the old system whereby a
tribal council member was appointed to serve as tribal chairman, and clarified the separation
between the legislative and executive branches of the tribal government (Martin 2009:149).
Finally in 1978, after much effort, the tribe won a contract with Packard Electric, a
division of General Motors, to build a factory for assembling automotive wiring harnesses on
the reservation and Chahta Enterprise was born the following year (Ferrara 1998:65).
Automotive wiring harnesses are “long strands of bundled wires, which integrate the controls
of all the electrical components in an automobile dashboard: the ignition, dashboard controls,
stereo, engine systems indicators, air conditioner, interior and exterior lights – basically all of
the electrical functions of the vehicle” (Martin 2009:157). After a slow start, Chahta
Enterprise became an award-winning model of excellence, and other companies became
interested in relocating to the Choctaw Industrial Park in the Pearl River community. In 1981
the tribe won a contract from American Greetings and established a factory for producing
hand-finished greeting cards for the company (Ferrara 1998:69). In 1985 the tribe founded
the Choctaw Electronics Enterprise, which was a joint venture with Oxford Speaker
Company that made automotive radio speakers for Ford and Chrysler in a new facility in the
industrial park (Martin 2009:177).
After these early successes, the tribe’s businesses expanded and new factories and
businesses opened near several of the major Mississippi Choctaw communities. The Choctaw
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Manufacturing Enterprise, which was founded in 1986, was a factory focused on making
aftermarket replacement automobile parts located in the Carthage Industrial Park near the
Red Water community (Martin 2009:178). In the 1980s Chahta Enterprise also expanded into
two additional facilities located in DeKalb, MS near the Bogue Chitto community and
Connehatta, MS near the Connehatta community (Martin 2009:168). Later in the 1990s the
tribe also added the First American Printing and Direct Mail Enterprise (1990) and the First
American Plastic Molding Enterprise (1993), which were located on tribally owned property
in Ocean Springs, MS.
This era of success in the manufacturing industry from 1979-1985 saw the MBCI
tribe create “more than 4,000 permanent, full-time jobs on the reservation, primarily
manufacturing automotive wiring harnesses for General Motors” (Martin 2009:155). This
manufacturing boom period however was threatened by passage of the North American Free
Trade Agreement (NAFTA) (Martin 2009:154). “In 1994, Congress passed NAFTA,
prompting a movement over the next decade of many major American manufacturers
relocating their operations to Mexico because of cheap labor” (Martin 2009:169). Even
before the passage of NAFTA Packard Electric had decided to move its operations to Mexico
in 1987, but the MBCI negotiated a one-year transition period during which the tribe lined up
a new contract for Chahta Enterprise with the Ford Motor Company to continue
manufacturing wiring harnesses (Martin 2009:172-173). Luckily this transition was carried
out smoothly without any employee terminations, but the trend towards relocating
manufacturing to Mexico continued and increased after the passage of NAFTA.
The late 1990s and early 2000s proved to be an important period of transition for the
MBCI tribal economic development efforts, as several of the tribe’s manufacturing industries
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closed or moved. “In 1997, Ford decided to follow Packard Electric’s lead and move its
wiring harness business to Mexico. But, unlike Packard, Ford wanted us to volunteer to move
our Chahta Enterprise production to Mexico and continue to operate the company there with
Mexican labor” (Martin 2009:174). In 1998 the tribe moved its Chahta Enterprise operations
to Guaymas, Sonora, Mexico closing down the three plants in Mississippi, which would later
be leased to other businesses or reused for other purposes by the MBCI (Martin 2009:175).
The MBCI continued to operate Chahta Enterprise for a few years in Mexico before selling
the company. “The business moved down to Mexico to reduce the wages for the labor force,
but it was sold later” (Gilbert Thompson, interview with author, December 09, 2010). Much
like Chahta Enterprise, the Choctaw Electronics Enterprise was forced to move its operations
to Mexico as well in 2000, and was eventually shut down in 2004 (Martin 2009:178).
American Greetings also followed the post-NAFTA trend moving their operation off the
reservation in 2005 and eventually to Mexico in 2007 (Martin 2009:167,170).
Fortunately, seeing the writing on the wall with the relocation of Packard Electrics
and the passage of NAFTA the MBCI government took precautionary measures to develop
alternative economic development enterprises outside of manufacturing. By the late 1980s
the MBCI was developing other business opportunities on the reservation that also were
beneficial for tribal members. In 1988 the tribe created the Choctaw Residential Center,
which is a nursing home for senior citizens (Martin 2009:257). Also in 1988 the MBCI
founded the Choctaw Shopping Center Enterprise and Choctaw Town Center development
(Martin 2009:257).
The Choctaw Shopping Center Enterprise sought to relocate businesses that Choctaw
tribal members utilized onto the reservation. “One persistent problem is the fact that many
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dollars earned on the reservation are spent off it in nearby communities to which Native
Americans must travel to purchase groceries, clothes, cars – just about every consumer good”
(Welch 2006:115). So as Gilbert Thompson said, “The start of the Choctaw Shopping Center
Enterprise was [because] we were creating all these jobs in the ‘80s. All the people were
getting their income and leaving the reservation so we were not getting a multiplier effect
from that income that was generated along with the jobs” (Gilbert Thompson, interview with
author, December 09, 2010). These developments brought a host of businesses onto the
reservation through the leasing of retail space to corporate tenants as well as offering space
for tribal members to start small businesses.
With the decline of the manufacturing industry the tribe also sought to develop a new
industry that could fill the need for a large number of stable jobs on the reservation. After a
long battle with the state of Mississippi, following the passage of the Indian Gaming
Regulatory Act (IGRA) 44 in 1988, the governor of Mississippi Kirk Fordice finally signed a
gaming compact with the Mississippi Band of Choctaw Indians (MBCI) on December 4,
1992 (Martin 2009:191). Soon after the compact with the State was signed the MBCI signed
a $37 million contract with Las Vegas developer Boyd Gaming, to build and operate a casino
in the Pearl River community otherwise known as Choctaw, MS (Martin 2009:196-197). The
way the deal worked, Boyd Gaming loaned the money to the tribe, trained the new
employees, and provided a veteran management staff, in exchange for 30% of the net
revenues from the casino for the first seven years (Martin 2009:197). In 1993 the MBCI
worked with W.G. Yates and Sons, a nationally known construction company based locally
44

For a detailed discussion of the history and court cases leading up to the Indian Gaming
Regulatory Act (IGRA) see (Anders 1999; Darian-Smith 2004; Harvey 2000; Johnson 2006;
Mason 2000; Welch 2006).
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in Philadelphia, MS to build the casino, and on July 1, 1994 the Mississippi Choctaws further
diversified their economic development strategies by opening their first casino, the Silver
Star Hotel and Casino (Ferrara 1998:80; Martin 2009:197-198).
The Silver Star was extremely successful and it was immediately obvious that it was
too small to meet the growing demand. Shortly after opening the Silver Star it was expanded,
and once the renovations were completed the “Silver Star featured more than 600,000 square
feet of floor space, nearly 100,000 square feet of gaming floor space, 2,688 slot machines, 54
gaming tables, and 571 hotel rooms” (Martin 2009:199). In fact the Silver Star was so
successful that the MBCI was able to pay off the $37 million debt to Boyd Gaming within
nine months and in 1997 bought out the remaining seventeen months of their management
contract (Martin 2009:205). The transition into casino gaming aside from providing stable
job opportunities also allowed the MBCI to create a college scholarship program for tribal
members, provide other significant tribal service programs, and invest in rebuilding the
reservation’s infrastructure (Martin 2009:200). In addition to the new tribal services the
MBCI also began a per capita distribution program, giving each tribal citizen $500 per year
in two payments of $250 preceding the Annual Choctaw Indian Fair and Christmas (Martin
2009:201). The per capita payments were later increased to $1,000 per year after the opening
of the tribe’s second casino, the Golden Moon in 2002 (Martin 2009:201).
Seeking to build off the success of the Silver Star Hotel and Casino the MBCI soon
expanded their new Pearl River Resort development during the late 1990s and early 2000s to
include a thirty-six-hole golf course, a second major casino, and a water theme park. “While
Class III casinos on the reservation had the potential to generate tribal income, we also
needed additional entertainment attractions that would appeal to tourists, including families
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with children and teenagers who were too young to game” (Martin 2009:207). The tribe also
hoped to create a recreational lake with rental cabins as well as a massive entertainment and
physical fitness center near the Geyser Falls Water Theme Park (Martin 2009:215). As of the
time of my dissertation fieldwork 2009-2010, Lake Pushmataha and the fitness center
building had both been built but were not yet operating according to the original plans and sat
vacant and unused.
During the early 2000s the MBCI also transitioned its former manufacturing capacity
towards high-tech development with its newly christened Choctaw TechParc. “In 2002, the
tribe established a new high-tech manufacturing enterprise, Applied Geo Technologies
(AGT), a large company that produces test equipment and other ground support products for
the U.S. Department of Defense” (Martin 2009:217). While developing new high-tech
industries the tribe also retrofitted and repurposed some of its older facilities and created the
Chahta Commercial Laundry Enterprise and Choctaw Hospitality Institute in 2001 (Martin
2009:258). The tribe even experimented with natural gas exploration with the creation of the
Choctaw Geological Resources Enterprise in 2002 (Martin 2009:218).
With the tribe’s move into high-tech manufacturing and Department of Defense
(DOD) contracting, the MBCI sought and received 8a certification from the Small Business
Administration (SBA) as a minority company in order to better access contracts with the
federal government (Martin 2009:217). “Frequently, when the government lets contracts, it
has a window for 8a companies, and a contract can be awarded to one of these companies
without their having to go through the normal bidding process” (Martin 2009:217-218).
Recently the tribe has reorganized several of the tribal businesses as 8a minority owned
companies. The Choctaw Development Enterprise, which was the original construction
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company founded in 1969, became Ikbi Incorporated and does large-scale construction
projects across the country. First American Printing and Direct Mail was reorganized as an
8a business and was moved to the Choctaw TechParc into the old Choctaw Electronics
Enterprise facility. Applied Geo Technologies (AGT) and its spinoff company Choctaw
Ikhana are both 8a companies as well located in the Choctaw TechParc in the old American
Greetings facility. These four businesses are now organized under the Choctaw Holding
Group, which was created to manage and oversee the four 8a companies handling shared
services such as personnel, accounting, and bookkeeping (Gilbert Thompson, interview with
author, December 09, 2010).
This massive reorganization of not only the tribal businesses, but also the departments
and programs of the tribal government was due in large part to a major change in the MBCI
tribal government. In 2007 Chief Phillip Martin was voted out of office for the first time
since 1979. Beasley Denson took over the role of chief or Miko from Martin who had
previously held the position for the last 28 years and had been on the tribal council and
served as tribal chairman for an additional 11 years before that. It is hard to underestimate the
magnitude of this shift in MBCI leadership, and the repercussions of this change were still
manifesting as I arrived to do my dissertation fieldwork in 2009.
The Cultural Affairs Program, where I worked during my fieldwork, itself was
transitioning as a part of the tribal government overhaul initiated by now Miko Beasley
Denson. In 2009, the Denson administration began a thorough reorganization of the tribal
government, which I will discuss more specifically in chapter five. Actually, my contract
ended Aug. 28, 2009 and I was briefly out of work while the Cultural Affairs Program (CAP)
was being absorbed into the newly formed Cultural Preservation Program (CPP), and then I
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was rehired on Oct. 12, 2009 to work three days a week for the CPP. This new department of
the tribal government consolidated the formerly independent tribal programs that dealt with
cultural preservation issues into one organization. 45 Continuing to work as a consultant for
the MBCI during this period of tribal reorganization allowed me a unique opportunity to
witness firsthand this period of adjustment and revaluation. Due to the uncertainty and
concern over this transition felt by many of the CPP employees, I was involved in many
frank conversations about the organization itself. These discussions about the mission, goals,
and practices of the various tribal cultural programs were invaluable in my research and will
be more fully addressed in chapter five.
Another major shift that occurred shortly before my arrival in Mississippi was the
collapse of the U.S. housing bubble and the subsequent banking crash. The economic crisis,
which has been called the Great Recession of 2008, significantly impacted the MBCI and
especially the Pearl River Resort. Gaming took a major hit in 2008 throughout Mississippi
with gaming revenues dropping by 5.9% statewide (Richardson 2009). As a result of the
sluggish economy and a 25-30% decrease in the number of patrons, the Golden Moon Hotel
and Casino cut its hours of operation 46 to remain open only on weekends from 3 pm Friday
evenings to 3 am Monday mornings (Williams 2009). As a result of the cutback in the hours
of operation at the Golden Moon 570 full-time employees of the Pearl River Resort operated
by the MBCI were terminated (Brown 2009). Pearl River Resort CEO, General Paul Harvey
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The Cultural Preservation Program managed several programs dedicated to supporting
Choctaw traditional cultural practices including: the Tribal Language Program (TLP),
Choctaw Museum, Tribal Archives, Cultural Affairs Program (CAP), Special Projects/Media
Program, and the Chahta Immi Cultural Center (CICC).
46
The Silver Star Hotel and Casino continued to operate as it had in the past and was not
significantly affected by the reduction in the operating hours.
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said at the time, “Silver Star was and continues to be a strong business; however, the decision
to build the Golden Moon, championed by the prior Tribal administration and Resort
management, has overextended the Tribe financially. The Golden Moon has dragged down
profits for the entire Resort operation since it opened” (WTOK 2009). Miko Denson who had
run for office on a platform highlighting a policy known as “Chahta First” 47 made sure that in
the Golden Moon lay-off no Choctaw tribal members were terminated (WTOK 2009).
Unfortunately another round of 40 terminations occurred the next month when the Pearl
River Resort further shut down operations on Sundays at the Golden Moon (Neshoba
Democrat 2009).
Following the economic downturn and resulting impacts on the Pearl River Resort,
the MBCI sought again to adapt to the current situation and began a plan to repurpose some
of the Golden Moon facility. As a part of an overall plan to reduce the gaming operations
based in the Pearl River community, the tribe created a new smaller gaming facility in a
different part of the reservation, approximately 90 miles south, in order to attract a new base
of patrons. The 27,000 square foot Bok Homa Casino opened on December 20, 2010 on a
reservation property in the Bogue Homa community near Sandersville, MS (Pettus 2010). By
opening this facility the MBCI was able to move many of their slot machines off the floor at
the Golden Moon and in to the new Bok Homa Casino. After the Bok Homa Casino opened
the Golden Moon was partially remodeled to create The Arena at the Golden Moon, which is
a large indoor auditorium and concert venue. This transition at the Golden Moon helped to
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Chahta First is a Choctaw preference hiring policy that was at the core of Beasley
Denson’s campaign for tribal chief in 2007. Denson argued that too many of the tribe’s
higher paying jobs were held by non-Choctaw employees, and vowed to move more Choctaw
tribal members into higher paying managerial and supervisory roles.
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bring the gaming operations in Pearl River into line with the current demand while adding a
needed attraction to the overall resort.
My dissertation field research was essentially bookended by this period of transition,
with the downsizing of the Golden Moon to the opening of the Bok Homa Casino and the
tribe’s recovery at the end of my time in the field. In the course of time, by developing a
strong and stable tribal government that was able to contract out most of the services
formerly provided by the BIA, thereby supplanting BIA power, and initiate their own diverse
economic development approach. The MBCI has been able to exemplify self-determination
as a goal and it has managed to protect and serve its’ people through significant investment in
job creation, education, healthcare, and other community services. The Mississippi Band of
Choctaw Indians (MBCI) have become a tribal “tour de force” able to exercise their own
political and economic sovereignty even during periods of national economic strife, by
advancing their tribal government structure and diversifying their approach to economic
development. In chapter five I will discuss how this political and economic sovereignty has
impacted the cultural preservation programs of the tribe within the context and use of cultural
sovereignty. 48

48

Beverly Singer has also referred to “cultural sovereignty” as a social movement in Native
America, “which involves trusting in the older ways and adapting them” to the present.
Within that movement she says, “these rights and traditions include defending our birthrights
as agreed to by treaties, speaking tribal languages, and practicing ancestral methods of food
harvesting” as well as continuing ceremonial activities (2001:2).
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Chapter 4 – Traditional Cultural Practices & Epistemology of Belonging
My year and a half long fieldwork residence in the homeland of the Mississippi Band
of Choctaw Indians (MBCI), located in east central Mississippi, heightened my awareness of
the anthropological use of etic and emic perspectives. Positioning myself as an “outside”
researcher while having “inside” ancestral Choctaw heritage, afforded me opportunities to
actively participate in daily Choctaw life both as an employee of the tribe and by taking part
in Choctaw cultural events, many of which are discussed in this chapter. The evolution of my
research through the use of participant observation led me to investigate the historical
cultural traditions of Mississippi Choctaw and to consider contemporary Choctaw cultural
practices, which are sometimes referred to as “modern” or “neo-traditional.”
The history of anthropology as a discipline concerned with the documentation and
recording of cultural difference among human populations provided close readings of
behavior and performance in situ and offered a method of analysis to ascertain meaning(s).
Critics of this anthropological method in postmodern discourses question the functionality of
participant observation which they argue has become less relevant in discerning identity or
for determining belonging to a community where “contiguity and face-to-face contact are no
longer a requirement” as argued by Gupta and Ferguson (1992:9). My research however, is a
study of modern traditions within a face-to-face social and cultural context and environment
that concerns itself with belonging to a defined group, the Mississippi Choctaw Band of
Indians (MCBI), a federally recognized Native American tribe.
In the abstract for a proposed study of Cherokee material culture and traditions Eva
Garroutte argues for “the possibility of scholarship that (1) incorporates multivalent
messages accessible to audiences with varying cultural experiences, and (2) guides
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interpretation of cultural information without administering it” (Gantt N.d.d). She sees this as
a quest for a “radically indigenous” approach for analyzing and structuring intellectual
content of diverse kinds and believes it is widely adaptable to other tribal cultures. I consider
my own study of Choctaw traditional cultural practices allied with Garroutte’s thesis given
the tribes’ similar political and social history, corresponding with the Removal to the
Oklahoma Territory creating eastern and western divisions of both Cherokee and Choctaw
descendants, discussed in chapter three.
My examination and analysis of the Choctaw story relies on Gerald Vizenor’s
conception of “survivance,” which I further discuss in chapter five. Vizenor defines this term
saying, “Survivance is an active sense of presence, the continuance of native stories, not a
mere reaction, or a survivable name. Native survivance stories are renunciations of
dominance, tragedy, and victimry.” (Vizenor 1999:vii). I argue that economic development
has led to an investment in cultural preservation efforts by the MBCI to support particular
Choctaw traditions that the tribe considers official markers of their identity today. My
emphasis in this chapter on delineating Choctaw “traditional cultural practices” as well as a
Mississippi Choctaw “epistemology of belonging” with my research participants is
fundamental to the analysis of MBCI cultural preservation efforts and the impacts of
economic development in subsequent chapters.
This chapter focuses on contemporary Mississippi Choctaw culture and identity,
highlighting the importance of Choctaw language use as an identity marker for tribal
members, by addressing the following questions: Nanta hosh Chahta immi? (What are
Choctaw lifeways/traditions?); and Kata hosh Chahta? (Who is Choctaw?). This chapter is
divided into two sections, each focusing on one of the aforementioned questions. In the first
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section I discuss the concepts of culture and tradition from a Choctaw perspective, describe
how I am incorporating these ideas into my understanding of Choctaw culture, delineate the
categories of “traditional cultural practices” that were developed with my research
participants, and discuss how Choctaw traditions are created and maintained. In the second
section I focus on Choctaw language as the primary cultural marker of Mississippi Choctaw
identity, and discuss Mississippi Choctaw identity parameters more generally by focusing on
the following five factors: Choctaw Language Skills, Blood Quantum/Tribal Enrollment
Status, Participation in Choctaw Culture, Family Ties/Residence, and Community
Affiliation/Involvement.
Nanta hosh Chahta immi? (What are Choctaw lifeways/traditions?)
From an anthropological perspective the term “culture” has a long and contested
history of meaning, but in general it is used to refer to “sets of learned behavior and ideas
that human beings acquire as members of society” (Schultz and Lavenda 2012:6). As when
one of my research participants said, “Culture doesn’t necessarily mean what you wear; it’s
how you live and what you believe in, and what values you have” (Anonymous, interview
with author, February 9, 2010). The careful scholars of the social sciences have always
understood cultures to be fluid and flexible with semi-permeable membranous borders,
although oftentimes anthropologists have treated them as whole and discreet for analytic
purposes. “Neither in earlier disciplinary history nor as deployed in recent anthropological
writing does the culture concept consistently exhibit the attributes of ahistoricism,
totalization, holism, legalism, and coherence with which its critics selectively reconstitute it”
(Brightman 1995:541).
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In discussing the concept of culture from a Choctaw perspective, it is important to
point out that there is no direct translation for such a concept in the Choctaw language. The
term that is often used today by Mississippi Choctaw people is Chahta immi, but this is not
an exact correlation. The word Chahta means Choctaw and the word immi can be translated
as a noun (e.g. a title or inheritance) or as a verb (e.g. to own or to possess) (Byington and
Swanton 1915). In Choctaw noun phrases, the first term is modified by the following terms,
which means this phrase could be literally translated as the Choctaw inheritance or as
something that is owned or possessed by the Choctaw (Haag and Willis 2001:14). The MBCI
Tribal Language Program translates Chahta immi as “Choctaw lifeways” or “Choctaw
traditions,” and it is used in a similar way to the concept of culture in English. We will see
below that this idea of inheritance or the passing down of culture is inherent in Choctaw
understandings of the idea of tradition.
Chahta immi is not the only way that the idea of tradition has been translated. In the
past several other phrases were used to express this same idea, including anumpa isht
auehinchi, anumpa kochanli, and nana álhpisa (Byington and Swanton 1915). The word
anumpa can mean various things related to speech or language depending on how it is used
(e.g. a talk, a speech, a word, a language, spoken, talked, oral, or verbal). Isht auehinchi is an
idiom meaning to send or bring this way and kochanli is a word translated as out or to be out
along. These first two phrases interestingly tie the idea of language into the concept of
tradition by placing language in relation to a direction or location. The third alternate phrase
for tradition that was used in the past is composed of the word nana, which means a thing,
and the word álhpisa, which has the meaning of proper or suitable. This idea of a proper
thing when used in the context of tradition could refer to traditional forms of protocol.
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So, Nanta hosh Chahta immi? (What are Choctaw lifeways/traditions?). In discussing
what tradition means or what makes something traditional Lucy Morris said, “Because of
what we wore during the olden days and we were told not to lose this way of dressing or this
way of making things…and language too” (interview with author, March 10, 2010). Another
tribal member said, “A tradition would be a practice, something that’s been done over the
years, cause anything can turn into a tradition if you just keep doing it long enough. That
practice gets passed on to the next generation that’s when it becomes a tradition. You can
have a personal tradition but when it becomes a group tradition it gets passed on”
(Anonymous, interview with author, February 9, 2010). These quotes illustrate how
traditions are understood from a Choctaw perspective. The first, and most important aspect of
tradition is that it is passed down from generation to generation; second, cultural arts and
traditions are maintained through continual practice; and third, the communal sharing of the
tradition is what ensures that it is passed on.
The first round of interviews with my research participants was primarily based on a
free-listing exercise during which I elicited responses from MBCI tribal members through
brainstorming about what they considered to be “Traditional Cultural Practices” (TCPs),
which I defined as activities, cultural values, or ideas that are traditionally Choctaw or
aspects of Choctaw culture. As we brainstormed I took notes on our conversation, which I
then used to help us organize our discussion into a list of TCP categories. The first round of
interviews using the free-listing exercises yielded 31 notable TCP categories, each having
been mentioned by at least two participants (Table 1).
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Table 1: Traditional Cultural Practices

Traditional Cultural Practices (TCPs)
Choctaw Language
Social Dancing/House Dance
Stickball
Outdoor Cooking
Basket Making
Respect/Care for Elders
Traditional Clothing
Visiting/Sharing/Generosity/Iyikowa
Spirituality (Medicine, Supernatural
Beliefs, etc.)
Beadwork
Funerary Customs/Wakes
Hunting/Fishing/Gathering
Marriage Customs
Oral History/Storytelling
Sports
Songs/Chanting
Community Gatherings/Feasting
Church/Services in Choctaw/Christian
Morals
Sweatlodge/NAC/Smudging/Pipes
Kinship (Extended Family/Matrilineal)
Games (Washers/Chunky)
Kabocha & Towa Making
Community Involvement/Fundraisers
Drum Making
Quilt Making
Rabbitstick Hunting
Choctaw Fair
Choctaw Names
Nanih Waiya as Sacred
Blowguns
Appearance (Long Hair)

Occurrences
(N)
27
25
23
21
19
18
18
17

Occurrences
(%)
100.0%
92.6%
85.2%
77.8%
70.4%
66.7%
66.7%
63.0%

Average Rank
(Avg)
1.79
4.40
4.90
3.74
5.33
3.21
4.57
5.29

17
16
15
14
12
8
8
6
6

63.0%
59.3%
55.6%
51.9%
44.4%
29.6%
29.6%
22.2%
22.2%

5.42
6.29
7.17
6.57
5.30
4.80
4.86
3.67
5.50

5
5
5
5
5
4
4
4
4
3
3
2
2
2

18.5%
18.5%
18.5%
18.5%
18.5%
14.8%
14.8%
14.8%
14.8%
11.1%
11.1%
7.4%
7.4%
7.4%

4.20
5.00
5.40
7.33
9.00
7.67
8.50
9.00
9.50
2.50
5.67
6.50
13.50
N/A

During this first round of interviews I also asked each participant to rank their list of
TCPs in order of importance, with one being the most important to them and following down
the list in order of importance from there. Not everyone chose to rank all of the items in their
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list, or chose instead to rank multiple items at the same level of importance. When compiling
the data into an Excel spreadsheet I entered a # symbol for when someone mentioned, but did
not rank a TCP category. By using the # symbol I was then able to perform accurate count
functions in Excel without the entry altering the average rank calculations for each TCP
column. The data shows a highly significant correlation, with a P-value of 0.005, between the
number of occurrences (N) and the average rank of each TCP category (Figures 5 and 6). In
other words, the TCP categories that were most often mentioned by my research participants
were also generally ranked the highest in terms of importance.

Figure 5: Number of Occurrences and Average Rank of Traditional Cultural Practices
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Figure 6: Correlation Between Number of Occurrences and Average Rank of
Traditional Cultural Practices
This highly significant correlation between occurrences and ranking may indicate
either that my sample size was adequate to show agreement and trending in the data or that
the research population share commonly held ideas about Choctaw culture and traditions.
The second assertion seems more plausible because, as I will discuss in chapter five, the
MBCI tribe has a Cultural Affairs/Preservation Program that promotes and highlights
Choctaw culture and the tribe carefully crafts its public self-representation through events
such as the Annual Choctaw Fair. The correlation allows me to use the number of
occurrences (N) to hierarchically rank the TCP categories in order of relative importance to
my research population, which will be used in the analysis below.
The most often cited Traditional Cultural Practices (TCPs) included: Chahta Annopa
(Choctaw Language); Chahta Hilha (Choctaw Dancing); Kabocha Toli (Stickball); Hoponi
Kocha (Cooking Outside); Kishi Ikbi (Basket Making); Asanonchi Ahnichi (Respect/Care for
Elders); Chahta Na Fohka (Choctaw Clothing); Iyi Kowa (Sharing/Generosity); Shilombish
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Ahalaia (Spirituality); Shikalla Ikbi (Beadwork); Hatak Hopi (Wakes/Funerals); Aiowa
micha Hoyo (Hunting and Gathering); and Ohoyo Ipetachi (Weddings). I listed all 31 items
separately since my research participants specifically mentioned them as individual
categories. In brief, the most common TCPs, which are discussed below, also show other
TCP categories that I feel are related to one another. In addition, the most surprising results
or unexpected answers which referred to sweatlodge ceremonies, the Native American
Church (NAC), and other TCPs that represent neo-traditional or pan-Indian practices will be
discussed at length in chapter six.
The most often cited traditional cultural practice was Chahta Annopa (Choctaw
Language), which was included by every single participant in my study. As I will discuss
more fully below the Choctaw language is considered the primary identity marker for
Mississippi Choctaw individuals. In discussing Choctaw language skills most people focused
on the ability to speak Choctaw conversationally as opposed to being able to read and write
in Choctaw. Another TCP category that is directly related to language is classified as
participation in Church/Service in Choctaw/Christian Morals. One aspect of the way
individuals discussed the importance of church as a TCP was in the use of the Choctaw
language either in the sermons or in the hymnal singing.
The second most cited traditional practice was Chahta Hilha (Choctaw Dancing).
Choctaw social dancing is similar in some ways to the stomp dancing of other Southeastern
tribes, in that usually the people are organized into lines, follow leaders, and participate in
call and response chanting. The movement of the dancers is highly structured and organized,
often with specific movements that imitate different animals. In general these dances are
secular and performed as a group for social enjoyment and do not involve any aspect of
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competition or judging. The house dances on the other hand are similar to a family gathering
with a party atmosphere. The traditional house dance was adapted from the square dance or
hoe-down typical of southern old-time music and dance, and is usually danced to
instrumental music played on a fiddle and guitar. The Choctaw social dances are performed
to Chahta Talówa (Choctaw singing) and only striking sticks or a Choctaw drum provide
musical accompaniment.
Kabocha Toli (Stickball) is an ancient Choctaw field sport, also known as “the
grandfather of all sports” or “the little brother of war.” Various indigenous versions of
stickball were played throughout the Americas and the modern sport of Lacrosse derives
from the northern single stick version. The main rule in stickball is that you cannot touch the
towa (ball) with your hands you can only use your kabocha (stickball sticks). The ball is
trapped between the small baskets on the end of a player’s two sticks and thrown towards
their goal or to other players who fight for position where they anticipate the ball coming
down. Sometimes the ball gets batted down or dropped as someone tries to catch it. Players
leap into the air to catch the ball mid-flight. Most of the game is a quest for control of the
ball, which often falls to the ground as a group of players from both sides huddle around it
trying to pick it up with their sticks and throw it down the field toward their goal. Once
someone gets the ball out to another teammate down the field, that person must take off
running with the ball trapped in between their sticks, trying to advance it downfield, or pass it
before being tackled. It is a fast paced game as the ball is flying back and forth, changing
direction constantly, but occasionally a team will get the ball down close to their goal. The
goals are eight feet tall, four-inch by four-inch square posts that are set into the ground, and
one point is scored each time a team hits their pole with the ball either in the air or with the
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ball trapped between someone’s sticks. This TCP shares a link to the category kabocha and
towa making, and the more general categories for other sports and games.
Many responses named Hoponi Kocha (Cooking Outside) to be a Choctaw tradition.
It is related to Community Gatherings/Feasting, Iyi Kowa (Sharing/Generosity), as well as
most other cultural events, including funerals and weddings, where food is involved. Outdoor
cooking on an open fire in large cast iron pots is seen as the proper way to cook traditional
Choctaw food, most notably Choctaw Hominy, which is a corn stew using the treated corn or
hominy in a creamy and starchy chicken broth. Outdoor cooking is at the heart of most
cultural events and takes a long time and a lot of effort.
Kishi Ikbi (Basket Making) is an older Choctaw art form. Choctaw baskets are made
from split and dyed pieces of rivercane and are hand woven into a variety of shapes and
designs. Although these baskets were at one time important utilitarian tools they now are
made primarily as artistic pieces and are collected and displayed as examples of traditional
Choctaw art. The market for Choctaw baskets is not as well developed as it is for Cherokee
baskets, and since there is less demand Choctaw baskets tend to bring lower prices.
Another aspect of Choctaw culture is Asanonchi Ahnichi (Respect/Care for Elders).
Elders are very important in establishing and legitimating Choctaw traditions. Often elders
are seen as community leaders or advisors, and play key roles in regulating local customs and
community affairs. Because they hold such a position of honor and respect it is the
responsibility of younger generations to look after and take care of them, which could
involve taking them to the store, helping around their house, or just having lunch and talking
in Choctaw with them. This TCP shares commonality with Community Involvement and
Kinship (Extended Family).
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Although Chahta Na Fohka (Choctaw Clothing) has changed over time with the
introduction of new materials and people not wearing the traditional clothing on a daily basis,
it is still an important part of Choctaw cultural identity. The traditional dress for men is a
cloth shirt with sleeves embroidered with diamond designs, usually in the person’s
community colors which I discuss later in the chapter, black slacks, dress shoes, and some
wear a “Billy Jack” style flat brimmed black hat. Women’s wear consists of a long ruffled
cloth dress also embroidered with the diamond or other traditional designs, an apron, and in
their hair they wear an ornate round comb. Both men and women wear beadwork of various
kinds, which is referred to in the following paragraph. Choctaw traditional clothing is worn
during cultural festivals and tribal events, although there are a few elder women who still
wear it daily. Nearly all Choctaw have traditional clothing made for them by a relative.
There are various types of Shikalla Ikbi (Beadwork) that are done by Mississippi
Choctaws. Among the distinctive types of beadwork worn by both Choctaw men and women
are medallions, collar necklaces, and sashes. The medallions are similar to the rosette
beadwork made by other Native Americans, but specific to the Choctaw are the collar
necklaces and sashes. Other clothing accessories such as lapel pins and round hair combs are
usually beaded. Beads have always been an important form of personal adornment for the
Choctaw, dating back to their Mississippian ancestors. Traditionalism in Indian art is a
“complex and subtle phenomenon” according to J.C.H. King who is quoted in a seminal
study edited by Edwin Wade, The Arts of the North American Indian (1986).
Traditionalism is not an attribute that can be easily identified in Indian art. Specific
traits, whether technical or aesthetic, whether derived from new materials or a new
social and political context, may develop in an ancient society without rendering its
art nontraditional. Indian art must be made by Indians, but all other attributes can only
be defined as Indian and traditional by the maker or beholder. [Wade 1986:92]
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Therefore, the significance of having Choctaws determine their own traditional cultural
practices including their beadwork and traditional dress is a product of their lives today and
does not “idealize their precontact societies” (Wade 1986:92). New ideas, materials, and
markets adopted by Mississippi Choctaws imply an expansion of their society not a break
from their past.
Research participants spoke at length about Iyi Kowa (Sharing/Generosity). Iyi Kowa
literally translates as “broken foot” or “cracked foot” and refers to when a neighbor or family
member is injured and needs help, for instance, with harvesting their fields. Friends and
family work together in times of need to help the injured person with the task after which the
family will have a feast to thank the people for their help. Although the term can refer to this
specific type of situation it can also convey a more general sense of sharing and generosity
and is often associated with visiting one’s neighbors or helping at wakes and funerals. Iyi
Kowa is connected to other TCPs such as Respect/Care for Elders, Community
Gatherings/Feasting, Community Involvement, Kinship (Extended Family/Matrilineal), and
Christian Morals.
Literally translated as interested in or meddling with the spirits, Shilombish Ahalaia
(Spirituality) concerns traditional medicine and supernatural beliefs. The Mississippi
Choctaw had a well-developed form of medicine practiced by the alikchi (Choctaw doctor)
that cured patients through a combination of herbalism and supernatural divination. Another
type of supernatural specialist, known as a hopaiyai (witch), is thought to bring harm to
people through the use of spells or curses. Belief in shimlombish and shilop, two forms of
spirits or human souls, as well as other supernatural creatures like the Na Losa Chito (big
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black thing) or Bohpoli (little people) is common in Mississippi to this day. These
supernatural beliefs also include a vast tradition of Choctaw prophecy. Tom Mould’s study
Choctaw Prophecy (2003) provides this description:
The crux for the prophetic tradition of the Choctaw lies in the private sphere of
informal discourse among family, friends, and co-workers. Prophecy is not used as a
political tool, though it can be used rhetoricaly to make one’s point. Rather, prophecy
is a tradition employed by individuals, whether to fulfill their obligation to maintain
the oral traditons of the tribes, to teach the younger generation how to act or to warn
and prepare them for the future, or to interpret the contemporary landscape and
construct a moral universe for themselves. [Mould 2003:12]
Originally Choctaw prophets were called hopaiyai, but now this term is usually reserved for
Choctaw witches.
The Choctaw have had a long history of highly developed mortuary customs or Hatak
Hopi (Wakes/Funerals). While Mississippi Choctaws no longer practice scaffold burial, bone
cleaning and bundling, or constructing bone houses, what remains is an elaborate wake ritual.
There are many customary observances during wakes to ensure the body of the deceased is
treated with respect in order to satisfy spiritual or supernatural beliefs about the afterlife. Key
persons handle and store the deceased’s personal belongings. During the wake period a fire is
built and maintained night and day for three days until all the gathered wood is burned,
which is said to light the soul’s path as it crosses over. As a part of the wake the body
remains in the house, the house is supposed to be cleaned, and a feast is prepared. The house
cleaning, food cooking, fire building, and other tasks are typically carried out by friends and
extended family, not the immediate family of the deceased. Wakes are intrinsically tied to
many other TCPs such as Outdoor Cooking, Respect/Care for Elders, Iyi Kowa
(Sharing/Generosity), Spirituality (Medicine/Supernatural Beliefs), Community
Gatherings/Feasting, Kinship (Extended Family), and Community Involvement. These
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traditions demonstrate the integration of Choctaw traditional cultural practices upon which
Choctaw society is based.
Aiowa micha Hoyo (Hunting and Gathering) has always been an important aspect of
Choctaw culture and subsistence, especially during the “lost years” in Mississippi and into
fairly recent times. Many Choctaws still catch a significant portion of their food from the
rivers, streams, swamps, and forests of East Central Mississippi. People hunt rabbit, turkey,
deer, squirrel, and other animals as well as fishing for a variety of species of fish common to
the area. Two specific forms of hunting technology were mentioned as separate TCPs,
rabbitsticks and blowguns. Although neither is as common now as firearms, they are both
seen as traditional Choctaw hunting weapons, and every year the MBCI Wildlife and Parks
Program leads Choctaw youth in a group rabbitstick hunt. Some people also still gather
berries and other wild edibles, with blackberries being especially popular. As a TCP, it is
related to Outdoor Cooking and Community Gatherings/Feasting, Spirituality, Storytelling,
and the idea of Iyi Kowa (Sharing/Generosity). Choctaw hunting ethics and cultural values
dictate that if you hunt, fish, or gather more than you immediately need that you should share
those resources with family, friends, or neighbors, and especially elders.
The remaining TCP is Ohoyo Ipetachi (Weddings). Many Mississippi Choctaws get
married in modern church weddings, but some still have traditional weddings in Choctaw or
have hybrid weddings that are based on both Choctaw and western rituals. Like most other
Choctaw cultural events there is a large feast with traditional foods and social dancing. The
ceremony itself can be done in a variety of ways, but most important is that it is conducted in
the Choctaw language and that the bride and groom wear traditional Choctaw dress. Other
customary behaviors during the wedding include things such as the bride running away and
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being chased down and brought back for the wedding. Gifts are presented first to the bride, as
family and friends congratulate her. The bride and groom are sometimes seated together on a
blanket or quilt during the ceremony, which represents their union. It is also important that
the wedding dance, one of the common Choctaw social dances, is performed at the
ceremony. Most of the traditional cultural practices enumerated by my research participants
are embedded in the Ohoyo Ipetachi ceremony including: Choctaw Language, Choctaw
Dancing, Outdoor Cooking, Traditional Clothing, Spirituality, Community
Gatherings/Feasting, Church/Christian Morals, Kinship (Extended Family), Community
Involvement, and Quilt Making.
Now that I have briefly introduced most of the traditional cultural practice categories
delineated by my research participants I will apply some of the basic demographic data that I
collected as a part of this first round of interviews in order to analyze this free listing and
ranking data. I collected basic demographic data for each participant including gender, age,
community of origin, as well as a basic work history and information on how they identify
their own ethnicity. I found that with such a small research population (N=27) it would not
be feasible to subdivide this population into more than two or three categories for this type of
quantitative analysis. For this reason I eliminated community of origin and work history as
lenses for analysis, simply because there were far too many options or variations. The reverse
was true of the data on ethnicity, where most everyone I worked with identified as
Mississippi Choctaw first and foremost, but also admitted to shifting the way they identified
themselves depending on the context or knowledge of the person to whom they were
speaking. This leaves me with gender and age, which I will discuss briefly below.
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In collecting demographic data on gender I allowed the research participants to
choose or define their own gender category if there was any ambiguity in how they
personally identified. All of my participants chose either male or female, with no other
genders referenced. The results of the TCP free listing exercise are displayed below separated
by gender (Figure 7). Because there were 11 females and 16 males in my research population
I used the percentage of occurrences (%) rather than the actual number (N) in order to make
the selected categories equivalent. In focusing on gender a few significant differences do
stand out. Here I will restrict this discussion to any TCP category that had more than a 25%
difference in percentage of occurrences between male and female respondents. Although they
do not meet this 25% threshold there were several TCPs that were only mentioned by males,
including Choctaw Names, Nanih Waiya as Sacred, Blowguns, and Appearance (Long Hair).

Figure 7: Gender Analysis
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The greatest difference in the TCP free listing exercise between men and women was
in regards to Traditional Clothing. All 11 females (100%) and 7 out of 16 males (43.8%)
mentioned this TCP. This difference in occurrence makes sense given the fact that Choctaw
women usually make the clothes and their traditional dress is also highly regarded and
ceremonially vetted through events such as the Choctaw Princess Pageant at the Annual
Choctaw Fair. The TCP category for Stickball has 100% of the men, and only 63.6% of the
women mentioning it. This finding also follows the history of stickball as a male dominated
sport, with female teams being allowed to play at the Annual Choctaw Fair only recently.
The next largest gender difference was in regards to Respect/Care for Elders with males
including it 81.3% of the time as compared to 45.5% by females. Men more often identified
the categories for Oral History/Storytelling, Iyi Kowa, Spirituality, and Sweatlodge/Native
American Church (NAC) than women as well at 43.8% to 9.1%, 75% to 45.5%, 75% to
45.5%, and 31% to 0% respectively. The only other TCP category that women significantly
cited more often than men was in regards to Church/Christian Morality, at 36.4% to 6.3%.
These comparisons involving gender are meant to be suggestive only and point to the fact
that Choctaw cultural practices are clearly based on male and female gender role divisions.
In looking at differences in the TCP free listing exercise by age I decided to break the
research population into three groups. This decision was based on preserving statistical
relevance by not breaking the small sample into multiple sub groups. I divided the age range
into roughly even groups, with eight individuals in the 20-41 year old group, nine in 49-54,
and ten in 57-75. The participants are listed according to the age they were when I conducted
the original interviews, between February and August 2010. My research population is biased
towards older individuals due to my work with elders as a volunteer at the Elderly Activity
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Center. I utilized the percentage of occurrences rather than the actual number of occurrences
in order to equalize the groups and in the chart below each of the TCP categories are
separated into the three age groups (Figure 8).

Figure 8: Age Analysis

Overall the middle age group (49-54) had the most detailed TCP lists with the largest
variety of categories and greatest number of occurrences, followed by the older (57-75) and
then younger (20-41) groups respectively. Breaking the data into three groups shows
significantly more TCP categories that were only mentioned by one or two of the age groups.
The younger group were the only participants to include Nanih Waiya as Sacred and
Blowguns specifically, the middle age group were the only ones to mention Kinship
(Extended Families), and there were no TCPs only cited by the older group. It is also
interesting to look at which age groups failed to include certain categories. The younger
group did not mention Church/Christian Morals, the Choctaw Fair, or Choctaw Names. The
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middle age group did not cite Rabbitstick Hunting as a TCP, and further their emphasis on
Hunting/Fishing/Gathering in general was less than the younger and older groups. And the
older group did not include Sweatlodge/NAC or Appearance (Long Hair) in their TCP
listing.
Within the TCP categories where I had responses from all three groups some trends
stand out. The younger group emphasized the Sweatlodge/NAC movement and Drum
Making, as well as the categories discussed above, Blowguns, Nanih Waiya as Sacred, and
Rabbitstick Hunting. The middle age group highlighted Basket Making, Iyi Kowa,
Spirituality, Funerals, Marriage Ceremonies, Community Gathering/Feasting, as well as
Kinship (Extended Families). And the older group stressed the categories of Choctaw
Dancing, Outdoor cooking, Traditional Clothing, and Hunting/Fishing/Gathering. Of the
trends I have identified in the data there are a few that I find intriguing, which I will briefly
explore here.
Starting with the younger group (20-41), it is interesting that they emphasized the
Sweatlodge/NAC movement so often and this raises questions as to the this movement
becoming more of a Choctaw tradition, at least among the younger generation. The fact that
the middle age group mentions it to a lesser degree, whereas the older group did not mention
it at all supports the idea of a generational shift being in progress. It is also relevant that the
(20-41) age group were the only group to mention Nanih Waiya. Recently the MBCI tribe
regained ownership of the mound site and created the Nanih Waiya holiday that has become
an important annual cultural event, which I will discuss further in chapter five.
The middle age group (49-54) provided many different TCPs with stronger emphasis
on cultural values, spirituality, and important life events. They were the only age group to
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mention Kinship (Extended Families) specifically. I believe this group is reflecting on the
contemporary situation and highlighting those areas in their lives they feel are changing,
especially in regards to cultural values such as helping you neighbor and being connected to
friends and family through various activities or events. I view this group as a transitional
generation as referred to by Brian Billie who said, “I had to go back and want to learn. For
the fact that I want them to, and I have four daughters, so I want a little aspect of traditional
in their means of growing up—not to forget” (interview with author, February 02, 2010).
Several of my research participants in this age group echoed Brian’s sentiments that as they
got older and had children of their own they became more interested in learning about the
Choctaw traditions in order to pass them on to their children.
The older group (57-75), who are generally considered elders, identified strongly with
cultural practices that were more common in their youth and young adulthood, such as
Outdoor Cooking, Traditional Clothing, Choctaw house dances, and
Hunting/Fishing/Gathering. Having shared quality time with elders many of them especially
expressed enjoyment in spending their leisure time fishing, and recalled living at a time when
subsistence hunting and gathering were essential to survival. Of the elders that I interviewed
at the Elderly Activity Center, many participate in a very active Choctaw social dance group
that travels around doing demonstrations and public presentations, which suggests this older
group might be biased towards Choctaw dancing as well.
It is also instructive that the elders only listed TCPs that were among the most often
cited and highest ranked categories. All the TCPs mentioned by the elders are generally
accepted or considered aspects of Choctaw culture, whereas some of the categories
mentioned by the younger groups might be considered fringe or as developing neo-traditions.
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Choctaw elders play a key role as arbiters of Choctaw traditions and are considered the
holders of traditional knowledge, that they then pass down to the future generations. This
transmission of cultural values and traditions is regulated and legitimated by successive
generations of elders, with new individuals gaining this honored status while other elders
pass away. Each generation of elders carries with them ideas and attitudes formed within
specific historical periods, which inform Choctaw culture and traditions in new and unique
ways. Far from being immune or resistant to change, tradition lives because of adaptation.
Tradition is a living thing, weaving its way through the lives of a people like a pattern
in a basket or the steps of a dance. When it freezes, it dies. There may be changes in
the type of applique or number of ruffles on a Choctaw dress. Hominy may be cooked
in a crock pot instead of outdoors. Commercial dyes may take the place of dyes from
nature, providing a wider range of colors for basket makers. Beadwork designs from
other tribes may become a part of traditional Choctaw dress. Still, Choctaw traditions
belong to the Choctaw people, with each generation forming a link between those
who have gone before them and those who are yet to come. Every Choctaw who
moves through the steps of a social dance, cuts, dyes, and weaves cane into a basket,
or tosses a handmade stickball down the field, is taking up a legacy from his or her
ancestors and leaving a legacy for the Choctaws of the future. [Mississippi Band of
Choctaw Indians 2004:18]
Adaptation within the Choctaw traditions occurs within these generational shifts as younger
individuals become elders and bring with them these new ideas or new traditions.
The idea of adaptation for Native Americans is not new, but in the case of the
Mississippi Choctaw they openly embrace it as part of their history. As I showed in chapter
three, Choctaw history is built on periods of strategic adaptation and negotiation. Choctaws
have never been passive victims of the changing times, but rather have willingly sought to
adapt to the changes in order to maintain and strengthen their political and economic
sovereignty, cultural traditions, and tribal identity. Brian Billie offers this assessment, “It
means [being] able to come so far and still working harder to keep on balancing the past and
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the future…They need both to succeed in life. It’s not only our people, our world, and our
little bubble” (interview with author, February 02, 2010).
Another tribal member goes further by arguing that anything can be Choctaw if it is
incorporated into a Choctaw symbolic system or worldview, “So any event, if you put – it's
kinda like if I take that shirt and I put a diamond design, [then] that's Choctaw…Any event
can be done that way, so this is ours and this is ours. Even though it might be modern, this is
ours” (Anonymous, interview with author, February 09, 2010). Choctaw traditions are not
fixed to the past they are dynamic, adaptive, and inclusive. Anything can be Choctaw, as in
when one of my research participants told me that they had seen a Mississippi Choctaw
youth take a pair of blue Converse shoes and draw a diamond design around the trim on the
sole, making them not only Choctaw shoes, but specifically Connehatta Choctaw shoes, or
when Choctaw youth text message each other with their phones using a hybridized Choctaw
text language. These youth will one day be elders who will be carrying forward Choctaw
traditions from the past with the influence of technology on their traditions in the future.
Kata hosh Chahta? (Who is Choctaw?)
The second of my two primary research questions discussed in this chapter
investigates Mississippi Choctaw identity by asking: Who counts as Choctaw?; What factors
influence inclusion or exclusion from a Mississippi Choctaw identity?; And, what forms of
knowledge about identity and belonging are embedded within local Mississippi Choctaw
communities? In order to answer these questions I move to elaborate a Mississippi Choctaw
“Epistemology of Belonging,” which I defined earlier in the study as the study of knowledge
related to issues of identity and group inclusion or exclusion. I selected five factors that are
recognized as determining or influencing how or if people claimed a Mississippi Choctaw
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identity, they are: Choctaw Language Skills, Blood Quantum/Tribal Enrollment Status,
Participation in Choctaw Culture, Family Ties/Residence, and Community
Affiliation/Involvement.
Arguably the most important identity marker for MBCI tribal members is Choctaw
language use and nearly every person I interviewed said the Choctaw language was the most
important tradition to them. Many people directly linked Choctaw language use with identity
in Mississippi, as Catherine Solomon did when she said, “If they don't speak Choctaw or
don't understand Choctaw…can't communicate in Choctaw, I don't think they are Choctaw”
(interview with author, April 26, 2010). Brian Billie went further saying, “When I was
growing up, they used to tell me—I would say, ‘Hi,’ or speak to them in English. I
understood some of these older people didn’t understand or didn’t feel comfortable speaking
English for the fact that they would say, ‘What do you think you are? You’re talking to a
Choctaw, so speak to me in Choctaw” (interview with author, February 02, 2010). Choctaw
language is not only tied to one’s identity as a Mississippi Choctaw person but is also a sign
of respect in speaking to Choctaw elders.
In discussing the primacy of language in Mississippi Choctaw identity Melford Farve
said, “People couldn’t care less if you’re a dancer or a stickball player or not, but I think
somehow the language makes you Choctaw. I think the other things are just the intangibles
that reinforces your Choctaw-ness, I guess…I think if you ever needed that one basic
identity, it’s always gonna be your language” (interview with author, June 07, 2010).
Another MBCI tribal member echoed this sentiment saying, “Your identity, is your language.
To me, if you can speak it, you have, whether modern Choctaw or past, your tradition has
linked that language that identifies you, who you are. And the customs and so forth are
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secondary and comes along with it, you know” (Anonymous, interview with author, February
09, 2010). The significance of speaking Choctaw in childhood, according to Indigenous
language scholars, concerns the fact that young people are socialized through the ancestral
language and this is why language is a fundamental Choctaw tradition on which all other
MBCI tribal traditions and the culture rest (McCarty, Romero, and Zepeda 2006).
Choctaw language also becomes a unifying force for Mississippi Choctaw identity,
and language skill is used as a criterion in assessing whether someone is accepted as
Choctaw. Daniel Bell, a 22 year old young man who worked at the Elderly Activity Center
said, “If they look at you and say you’re Choctaw then they gonna speak to you in Choctaw,
and like me, I will end up letting them know that I don’t speak that much Choctaw, but I can
catch on, and they’ll be like well you gotta learn” (interview with author, June 28, 2010). I
argue that a Mississippi Choctaw epistemology of belonging begins with the Choctaw
language as its base. The importance of continued Choctaw language use is indicative of
their willingness for adaptation without compromising their belief in retaining Choctaw
traditions. Languages are said to contain fully embodied properties of human beings,
including the capacity for love and sympathy, which also produce beauty in people’s lives
according to Jane Hill, who writes about advocacy for endangered languages (2002). The
Choctaw use their language as an expression of cultural sovereignty that maintains their
identity as a form of acknowledgement of who they are as belonging to the Mississippi Band
of Choctaw Indians.
The second relevant factor in a Mississippi Choctaw epistemology of belonging
concerns blood quantum and tribal enrollment status. The MBCI has one of the highest blood
quantum criteria for tribal enrollment in the nation. To be eligible for tribal enrollment you
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have to be either one half or full-blooded Choctaw. This strict criterion leads many
Mississippi Choctaw people to think of identity in relation to blood. In discussing the blood
quantum requirement for tribal enrollment Melford Farve linked blood to the Choctaw lived
experience and to the experience of racism when he said, “I guess in some ways your blood
does kinda make you what you are. I think Choctaw’s probably kinda use that, too, in their
thinking. You haven’t gone through what we’ve gone through” (interview with author, June
07, 2010).
The history of the blood quantum system, which is used to determine Native
American identity in the U.S., is problematic at best. The perpetuation of the “full blood”
Indian concept perpetuates a historical bias and stereotype. It purports that blood quantum is
what separates “real Indians” from “false Indians,” however the policy of blood quantum is
the result of early census recording starting with The Removal to Oklahoma Territory in the
1800s. Qualitatively then we find the MBCI in full compliance with documenting blood
quantum for membership to the tribal rolls, therefore it is no surprise that concerns over
blood quantum and tribal enrollment status were seen as relevant identity factors. The
establishment of a high blood quantum requirement for tribal enrollment is historically and
logically linked to discourses of dominance in a relation of dependency referred to by Walter
Mignolo in writing about the geopolitcs of knowledge as, “a dependency related to the
universality attributed to time, in domestic ideology, and particularity attributed to place in
the same movement. Place, of course, is not naturally particular but historically so according
to the location attributed to place by hegemonic discourses assuring the privilege of time and
history” (2002:68).
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The third factor I include in this Mississippi Choctaw epistemology of belonging is
active participation in Choctaw culture. Dan Isaac argued that it was important not only to
participate in contemporary Choctaw culture but also to do cultural research saying, “I think
that we should keep bringing out, bringing back, reviving everything that we know is
Choctaw and finding out more and so that we can still have that…keep our identity”
(interview with author, June 25, 2010). In discussing Mississippi Choctaw identity with my
participants I often proposed a hypothetical scenario in which there was one person who was
full-blooded Choctaw, but did not participate in Choctaw Culture, and another person who
was one quarter Choctaw, and therefore not eligible for tribal enrollment, but that spoke
Choctaw fluently and took part in many different aspects of Choctaw culture. Most
participants agreed that they would view them both as Choctaw, even though the second
person wouldn’t be eligible for tribal membership. To a degree, participants acknowledged
that participation and interest in Choctaw culture was as important as blood quantum in
regards to how they determined who can claim to be Mississippi Choctaw.
The fourth factor in a Mississippi Choctaw epistemology of belonging is family ties
or community residence. MBCI tribal members know where their family is from and what
Choctaw community they belong to. One tribal member said, “I know who I am. I know
where I'm from. I know where my family – my identity goes back to my family…I don't have
to necessarily dance, but I know where I'm from. I know what my family is. I know what we
speak. But the thing about it, I know enough, I have enough to say I have identity” (interview
with author, February 09, 2010). This connection to family and a specific Mississippi
Choctaw community is important for understanding one’s relation to other Choctaw
individuals, and the MBCI tribe as a whole.
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Related to this point is the last factor in this Mississippi Choctaw epistemology of
belonging, community affiliation and involvement. Each Choctaw tribal community has its
own elementary school run by the MBCI tribal school system, and each one has a community
center, often called the “facility building,” which is used for community meetings, events,
and gatherings. The facility buildings are usually managed by what are called “development
clubs” established at each community. Participation in these civil society organizations as
well as attendance at community events is another way that people demonstrate their
commitment to their home communities. Other things, like playing softball for your
community’s team or helping with fundraisers also show your involvement in your
community. For Mississippi Choctaws this community involvement and affiliation is
important for how you are seen and carry yourself as a Choctaw person and as a community
member.
It is important to point out the historical distinctiveness of Choctaw communities in
Mississippi, especially within the older tripartite tribal organization structure. Before
Removal in the 1830s the Choctaw Nation in Mississippi was divided into three districts.
Each of the districts had a chief or miko, but there was no paramount or principal leader of
the entire nation. When it came to questions that affected the whole tribe the three district
chiefs would discuss the matter until they came to an agreed upon decision. Furthermore,
each district was divided into towns or villages, each with its own local leader. In many ways
this organizational structure allowed each community to remain semi-autonomous with local
leaders being responsible for the decisions that affected their village. Over time these
villages, towns, and communities became increasingly seen as coterminous with the Choctaw
iksa or clan structure, in that each community is seen today as an extended family network.
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For these historical reasons, community affiliation is very important to Mississippi
Choctaws. One place that you see community affiliation played out in very interesting ways
by MBCI tribal members is at the Annual Choctaw Indian Fair.
The Choctaw Fair includes many different activities and events. Often during the fair
people who have moved away from their community of origin or even out of state of
Mississippi return home. In some ways the fair is a type of homecoming. It is also one of the
few times during the year when the entire tribe comes together for one event. There are
cultural demonstrations throughout the day, especially highlighting the Choctaw social
dancing. Some people make baskets or beadwork to sell in the crafts pavilion, while other
vendors cook traditional Choctaw food to sell to fair goers. So the fair is also a place for
cultural celebration and cultural arts marketing. In addition there is a carnival midway with
rides and games, and every evening there is musical entertainment, usually including
performances by large name country musicians. The tribe also sometimes features gospel and
Native American acts on the main entertainment stage. The major highlight of the fair is the
nightly stickball matches. These games can sometimes last until 2 am, but the majority of
Mississippi Choctaw people stay to watch the games. In fact, sometimes even before the
musical entertainment is over Choctaw people will head over to the high school football field
where the stickball match is to be held. Often during the fair, while the predominately nonChoctaw crowd watches the nightly musical entertainment, the overwhelmingly Mississippi
Choctaw crowd will be swelling the football stadium sitting in the dark waiting for the game
to start. So, in some sense the Annual Choctaw Indian Fair is like a homecoming, cultural
celebration, and carnival all rolled into one sweltering week in July each year. Given the
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importance of the Choctaw Fair in tribal cultural preservation efforts, I will discuss it in
greater detail in chapter five.
Looking closer at the markers of community affiliation, as seen through the lens of
the Choctaw Fair, the first and most obvious marker of community affiliation for Mississippi
Choctaws is your family name. Because each community is seen as an extended family or
iksa (clan) your family name often tells people what community your family is from. For
example, if someone’s last name is Denson there is a very strong chance that they are from
the Standing Pine community. As I was doing my fieldwork and became familiar with
people, the fact that I had ancestors on my mother’s side with the name Comby helped them
understand how I fit in, and often it would lead to comments about how they had some
relatives who were named Comby and that we were probably related. For Choctaws in
Mississippi this information about your family name or community helps them to position
their relationship with you.
Another important marker of community affiliation during the fair is based on which
stickball team you cheer for. Stickball, the traditional sport of the Choctaw, is also known as
the “little brother of war” because it was used to settle disputes, especially between Choctaw
communities. This historical use of the game continues today and people get very serious
about rooting for their community’s team. During the fair Choctaw youth carry around their
stickball sticks, usually in a sling style bag, and engage in pick up style stickball play in
parking lots or on the side of the street. Often these bags or the t-shirts people wear represent
the color scheme of their community’s stickball team. They even sometimes get airbrushed
shirts made for their favorite team from vendors at the fair.
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The community colors, often used in clothing, are another important way that people
show community affiliation and pride. In Mississippi each Choctaw community is associated
with a particular color scheme, which is also used for the community’s stickball team
uniforms. For example, Beaver Dam is White on Red, Bogue Chitto is Red on White,
Conehatta is White on Blue, Redwater is Red on Yellow, Tucker is Yellow on Green, and so
on. Usually traditional Choctaw shirts and dresses have a diamond design sewn on them, and
depending on whether it is a white diamond on a red background or a red diamond on a white
background it would represent Beaver Dam or Bogue Chitto respectively. Another place that
you see the community colors used during the fair is in the community booths. Inside the
large gymnasium at the tribal headquarters during the fair there are booths set up by the
development clubs from each of the communities. These booths are usually based around that
community’s color scheme and highlight aspects of the community, including traditional arts
and crafts, agricultural products grown the previous year, or special achievements of
particular community members. These booths are part of another competition between the
communities, and a first, second, and third place are awarded each year during the fair.
Those with more intimate and long-term experience with the various communities
can notice other more subtle differences between the communities. MBCI tribal members
often spoke of linguistic and dialect differences between the communities, as well as
variations in the way certain songs and dances were performed, and even between the drum
patterns used to lead processions of either community dance groups or stickball teams. In
remarking on these subtle differences between communities Jesse Ben said, “There are
different ways the drummers beat from, depending on what iksa or clan they came from.
They had a unique way of telling which clan they were from, as well as the language, also.
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We have dialect differences. We can say you’re from that community. It’s just like there’s a
hidden message that we pick up from the language” (interview with author, November 19,
2007).
The combination of all five factors embody a Mississippi Choctaw epistemology of
belonging which sustains one’s identity in relationship to other tribal members and separate
from non-Choctaws. The various “identity markers,” including the association of colors with
a particular community, reflect an outer sense of self-identity, but to a greater degree among
Mississippi Choctaws is an inner desire to contribute to the well being of one’s community
and fellow citizens, including a desire to perpetuate and preserve their Choctaw way of life,
culture, values, traditions, and language. This ultimately becomes a responsibility of all
community members. Identity then extends well beyond one individual and binds the
Choctaw speaking people together to create a society or tribal nation in which each
individual is viewed as having inherent worth and value, and who possesses an ability to
maintain the well-being of the community as a whole. Native American identity is built on
the relationships between people, and this is a defining characteristic of Native identity as
evidenced by the importance of community affiliation, residence, and involvement in a
Mississippi Choctaw epistemology of belonging. In the following chapter I will more fully
explore the cultural preservation efforts of the MBCI tribal government while discussing how
the economic development policies have begun to shift and change Choctaw attitudes and
behavior at-large. I will also further discuss the Annual Choctaw Fair as a case study for
looking at changes in tribal cultural preservation efforts.
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Chapter 5 – Economic Development & Cultural Preservation
The most profound change that has occurred for the Choctaw communities in
Mississippi over the last 30 to 40 years has been the establishment of the MBCI’s tribal
economic development programs. As discussed in chapter three, the MBCI economic
developments had many positive outcomes for the tribe, securing and stabilizing the tribal
government’s self-determination and political sovereignty while providing job opportunities
and social programs for tribal members. This chapter is a discussion of tribal members’
perceptions about the MBCI economic development efforts and the changes that they have
observed regarding the Choctaw traditional cultural practices (TCPs) outlined in chapter four.
The re-inscription of tradition through successive generations has been an ongoing process
among Mississippi Choctaws who follow the practice of passing on their cultural traditions
and values to the younger generations. But recent changes in family life and cultural
practices are showing signs of stress, especially with regard to maintaining family kinship
ties, childbirth and rearing, and respect for tribal elders.
I begin with a statement by Theron “Duke” Denson who says the Choctaw were quick
to accept material changes, “The Choctaw is one of the, what they call, Five Civilized Tribes.
The reason why we’re called one of the Five Civilized Tribes is when Europeans came to this
country and brought European things in general, clothing, tools, how they conducted
business, everything like that, [and] Choctaws were quick to adopt the European way of life”
(interview with author, October 25, 2010). Another tribal member says they were also willing
to incorporate other belief systems and practices, adding, “That’s the Choctaw way of
adapting not only to just Europeans but also to other tribes, they adapt to that belief system,
beliefs or practices” (Anonymous, interview with author, November 19, 2010).
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I argue that this custom of Choctaw cultural adaptation, negotiation, and material
acquisition, while representing a hallmark of the Mississippi Choctaw experience, functions
as the basis of their survivance story. Borrowing from Gerald Vizenor’s concept of
“survivance,” referenced in chapter four, this Choctaw willingness to adapt and change serve
as survival narratives in response to the tribal experience of historical trauma wrought by
settler colonialism. Embodying what he refers to as “simulations” Vizenor argues that
modern Native peoples create new stories to combat dominate stereotypes saying, “The
postindian 49 warriors hover at last over the ruins of tribal representations and surmount the
scriptures of manifest manners with new stories; these warriors counter the surveillance and
literature of dominance with their own simulations of survivance…[which] bear the
simulations of their time and counter the manifest manners of domination” (Vizenor
1999:5,4). Vizenor’s concept moves beyond colonial narratives of mere survival that
simplify the conquest, “he uses survivance to subordinate survival’s implications of escape
from catastrophe and marginal preservation; [thereby] survivance subtly reduces the power
of the destroyer” (Kroeber 2008:25). Karl Kroeber continues analyzing Vizenor’s scholarship
asserting that:
All his [Vizenor’s] work aims to repair a peculiarly vicious consequence of genocidal
attacks on natives of the Americas: an inducing in them of the destroyers’ view that
they are mere survivors. By accepting this white definition of themselves as victims,
natives complete psychologically the not-quite-entirely successful physical genocide.
Survivance rejects this imposed internalizing; it offers natives modes of personal and
social renewal attained through welcoming unpredictable cultural reorientations.
These reorientations promise radically to transform current native life without
requiring abandonment of the enduring value of their precontact cultural successes.
[Kroeber 2008:25]
49

“The postindian, an urgent new word in this book, absolves by irony the nominal
simulations of the indian, waives centuries of translation and dominance, and resumes the
ontic significance of native modernity” (Vizenor 1999:viii).
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The views presented in the first section of this chapter were collected during the
second round of interviews that I conducted with tribal members to examine their perceptions
regarding changes in the traditional cultural practices which were identified in the free listing
exercise. My attempt here is to expand upon tribal members’ thoughts and draw out any
connections between the tribal economic development programs and the changes they have
experienced or see happening in the tribe at large. The second portion of the chapter will
describe the tribal cultural preservation efforts that I witnessed as part of my participant
observation as an employee of the Cultural Affairs/Preservation Program. I also explore the
effects of the tribal reorganization and specifically highlight several new cultural
preservation projects that were initiated after the merger was implemented. Finally, I will use
the Annual Choctaw Indian Fair as a case study to discuss issues of cultural performance and
preservation.
Economic Development and Changes in Traditional Cultural Practices
As expected within the Mississippi Band of Choctaw Indians (MBCI) tribe there is an
abundance of opinions about the effects of the tribal economic development programs. There
is no single authoritarian voice that judges the tribe’s actions and rates the effectiveness of
policies. However, general trends drawn from the perceptions of tribal members were fleshed
out through the careful study of the voices of tribal members with whom I worked to address
some of these larger themes. Illustrative findings were made including some interesting
connections tribal members made between the larger socio-economic changes and the
traditional cultural practices they had previously identified.
The necessity for economic improvements for the tribe is remembered by Theron
“Duke” Denson who said:
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The reason why the Choctaws became an economic developer or arbiter in economic
development in this area is because of the needs of the Choctaws. Not the needs of
anybody else, but the needs of the people. Mississippi sure didn’t help us. Local
people sure didn’t give us any jobs. They wouldn’t even let us eat in their restaurants
and the whole thing, so we had to do something. We had to create something of our
own. Choctaws have persevered and become successful. [interview with author,
October 25, 2010]
Many tribal members point to the success the tribe has had in creating jobs, building tribal
independence, and providing social programs such as Doris Thompson who recalled, “I think
in education there is a lot of improvement and also in housing and jobs for people to sustain
themselves. I think those are the three major things I see” (interview with author, November
4, 2010). Two positive benefits that individuals linked to the tribal economic development
programs were that it encouraged people who had left the reservation to return home, and
that it led many Choctaw citizens to pursue higher education.
In the past tribal members had to leave the reservation area in order to find good jobs.
This effect in combination with the relocation programs of the federal government led many
Choctaws to move away from Mississippi. Ken York says tribal efforts to encourage MBCI
citizens to return were based on the improved economic situation, “I think there was an effort
by tribal leaders to encourage their families who were away to come back. Well, two things,
one, the jobs that began to develop. They had opportunity to come back and work here on the
reservation, and then our housing program. We started to build new homes” (interview with
author, November 5 & 10, 2010). Dan Isaac also noted, “I think people have come home and
a lot of it has to do with the economic progress…If they have lived in a big city like Chicago,
Dallas, Ohio – a lot of the Choctaw were relocated in the assimilation program. San Diego.
Los Angeles…If you hear okay my tribe is doing better because we have this [economic
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development], I think it’s a good reason to come home” (interview with author, October 27,
2010).
The MBCI has also invested a significant portion of the tribal revenues into
expanding and improving the tribal school system and creating college scholarships for tribal
members. Doris Thompson sees this as an investment in the future generations saying, “I
think they have better teachers and more teachers. They have Head Start and all those
daycare and that stuff where they started them young, which is good. It gives the parents the
opportunity to work and have their child being taken care of [and] we have the scholarship
program where students can go on to college” (interview with author, November 4, 2010).
Dan Isaac agrees that this focus on education is encouraging Choctaw pride noting, “We
have a lot of people that had graduated from universities, college, they have degrees, BS and
Masters and we’re gonna keep going on with that. That is something that to me it doesn’t
take away from the culture. It adds on…For me personally I think it’s the belief that they can
do it. I think we’re seeing a lot more that we are just as smart as anyone else” (interview with
author, October 27, 2010). Melford Farve also expressed pride in the Choctaw economic
development programs saying, “It’s just I’m proud of what we’ve achieved, that Choctaws
can achieve things if we put our mind to it and our determination behind it. Anything we’ve
kind of gotten ourselves into we’ve been able to make our mark. To me, it’s just showing
Choctaw ingenuity, Choctaw determination” but at the same time he recognized that these
programs also brought changes to the Choctaw communities saying, “It’s a kind of a doubleedged sword. It [economic development] has done some great things, but it’s also brought
some bad things at the same time” (interview with author, November 5, 2010).
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The effects of economic development on tribal members is mixed and is neither all
positive, as the “new buffalo” metaphor would imply, nor all bad, leading to the destruction
of Native American culture, as critics of Indian Gaming would like the public to believe. The
reality of the situation is much more complex, nuanced, and confusing. Referring to this
complexity Mitzi Reed said, “I think on the individual family basis, I think it’s been a
positive because there has been families that have taken it and ran with it and done very well
and have succeeded. I’ve also seen the opposite. I’ve seen where families make the money,
become disconnected with the family, and children are allowed to do what they want. I’ve
seen both sides of it” (interview with author, October 26, 2010). Tribal members often talked
about how the economic changes had affected traditional Choctaw culture. Theron “Duke”
Denson for example, says that mixing western economic development and Choctaw culture
presents a dilemma because economic development also changes how people think and
behave:
I think many of the economic impacts changes the Choctaw mentality a little bit. Still,
the Choctaw mentality is still prevalent, although there’s been a little change because
of the economic situations. You’ve got more Choctaws working, you’ve got more
Choctaws buying homes, cars, clothes, videos, CDs and all that, which tends to
change people in how they think…At the same time, you can say because of the
revival of the culture. Stickball for example. Choctaw Fair for example. Choctaw
activities that go on for example. People have cars now. They can get there to
participate in these activities. [interview with author, October 25, 2010]
The overly simplistic discussions of tribal economic development practices, often found in
popular media, do not hold up to close scrutiny on the ground and in people’s actual lived
experience.
My research participants identified numerous ways that the economic development
programs either directly or indirectly affected Choctaw traditional cultural practices. Some of
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the major themes that emerged in regards to the changes to the TCPs from the economic
changes were that people changed and became more individualistic, materialistic, and
preoccupied, “Now, everybody is independent. Most everybody is independent and they do
for themselves; that sort of changes the Choctaw way of life around where not a whole lot of
people are helpful to each other anymore” (Theron “Duke” Denson, interview with author,
October 25, 2010). Melford Farve sees increased materialistic values as a possible threat to
traditional Choctaw culture saying:
There was a lot of lean times that we had that, with the economic boom we had in the
80s, it really put us in a better situation then. I don’t know, like I said, it’s helped a
lot. At the same time, it can make you materialistic, too, depending on how your
nature is. If you’re okay with what you got, then you’re alright, but then there’s some
people that say, “I want more.” Then it turns into somebody that wants—just looking
at material things. When you do that, then you start losing your sense of other things,
which is traditional things, too. [interview with author, November 5, 2010]
From another tribal member’s perspective, their concern has to do with the impact it has on
child rearing because of the working lives of Choctaw parents who spend less time with their
children. “Yeah, the resort hires people and they work in shifts. You have mommas and
daddies sleep all day and then they’re gone. And the kids been away to the school…Saturday
they’re off to the leagues playing ball. Momma and daddy rushes off and takes them there,
spent time there. Where’s the time together?” (Anonymous, interview with author, November
19, 2010).
In general people often recounted how different things are today from when they
were kids, possibly due to the prevalence of middle and elderly aged individuals in my study.
The changes they referred to generally happened during the past 20 to 50 years. There did
seem to be an emphasis on changes in the last 30 years in particular, which interestingly lines
up with the initiation of the major MBCI tribal economic development programs in the
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1980s. The evolution of various traditions ranged from Choctaw clothing using new
materials or fancier designs, to innovations in Choctaw social dance steps, increasing
complexity in basket designs or the addition of new styles of beadwork. All of these types of
changes in traditional cultural practices were mentioned as minor and can be considered to be
related to modifications of these living cultural traditions and do not seem to represent major
or radical shifts. A similar type of change is the creation of Choctaw words for objects that
formerly had no name in the Choctaw language, such as computers. For example, Jesse Ben
says, “I make words, but then I say well somebody has to do it, we don’t have [words for]
anything technical or anything like microchips, spaceship [or computer]…Then very recently
Roseanne came up with tali lopi meaning computer, tali means steel and lopi means brains”
(interview with author, April 8, 2009).
A reduction in Choctaw language use, especially among young people, was a constant
thread of concern expressed in these interviews and seemed to represent one of the most
worrisome issues affecting the tribe. Elders shared that their grandchildren did not like to
speak Choctaw, and when a grandparent would speak to the child in Choctaw the grandchild
would respond in English. Although a child may understand the Choctaw spoken the issue is
thought by some research interviewees to have something to do with the younger generation
not liking or being embarrassed to speak Choctaw, or preferring to speak English. Mention
was also made of the increased blending of Choctaw and English in speaking, what some
refer to as “Choclish.” One tribal member referred to this term saying, “It was funny, but it
also brought out the blending of the [Choctaw] language with the English language. Choclish
was Choctaw English” (Anonymous, interview with author, November 19, 2010).
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Some of the MBCI tribal programs have highlighted this shift in Choctaw language
fluency and steps have been taken to try and address this issue. According to a recently
published chapter by Tom Mould:
Statistics compiled by the Choctaw Tribal Language Program show a dramatic drop
in fluency in the language. In 1997, a survey of Choctaw Language use by elders
fifty-eight years old or older showed that 95 percent were fluent, 2.5 percent could
speak “somewhat,” and 2.2 percent could speak “hardly” (Fortune 1997a:19). Three
years later when the youth were surveyed, only 1 percent of four-to-five-year-olds
were fluent, 7 percent had limited use, and 92 percent were nonspeakers (“Choctaw
Language to be lost by 2005, According to Test Scores,” Choctaw Community News,
December 2000, 29(7):5). [Mould 2012:256 n.26]
This shift in language fluency is of major concern to many tribal members who are fluent
Choctaw speakers. It is important to remember that Choctaw language use has always been a
strength of Mississippi Choctaw culture and was identified as the primary Mississippi
Choctaw identity marker.
Explanations for this change in Choctaw language use, according to research
participants, range from the use of English in schools, to the influence of television and other
forms of technology, and possibly to interethnic marriages and living with people who do not
speak Choctaw. In the past the Choctaw language was purposefully regulated says Henry
Williams, “When I was a kid maybe six, seven-years-old when we'd go to town with
grandma or a parent and a few of us kids hang around with them in town speak our language.
White people just tell us shut up, I don't want to hear that talking” (interview with author,
November 19, 2007). Many people referred back to the schools as well, especially in the past
when they were under BIA control, as one of the spaces where speaking Choctaw was not
safe. Henry continued, “I was probably in third or fourth grade at Conehatta school.
Washington education people used to come and check the school. So one morning I think it
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was four people came over and they had this Choctaw lady live in the community [to]
translate…[and] the interpreter said from here on they decided you're not going to speak
Choctaw language” (interview with author, November 19, 2007).
The use of English only education has been the policy of the BIA and that of public
school education historically and into the present. It was not until 1989 that the tribe gained
control of the local tribal schools and it took years before Choctaw language programs were
included in the curriculum. Many Choctaw youth attended public schools in towns
neighboring the Mississippi Choctaw communities including Carman Thomas who spoke on
his own school experience, “Way back when I was going [to school], they didn’t want us to
speak Choctaw. They wanted us to speak English. Now, they want them to learn how to
speak their language before they lose it” (interview with author, December 2, 2010). Dan
Isaac had already seen the need for such classes long before the tribe acknowledged the
language loss issue, “You can offer classes and classes do help a lot…I think they have done
a very good job. That is something that was a long time coming. They should have had
language class 20 years ago [or] 30 years ago” ( interview with author, October 27, 2010).
Teaching the Choctaw language in the schools, says Velma Bell, has to do with the number
of fluent Choctaw speakers in teaching roles, “Look at the daycare, daycare and Head Start
and them teachers [are] white and everything. How they gonna learn to speak Choctaw if the
teachers is white and they speak to them in English and they want to learn the Choctaw ways.
They ain't gonna do that, there's no way” (interview with author, December 13, 2010).
On the subject of speaking English, Doris Thompson points to the importance of a
strong cultural foundation within one’s family saying, “It’s hard to separate when you get
educated; going to school in public school or whatever, it’s hard to separate that education
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and tradition. It’s hard to carry on your tradition and be an educated person although some
people if they have a good family foundation that has a good cultural background it’s easy. If
it’s not then it’s hard” (Doris Thompson, interview with author, November 4, 2010). With
regard to the effects of leaving the reservation and going away to college, another tribal
member says, “And then college, a lot of people coming from college—that went to college,
come back and they went off the reservation and came back. A few years living off the
reservation or a few years not speaking your own language, once in awhile you may speak by
calling home or something like that, hey, that does a lot to you” (Anonymous, interview with
author, November 19, 2010). Speaking Choctaw in the home is considered necessary even if,
“They have bilingual programs to teach the children Choctaw, but I think if parents don’t
teach their kids Choctaw, kids won’t ever learn Choctaw” (interview with author, October
25, 2010). Jimmie Chapman claimed personal responsibility for the language loss trend
saying, “Language is supposed to start at home, but we speak English too. That’s why we
wrong. I like to see more our kids talk Choctaw, ‘cause it’s our language, man, and nothing
can take that away from them. We are throwing it out the window. That’s the way I feel”
(interview with author, December 7, 2010). The impact of television and the Internet on
younger generations is an overpowering presence according to Melford Farve who said, “I
think television was a thing for me and I probably paid more attention to that side than my
grandma” (interview with author, November 5, 2010). Many children now have mainly
grown up hearing English spoken in school, on television, and increasingly in the home.
Some respondents link the decline in Choctaw fluency with increased interaction with
non-Choctaws. Elizabeth Allen spoke about the recent increase in interethnic marriages
between Choctaw and non-Choctaws speakers saying, “Cause they married to white and
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married to colored, all that stuff, so that’s probably that’s why they talking in English more
than Choctaw…Yeah, that’s one thing, they can talk in Choctaw at home, but not anymore so
it’s changing now” (interview with author, December 8, 2010). The interaction with nonChoctaw people is a necessity today in order to communicate effectively within a changing
environment says another respondent, “The language has been affected by education and
how families speak and plus not just schools, but also the economic development that’s
taking place because the more non-tribal members are working in the system and the tribe
has to adapt. Tribal members had to adapt to be able to communicate” (Anonymous,
interview with author, November 19, 2010). Mississippi Choctaws were once segregated
from other ethnic groups and lived in isolated communities, but today they interact with and
have important relationships with non-Choctaws both on and off the reservation.
Among changes within the home and communal environment many see a breakdown
of the traditional family structure and kinship networks. Mississippi Choctaw families
traditionally lived in extended family arrangements, usually with the grandparents living in
the same house or nearby to their children’s families. Often this living arrangement was
based out of necessity, because of a serious shortage of housing on the reservation. Carman
Thomas said, “People didn’t have no choice because they cannot get no houses or nothing, so
they had to stay with their family” (interview with author, December 2, 2010). As the MBCI
tribal government evolved and gained access to funding for housing construction projects, as
I discussed in chapter three, more housing became available to tribal members. “In the old
days…you could have like two sons and a daughter and they would all live in the same house
with families. Now they have their separate houses” (Doris Thompson, interview with
author, November 4, 2010).
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The shift from extended family living situations to nuclear family units or singlefamily homes has divided family units. This relocation to gain access to new housing and
jobs has sometimes isolated families. Brian Billie remarked that some people want their own
independent households saying, “Some choose to be isolated, because they want to start
making their own choices to be on their own two feet, [as] opposed to a group setting family
that lives together [and] tends to depend on everybody to succeed as a family” (interview
with author, November 3, 2010). This separation of the family has impacts on various aspects
of the Choctaw traditions as it stresses interactions with the extended family, especially ones
family leaders and elders. Catherine Solomon explained the situation of some who have less
contact with their families, “It probably is because they be living distant from their close
relatives that they are either tired to drive all the way up to go see them or whatever and they
can’t afford the gas” (Catherine Solomon, interview with author, December 6, 2010).
Research participants also linked social factors such as alcoholism and teenage
pregnancy as contributing to this breakdown of the traditional family structure. Gary Tubby
discussed the impact of addiction on the family structure saying,
Over the years, I believe one of the things that has really scattered family is drinking.
Alcoholism and drugs and things like that. That has, over the period of years, has,
well, has took families apart. You know, like kids be over there, kids over here, you
know. And the Welfare Department is gonna just try to find a home that's suitable for
a child…I think that has escalated over the last 20 years from where it used to be.
[interview with author, November 3, 2010]
Catherine Solomon identified a serious violation of traditional kinship rules by Choctaw who
engage in romantic relationships with their own relatives. She said, “They either shacking up
or get married and having babies [with relatives]…Because they claim they don’t know
them. They didn’t know them when they were young and now their in love, but then the
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problem is that when the elders tell you that that is your kinfolks you’re supposed to respect
it and go with it and don’t get it wrong, but now they don’t” (interview with author,
December 6, 2010). Mitzi Reed said the breakdown of the family structure is related to
teenage pregnancy saying, “I think a lot of it has to do with, there was this lost gap
somewhere in their generations, because teen pregnancy’s a big problem on the reservation,
but then there’s also that gap where, say, the generation before mine may have had children
at a young age, but they weren’t necessarily the ones to raise it. The grandparents did.”
(interview with author, October 26, 2010). Harold Comby views teenage pregnancy as
leading to a lack of parenting skills saying, “Parenting skills, lack of. Uh huh. I can sense a
lot of younger—the mother—the parents are getting younger…The children having children,
having babies” (interview with author, October 26, 2010).
Together, these issues identified by respondents including alcoholism, teenage
pregnancy, and the decline of extended family living arrangements contribute to an erosion
of Choctaw family and kinship systems, which further impedes the transmission of Choctaw
culture. This separation of the family is seen as having a negative impact on cultural
traditions, because the grandparents or other elders whom traditionally lived in close contact
with the youth and served as role models and instructed the children in the traditional ways
no longer have the same access. Carman Thomas talked about the role his grandparents
played in his upbringing saying, “I mean we were living with grandma, and mama and
daddy. Grandma used to taught what right and wrong…What grandma and grandpa said, we
used to listen to what they told us, but they don’t do that no more” (interview with author,
December 2, 2010). Doris Thompson sees the separation of the family as contributing to a
disrespect for elders, “My generation we were taught to respect our elders; any human being.
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We have that in us. The younger people are probably not being taught at home. The nuclear
family, being away from them [elders]. They weren’t around their grandparents that much.
That might have a lot to do with it too” (interview with author, November 4, 2010).
Family members used to visit one another or have family or community gatherings
and celebrations says Jimmie Chapman who remembers how families got together every
Sunday for a meal, “Yeah, yeah, yeah, ‘cause back in the old days I seen they have father and
parents, father and grandma. They just have Sundays they go and come and eat still together.
They don’t have no more” (interview with author, December 7, 2010). Carman Thomas also
remembers family members going to visit each other saying, “My father used to go visit his
cousin, and then maybe a couple days later his cousin came back to visit him at night or
something. Choctaw used to be around each other all the time, but they don’t do that no
more” (interview with author, December 2, 2010). In earlier times when families got together
they entertained themselves with Choctaw story telling, social dancing, singing, and so forth
according to Melford Farve, “Back then, you bonded because we didn’t have too much for
entertainment…I can think back and sitting around with my father, and mother, grandmother,
sisters, brothers, in the cool of the night…and talking, and telling little stories here—things. I
felt that there was always a closeness. Nowadays I don’t know that people even do that
anymore” (interview with author, November 5, 2010).
Choctaw communities in Mississippi are comprised of extended families or iksa
(clans) and family or community activities used to extend beyond visiting family and include
communal hunts that brought the community together and was remembered by Jimmie
Chapman saying, “I used to remember where the kin folk used to get together, the men folk.
Women stay at home. We go hunting for a rabbit or squirrel, whatever…We clean them and
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then put them in a pot [and] at about suppertime, man, we had good eating” (interview with
author, December 7, 2010). Others spoke of family hunting trips where the entire family
would set up camp out in the woods for a few weeks and the men would go hunting while the
women would cut river cane, weave baskets, and cook and process the meat the men brought
back. These experiences sustained Choctaw families with cohesion and support.
Community gatherings and ceremonies were discussed within the context of
maintaining extended kinship, community bonding, and sharing and generosity as referred to
in the cultural value of iyi kowa, which I described in chapter four. Ken York discussed
ceremonies that he remembered from his childhood,
When I was growing up, it seemed like every month and maybe two times every
month, they would have activities at this new ground, and that property still exists by
the way and they still call it new ground except they don't use it as a ceremonial area.
Choctaws from different communities would come and they would play baseball,
softball, and then after that, that would be the morning hours, and then they would
have lunch, a picnic. Then after they eat, then the men would play stickball. They
would play until it was dark because they didn't have any lights other than the
fire…Each family would bring food, and not the lunch that they had, but this their
own food. After supper, they would gather together again and they would start their
dances…They would dance and it started around 10:00 p.m. and they didn't finish
until sun up. [Ken York, interview with author, November 5 & 10, 2010]
This format of all day or weekend long community gatherings involving baseball, stickball,
and dancing was repeated by several other research participants and seems to have been a
relatively common occurrence in the past.
A discussion about recreational sports was brought up by Melford Farve who saw the
sports activities as being related to the communal activities in the past, “Well, getting back to
the communal part, it’s still there, but it changes now more toward the recreation. I think
that’s probably the only time these young people will see each other—instead of in the
family-type situation—that’s every week they play each other” (interview with author,
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November 5, 2010). Recreational sports programs have in some ways replaced the older
family based forms of entertainment, but the impact of digital technology on the reservation
was also cited as a major factor in the declining involvement in family activities, “I think
right now, because of many Choctaw families and parents who have gotten homes and
television sets and cell phones, I think that the negative impact of Choctaw society is the pop
culture which tends to take some Choctaw youth and indoctrinate them…They try to imitate
what they see on TV, like any other teenagers anywhere else” (Theron “Duke” Denson,
interview with author, October 25, 2010). Popular culture from video gaming and the Internet
is becoming a strong attraction also, “The kids are more into the video games and such, and
probably getting more into computers now...Technology, I guess, in some ways has brought
about some changes” (Melford Farve, interview with author, November 5, 2010). Doris
Thompson sees both the positive and negative impacts of technology on Choctaw youth
saying, “Technology I think has a lot to do with it. They’re exposed to a lot of different
things that we weren’t when we were young people. There is a lot of diversity. They get to go
places or people come here and there is a lot of interaction with other cultures…Don’t get me
wrong. It’s good for them to be exposed to all this. You don’t want to be cut off from the rest
of the world” (interview with author, November 4, 2010).
Many people talked about how Mississippi Choctaw families and communities used
to be more unified in sharing what limited resources they had among each other. The cultural
values of sharing and generosity as expressed in the Choctaw concept of iyi kowa reinforced
family, extended kin, and neighbor relations, “In the days of old, I think that Choctaws were
more helpful to each other. Now, with the advent of things going on, people are doing
different things now, people don’t have time to really help each other now” (Theron “Duke”
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Denson, interview with author, October 25, 2010). This change in community dynamics was
often pointed out in relation to the traditional wake and funeral rituals held by Mississippi
Choctaws. Harold Comby noted that, “Like even during the wakes, I was told that the family
that lost a loved one are supposed to be the one that was—how can I say it—takin’ it easy
during the wakes, but now they’re the ones that do the cookin’ and stuff. From the way I was
taught, it was the non-relatives who would do the cookin’ and take care of the cleaning up the
church or whatever needed to be done” (Harold Comby, interview with author, October 26,
2010). Melford Farve adds that people were now asking to be paid for performing these types
of funerary duties saying, “I see, it’s not like I told you before, back then, people, I think,
would help a family out when they came down if a funeral was coming up or something like
that. It’s gotten to the point where sometimes you have to pay somebody to go and help cook
or something” (interview with author, November 5, 2010).
The long-term impact of a cash economy is being felt after more than thirty years of
economic developments by the MBCI whereby some aspects of Choctaw cultural activities
are now seen as mere “performances.” Ken York talked extensively about how he sees
Choctaw culture becoming a “performance” now:
If I have one criticism of the entire process, I would think that our culture seems like
it has become a performance more than what I would call a spiritual experience. In
the past, people would come together in the spirit of cohesiveness and native ways of
doing things…Today, it seems like without some help from the tribal Government,
we can't have festivities…So, that's why I'm saying that it seemed our culture and
some of the activities that we have, especially the song and dance have become a
performance more than a spiritual experience. [interview with author, November 5 &
10, 2010]
People often talked about how tribal members don’t wear the traditional Choctaw clothing on
a daily basis anymore, but only “bring it out of the closet” for special occasions or festivals.
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The critiques of the current cultural activities reflect this idea that it is no longer a part of
daily living in part because traditions were only done for special occasions. Some people
even claim that cultural traditions are performed mainly to earn money now. Pearlie Thomas
discussed this point in reference to the Choctaw social dancing saying, “The changes are they
wanna get paid first before they get out there and dance for the people. Money changed
people, so they’re changed. If you don’t pay them, they don’t go…Recently, like the past six
years or so, it’s getting worse. They gotta have money first before they can go…Uh-huh, they
used to enjoy it. Now they ask for money first” (interview with author, December 2, 2010).
Exploring this idea of cultural performance within the context of the Annual Choctaw
Indian Fair Dr. Ken York, Choctaw historian, questioned the history and purpose of the fair,
I don't want to judge whether it's good or bad, but it seemed like they turned
ceremonies into performances. I guess if anyone is to blame for that, the Bureau of
Indian Affairs wanted to have a Choctaw Indian Fair. Of course, the idea was the
communities would compete in what they have and the ladies, especially, would bring
their canned goods, things that they grew and canned, their quilts that would have
made, their clothing, their beadwork, a lot of different cultural things that they
continued to make. Then they would have it an exhibit and that was part of the
Choctaw Fair. [interview with author, November 5 & 10, 2010]
I will explore this “cultural performance” theme when I discuss the use of economic
incentives as a cultural preservation technique, specifically in relation to the Choctaw Fair in
the following section of this chapter.
This major shift in consciousness among some Mississippi Choctaws, including Dr.
York who think their traditional cultural practices are being reduced to a performance, has
led some tribal members to consider the need for a cultural revitalization movement outside
of the auspices of the MBCI tribal government. Referring to this type of cultural revival one
tribal member said, “I think there is a movement towards that…and they come back and try
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to restore old practices, revisit old beliefs and try to bring back the life, I guess, and the
practices” (Anonymous, interview with author, November 19, 2010). Dan Isaac talked about
the need to move beyond adapting to Euro American culture saying, “Most people want to
prove how adaptive we are; that we can adapt to modern society. Today I really think about,
we don’t really have to prove that. I think we’ve done enough. Now let’s just kind of be
ourselves. We incorporate today’s society but never forget who we are and that we have our
own ways to do things” (interview with author, October 27, 2010). He also understood this
type of tribal adaptation simply as a survival mentality, Dan elaborated on his views by
referring to historical trauma saying:
Survival mode – if you think about historical trauma, we call it historical trauma,
historical grief. Way back when the Choctaw were here and they had to become what
we call strangers in their own land or orphans in their own homeland. They went
through trauma. They went through grief of loss of everything they knew…For the
Choctaw, what has anyone really ever done to help us move from survival mode, the
survival thinking, the instinct [of] protecting?...That’s where the spiritual programs
need to come in. We need to have more programs I guess you could say to attack that,
combat all those historical trauma. [interview with author, October 27, 2010]
Dan Isaac is one among many Choctaw tribal members and community leaders who are
pursuing new avenues to address these issues through cultural revitalization programs and
projects, especially targeting the Choctaw youth in Mississippi. These actions bring into
focus the theoretical work by Vizenor by invoking the strategic use of Choctaw cultural
traditions to adapt to changing social and economic environments pushing the narrative
beyond mere survival to survivance. Isaac and other like-minded tribal individuals involved
in cultural revivalism represent what Vizenor calls “postindian warriors of survivance”
(1999).
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In general, Choctaw cultural revitalization in Mississippi represents a variety of
voices, but is primarily composed of two factions within the tribe. As one tribal member
framed the situation, “It [Choctaw cultural revival] has two avenues when I look at it. One, it
could be, I don’t know for lack of terminology I’ll use Pan-American Indian type
practices…and there is the other group which would say no that’s not Choctaw, you want to
know what real Choctaw is, this is real Choctaw” (Anonymous, interview with author,
November 19, 2010). On one side you have tribal cultural preservation efforts as well as
other groups trying to preserve the cultural traditions in use today, which I will discuss
further in the next section of this chapter. And on the other side you have groups that seek to
revive past Choctaw traditions and ceremonies that are no longer practiced and develop new
syncretic traditions incorporating what are often referred to as “pan-Indian” rituals, which I
will discuss in chapter six. This incredible rich and complex arena of cultural revivalism and
revitalization represents the dynamic nature of cultural preservation within the economic
development era and current casino boom, and could represent a backlash to these economic
changes.
Tribal Cultural Preservation Efforts
Beginning in the 1970s with the increased prominence of the Mississippi Band of
Choctaw Indians (MBCI), anthropologist Edward B. Sisson identified how new research
opportunities were being promoted by the Choctaw themselves:
No less important in this renaissance of Choctaw studies have been the efforts of the
Choctaw themselves. A growing sense of self-pride has fueled the Choctaws’ interest
in their history, myths, traditions, and language. Through active cooperation and their
assistance with funding, Chiefs Phillip Martin and Calvin Isaac and the other
members of the Mississippi Band have been instrumental in promoting Choctaw
studies. [1983:433]
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Within this new economic climate increased tribal revenues and grants were used to fund
research that included cultural preservation efforts. In a booklet published by the MBCI on
Choctaw cultural arts Chief Phillip Martin said, “Because of the revitalization of our
communities, made possible by the Tribe’s creation of jobs, educational opportunities,
improved housing and healthcare, and an overall elevation of the Choctaw standard of living,
the renaissance of Choctaw cultural arts has been assured” (Mississippi Band of Choctaw
Indians 2004:1). Ken York echoed Chief Martin’s sentiments saying, “I think, on the surface,
it looks like culture, language, and history have been put on a back burner because of our
pursuit of economic development, business development, things like that [but] once
businesses get started and funds are available, then part of that fund is used to support
cultural activities, which is not common knowledge” (interview with author, November 5 &
10, 2010).
In the early 1980s the MBCI tribal government created the Choctaw Heritage Center
and Choctaw Museum with additional support from private donations. The Heritage Center
and Museum supported research and educational activities with the Mississippi Band of
Choctaw Indians (MBCI). Among the projects at the Heritage Center and Museum were oral
history projects, the collection of archival and cultural materials, production and
dissemination of educational materials on Choctaw culture, and the documentation and
preservation of major Choctaw archaeological sites (Sisson 1983). The Choctaw Heritage
Center self-published some of this research under the auspices of The Choctaw Heritage
Press.
As the work of the Choctaw Heritage Center and Museum continued the MBCI tribal
administration increased its cultural preservation efforts with the creation of the Cultural
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Affairs Program (CAP). “The Cultural Affairs Program was established in 1995 to promote
and preserve the cultural traditions of the Mississippi Band of Choctaw Indians. The
program’s mission is to strengthen cultural knowledge among the Choctaw and to increase
public awareness of the tribe’s history and culture” (Mississippi Band of Choctaw Indians
2004:19). The tribal reorganization that occurred under the Denson administration, which I
presented in chapter three, explains how the Cultural Affairs Program along with the Tribal
Archives, Tribal Language Program, and Choctaw Museum were merged into one
department called the Cultural Preservation Program (CPP). I have since learned that
following the completion of my fieldwork the Cultural Preservation Program (CPP) has
changed its name to the Department of Chahta Immi, 50 and has kept all its constituent
programs intact.
The Cultural Affairs Program had three main areas of responsibility: Cultural
skills/arts workshops, research, and public education. During my time working for CAP,
community workshops were conducted on a bi-monthly basis with classes on Choctaw
cultural arts being funded through the Cultural Affairs Program, “They get tribal funds to
enhance the things like making beadwork, clothing, stickball sticks, stickball, whatever the
needs are…They have workshops. It's not only for youth but families can go and learn how
to do those things. (Ken York, interview with author, November 5 & 10, 2010). I attended
CAP workshops on collar necklace making, sash making, medallion beadwork, as well as
observing cooking, dress making, round comb making, rabbit stick and blowgun making, and
other cultural demonstrations by CAP staff at various times. The CAP office was open to
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I will continue to refer to this department as the Cultural Preservation Program (CPP) since
that is what it was called during my ethnographic fieldwork.
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tribal members and it provided the community information, supplies, and offered assistance
on cultural arts projects. CAP staff would sometimes give impromptu lessons on different
techniques for visitors seeking assistance.
The cultural research by the CAP staff involves, “Identifying and documenting
endangered traditions…[and] staff members conduct research and interview Tribal elders to
obtain first-hand knowledge of Choctaw history and culture” (Mississippi Band of Choctaw
Indians 2004:19). CAP staff are also responsible for public presentations about Choctaw
culture and “in addition to coordinating the dance ground and cultural activities at the
Choctaw Fair, the program director and staff often speak to school groups, clubs, and groups
who come to visit the reservation” (Mississippi Band of Choctaw Indians 2004:19). One of
the more unique opportunities that Cultural Affairs Program staff has is in sharing their
knowledge about traditional Choctaw arts during formal training sessions with other MBCI
staff. The CAP also assists other tribal programs with cultural orientations, helps to plan and
coordinate cultural activities with other tribal programs, conducts cultural presentations for
schools and civic organizations in the state and region, and in general promotes “Chahta
Immi – Lifeways of the Choctaw People” for tribal members.
After the reorganization merged the formerly separate programs into the new Cultural
Preservation Program (CPP) the CPP mission statement was revised to read, “To preserve,
promote, embrace, and enhance the cultural heritage of the Choctaw people” (CPP memo).
After the merger most of the programs continued to operate in much the same capacity as
before, although significant employee reshuffling revealed a different bureaucratic
superstructure and reporting process within the MBCI tribal administration.
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With the reorganization of the Cultural Preservation Program, the CPP produced a
memo addressing all aspects of the cultural preservation mandate. The Tribal Language
Program was to work to “halt the rapid decline of the Choctaw language among our children
by working with the Tribal Education System through trainings, language assisted
classrooms, and mentoring programs; and also, tribal members, parents and children through
Immersion camps, Community literacy classes, translation services, and the development of
the Mississippi Band of Choctaw Indians Dictionary” (CPP memo). The Choctaw Museum
was referred to in the memo stating how the museum should continue to “share the Choctaw
culture with visitors so that they can better understand and appreciate the traditional and
contemporary aspects of Mississippi Choctaw life and establish a better understanding of
tribal government” (CPP memo). The MBCI Tribal Archives were identified in the memo as
carrying out the work to “collect, preserve, and make accessible for research and educational
purposes the permanent records and its culture materials regarding the historical and cultural
identity of the Mississippi Choctaw” (CPP memo). In addition to these established programs
the Cultural Preservation Program added the Special Projects/Media Program and the Chahta
Immi Cultural Center (CICC). They identified the Special Projects/ Media program as a
service that “provides support and services to the CPP entities, tribal programs, tribal
members, and MBCI partners with educational and promotional materials” (CPP memo). The
CPP memo also stated that the Chahta Immi Cultural Center (CICC) was developed to
“showcase and provide cultural education through exhibitory on Choctaw art forms. The
Center includes the Archives Collection and the Institute of Chahta Immi” (CPP memo).
Beyond CPP oversight are other programs or departments within the MBCI tribal
government that involve Choctaw cultural activities. Some of these departments include:
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Choctaw Department of Public Safety which is comprised of the Choctaw Police
Department, Choctaw Detention Facility, and Wildlife and Parks Program; the Elderly
Nutrition and Social Program that runs the Elderly Activity Center; the Division of Early
Childhood Education and its Headstart Programs; the Choctaw Tribal Schools; and the Youth
Opportunity Program. Other organizational partners affiliated with the MBCI tribe are Big
Brothers & Big Sisters of Mississippi, Boys and Girls Club of the Mississippi Band of
Choctaw Indians, and the Boy Scouts of America. At one time or another Choctaw cultural
activities and events are hosted by different programs and departments and according to
Mitzi Reed, “I think they incorporate [Choctaw culture] in a lot of the main activities that the
tribe may have, even if it’s just a conference. It may be a conference dealing with law
enforcement, but they’ll incorporate traditional dance with traditional food, show arts, [and]
invite artisans to come out. I think they do promote it in that—trying to expose our visitors to
tribal culture” (interview with author, October 26, 2010).
Authorized cultural programs and activities sponsored by MBCI departments and
programs are funded directly by the tribal government through the tribal budget process,
which allocates funding for each department, are renegotiated each fiscal year, and must
receive approval from the Choctaw tribal council. The tribe’s finances are dependent on a
number of revenue streams derived from tribal businesses and enterprises, with additional
funding from the federal government and BIA programs, and supplemental grants. The tribal
budget is dependent on the current economic climate, which fluctuates from year to year.
Ken York noted, “The majority of the funding for cultural programs, unfortunately, right
now, is through the Federal Government, through the Education Program. We have [the]
ECHO Program that provides some funding. Some of the education budgets include cultural
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activities, especially during the summer programs” (interview with author, November 5 &
10, 2010). In fact, the projects that I worked on as an employee of the Cultural
Affairs/Preservation Program for the tribe were funded through the Education through
Cultural and Historical Organizations (ECHO) Partnership, a grant from the U.S. Department
of Education administered by the tribe.
The Annual Choctaw Indian Fair is the most visible and well-known Mississippi
Choctaw event, but there are many festivals and cultural events held throughout the year.
Some of these events include: the Rabbitstick Youth Hunt sponsored by the Choctaw
Wildlife and Parks Program in February; the Spring Festivals sponsored by the Choctaw
Tribal Schools in April; the American Indian Heritage Festival sponsored by the
Occupational Training Center in April; the Mother’s Day Powwow in May; the American
Indian Day sponsored by the Choctaw Tribal Schools in September; the Veteran’s Day
Parade and Powwow in November; the Chahta Ayopachi Nitak (Choctaw Celebration Day)
sponsored by the Division of Early Childhood Education in conjunction with the Veteran’s
Day celebrations; community Thanksgiving feasts in November; Creative Christmas in early
December; and the Christmas celebration and tribal tree lighting ceremony. The main
components of most of these celebrations in addition to the specific program or presentation
is some form of Choctaw social dance performance, either by one or multiple groups, and a
feast, which usually includes fried chicken and hominy often cooked outdoors over an open
fire in large cast iron pots. Some of these tribal events have also incorporated powwow or
intertribal styles of dancing into the celebration as well, in particular the Mother’s Day and
Veteran’s Day Powwows, and the American Indian Heritage Festival. As I will discuss in
chapter six this is a relatively new phenomenon.
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The Mississippi Band of Choctaw Indians (MBCI) has had great success in
preserving and revitalizing the social dancing and stickball traditions in particular, as well as
many of the other Choctaw cultural arts. As Theron “Duke” Denson notes:
Well, I believe there are a whole lot of things that have improved. I think stickball,
social dancing—well, we have a lot of programs on the reservation that sponsor
activities. The schools certainly sponsor dancing. They teach the Choctaw traditional
dances to the students, and they have festivals where students get out there and dance
the Choctaw dances. That’s how they keep the Choctaw culture alive. [interview with
author, October 25, 2010]
Many tribal members agree that social dancing and stickball are much more popular now
then they were in the past. I argue that this is due to the prominence that these traditions hold
at the Choctaw Fair and how these activities have been incentivized, which I will discuss
further below. This in no way should take away from the great efforts that individuals,
especially Thallis Lewis with social dancing and Henry Williams with stickball, have made
to revive and revitalize these traditions.
Following the election of Beasley Denson in 2007 and the eventual tribal
reorganization in 2009, a slight shift in the attitude within the tribal administration was
noticeable. Whereas Chief Phillip Martin had emphasized the motto of “Choctaw SelfDetermination,” newly installed Miko Beasley Denson focused on “Chahta First.” Denson
was elected in the wake of the Jack Abramoff Indian tribal lobbying scandal in which the
tribe was implicated for money laundering by MBCI tribal planner Nell Rogers. Denson
based his campaign on this idea of “Chahta First,” arguing that too many non-Choctaws held
positions of power in the tribal businesses and vowing to replace them with Choctaw tribal
members. Catherine Solomon explained Denson’s rationale, “Chahta first. He’s trying to say
let us let us put more Choctaw in the position[s] where non-Indians are running it, because I
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think he feel like the way I used to feel that if they say the tribe belong to us [then] lets make
sure it has nothing but tribe [tribal members] in there” (interview with author, December 6,
2010). “Chahta First” is essentially a hiring preference for tribal members in all of the tribal
businesses, but a Choctaw preference provision was not a new invention according to Mitzi
Reed, “As far as Choctaws First, I think it’s always been out there. I think Chief Martin
always promoted that. He may not have said it or he may not have quote— you know, put it
in quotations, but I think it’s always there because he always had tribal members as the basis
of whatever he went for” (interview with author, October 26, 2010). Theron “Duke” Denson
further explained, “The difference between Chief Martin and Beasley is Chief Martin wanted
the best people in there [regardless of ethnicity]” (interview with author, October 25, 2010).
This slight shift in the discourse of the tribal administration from “Choctaw SelfDetermination” to “Chahta First” also signaled a larger shift in focus. This phrase took on
greater significance and was understood more broadly than simply as a hiring preference. To
Dan Isaac it expressed a concern for people’s needs, “To me it [Chahta First] means put the
people first. That’s what it means to me simply. Let’s think about the people first. What are
their needs and things like that?” (interview with author, October 27, 2010). The use of the
Choctaw names for the tribe, Chahta, as well as for the position of chief, Miko, were
intentional and strategic semantic cues to indicate that the new administration was
redirecting, at least symbolically, away from the older strategy of adapting to the dominant
society recalling what Dan Isaac referred to as the “survival mode.” Miko Denson spoke at
tribal gatherings strictly in Choctaw with no English translation and dressed in traditional
Choctaw shirts often also wearing beadwork. These were visible changes from Chief Martin
who conducted all tribal business in English and preferred wearing western business suits,
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although early in his career he did wear traditional Choctaw shirts at events. Denson’s
approach was a symbolic reorientation 51 from Chief Martin’s focus on economic progress
and the future to a renewed emphasis on cultural revival and the past. Referring to the
difference in the two administrations Harold Comby thought the way Denson’s was raised
might be a factor saying, “Miko Denson, he grew up here, so he kinda missed that boarding
school experience. He could go home every night if he wanted to. Then his dad died at a
young age, but he had an uncle that raised him. That was kinda like in a traditional way; that
carried that tradition” (interview with author, October 26, 2010).
Denson’s cultural revival efforts can best be seen with his founding of the Nanih
Waiya Day Holiday and celebrations. A fortuitous opportunity for Miko Denson was the
return of the Nanih Waiya archaeological site and associated cave properties to the
Mississippi Band of Choctaw Indians (MBCI) from the state of Mississippi. It was celebrated
as a major accomplishment and signaled this reorientation to the past. “Nanih Waiya, which
means ‘leaning hill’ in Choctaw, was ceded to the United States, along with 11 million acres
of Mississippi territory when the Treaty of Dancing Rabbit Creek was signed Sept. 27, 1830.
Designated a state park, Nanih Waiya was one of several parks that required substantial
subsidies for maintenance from the state general fund” (Smith N.d.). The actual signing over
of the deed to the property by the Mississippi Governor Haley R. Barbour on August 8, 2008
was the culmination of a process begun much earlier under Chief Martin’s administration.
Former State Senator Gloria Williamson explained, “When it came up in the Senate that we
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I use the phrase “symbolic reorientation” to imply that this was a change in appearance
rather than actual substance, because Miko Denson continued and expanded the economic
developments of his predecessor.
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were going to close Nanih Waiya State Park, Chief Martin decided that he was interested in it
because of the mound and it being a ceremonial place for the Choctaws” (Rayburn 2008).
The MBCI tribe held the first event to honor the return of Nainh Waiya in the Fall of
2008, although the official Nanih Waiya Day Holiday was set as the second Friday of August
to commemorate the date of the official transfer. The “Choctaw Community News” reported
on the event saying:
On November 14, 2008 over 1,000 members of the Mississippi Band of Choctaw
Indians, along with invited guests and officials from the tribe, state, and national
levels, congregated on the Nanih Waiya Cave site in Winston County to celebrate the
restoration of ancestral lands back to the Choctaw people…The Nov. 14 celebration,
billed as ‘Coming Full Circle, Regaining & Embracing our Mother Mound,’ featured
traditional Choctaw social dancing and storytelling, speakers, and a feast to mark the
return of the Nanih Waiya mound and cave site back to the tribe. [Mississippi Band of
Choctaw Indians 2008]
Speaking at the event Miko Beasley Denson said, “Our people have lived in most of what is
now called Mississippi for more than 400 years. We know how and why our land was taken,
more acres than we can ever reclaim, but this one acre 52 of Nanih Waiya is sacred land and
we reclaimed this one acre with pride and continued determination to maintain the sanctity of
Choctaw land” (Mississippi Band of Choctaw Indians 2008).
At the 2008 event a proclamation commemorating Nanih Waiya Day as a Choctaw
holiday was recited in Choctaw by Roseanna Thompson, Choctaw Tribal Language Program
Director, and read in English by Barry McMillan, Miko Denson’s chief of staff. The
proclamation reads:
A proclamation of Nanih Waiya Day by the sovereign tribe of the Mississippi Band of
Choctaw Indians: Let it be known that this day is Nanih Waiya Day, a Choctaw
holiday. Today shall be a day of celebrating and rejoicing in remembrance of August
52

This reference to “one acre” refers specifically to the area of the archaeological mound
site, the entire mound and cave site is approximately 150 acres.
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8, 2008, when Nanih Waiya was returned to the Choctaw people. From this day
forward, we shall celebrate the anniversary of that glorious day every year on the
second Friday of August. Nanih Waiya is the cultural & religious center of the tribe
and is the birthplace of the Choctaw people. Nanih Waiya, our mother mound, was
taken from the Choctaw people long ago, but it has now been restored to her children.
Let it be proclaimed to all people that this land shall never be sold, traded or
negotiated with ever again. This land has remained in the hearts of the Choctaw
people and from this day forward shall never leave their hands again. Nanih Waiya
will forever be for the benefit of the members of the Mississippi Band of Choctaw
Indians. Having so proclaimed, as the leaders and members of the Mississippi Band
of Choctaw Indians, on this 14th day of November, 2008. [Mississippi Band of
Choctaw Indians 2008]
In 2009 it was decided that MBCI employees would be given the Nanih Waiya Day holiday
off from work in lieu of Columbus Day, 53 substituting the Choctaw specific holiday for the
U.S. federal holiday. Beginning with the first event in 2008 the MBCI have celebrated Nanih
Waiya Day each August with a social gathering at the site including Choctaw cultural
performances, speeches, and a communal feast. The initiation of this annual event
appropriately illustrates Miko Denson’s symbolic shift towards cultural revival and
revitalization.
This shift in focus was also filtered into the Cultural Preservation Program (CPP) in
the tribal reorganization, as new individuals were moved into leadership roles and new
approaches were considered. As Dan Isaac said, “In the overall I think Miko sees the need
for, we say revitalization of culture. That’s basically what I’m saying waking up these
ceremonies we had back in the past” (interview with author, October 27, 2010). Although the
tribe had success in cultural preservation under Chief Martin, Miko Denson wanted to go
further. During my time working as a consultant for the Cultural Preservation Program I
witnessed several new innovative cultural preservation approaches, several during the 2010
53

Columbus Day is for many Native Americans not a day of celebration but a day of
mourning marking the beginning of colonialism and oppression.
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Choctaw Fair. Also, with the creation of the Chahta Immi Cultural Center and Institute of
Chahta Immi I noticed a push towards having the CPP staff actively participate in Choctaw
cultural traditions. CPP staff began to increase their use of and emphasis on the Choctaw
language in staff meetings and at events, and also formed a CPP staff social dance group.
The Cultural Preservation Program unveiled two new projects at the 2010 Choctaw
Fair, the “Chahta Immi Ihinoshi” (Choctaw Lifeways Path) and the “Chahta Ahleha Anowa”
(Choctaw Journey 54) theatrical play. I participated in the construction of the Chahta Immi
Ihinoshi that was built in the wooded area directly behind the Choctaw Fair Dance Pavilion.
The pavilion is used during the Choctaw Fair for cultural demonstrations and dance
performances coordinated by the Cultural Preservation Program. The site for the Choctaw
Lifeways Path was built as an extension of the CPP activities area, allowing for other cultural
activities to be held concurrently with the dance performances in the pavilion. The Chahta
Immi Ihinoshi included a hands-on cultural exhibit area for children with a demonstration
area for Choctaw artisans and storytellers. The Choctaw Preservation Program claims “the
look and feel of Chahta Immi Ihinoshi will also give travelers of this unique path a step back
into the Choctaw Past” (CPP memo).
This site was built to resemble a historic Choctaw village and featured at the opening
is an introductory interpretive sign explaining the different types of housing structures used
by the Choctaw ancestors and the path also includes replicas of a temporary style raised bed
lean-to structure and a Mississippian Period bent pole house structure. Also a number of
thatch roofed open-air structures with picnic tables arranged along a path through the woods
provide the demonstration spaces. Gary Tubby sees the Chahta Immi Ihinoshi as a positive
54
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development saying, “There was a thing they started this past year, too, that's culture thing
down below the pavilion down there…I believe that kinda stuff there, yeah, it's teaching the
kids, little ones, to do things, have crafts, and I don't believe that all of it's been thrown away.
I believe it's a lot of help. They've had a lot of good come out of it and I believe it will some
more” (interview with author, November 3, 2010).
The theatrical play Chahta Ahleha Anowa was first performed before a live audience
at the 2010 Choctaw Indian Fair as a part of the evening entertainment on the main stage at
the amphitheater on July 15, 2010. Written and produced by the Cultural Preservation
Program staff with assistance from tribal members and volunteers, many of whom performed
in the play, tells the story of Nanih Waiya. The plays historical narrative begins with the loss
of the “Mother Mound” Nanih Waiya and recounts the “Trail of Tears” and other historical
events ending with the return of the sacred site, through a reenactment of the first Nanih
Waiya Day celebration. The play concludes with a reading of the Nanih Waiya Day
Proclamation in both Choctaw and English. The play actually builds on an older tradition of
presenting historical pageants during the fair as noted in a publication on the Choctaw Fair
produced in the early 1970s, “One such event is the annual dramatic pageant produced by
students and faculty of Choctaw Central High School. Portraying Choctaw tragedy and
triumph, this pageant brings to life the events which make up the history of Choctaw people”
(Mississippi Band of Choctaw Indians 1973:11).
This cultural revival/revitalization and reorientation to the Choctaw past are believed
to be healthy changes being implemented by the CPP broadly, but it remains to be seen how
long or effective they will be in returning people to older Choctaw ways. Harold Comby
remarked on the recent changes:
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I think it’s gonna be more effective. I know that the past administration, some of
those people were politically appointed…But now as I mentioned earlier, these young
folks most of them are educated, but they have an open mind and willin’ to check into
the situation and see that we did have green corn ceremony and try to revive it.
Another thing that I like within the past year is seeing the little cultural village being
established. Then that Choctaw Institute, they’re teachin’ people how to make baskets
and so forth, and I think those are good. [interview with author, October 26, 2010]
Some tribal members, especially those that advocate for and participate in pan-Indian and
syncretic traditions such as the sweatlodge and Native American Church ceremonies as well
as intertribal powwows, which I will directly address in the next chapter, saw these changes
as a positive development. At this juncture I asked whether or not these symbolic gestures of
change begun by the new MBCI administration signal a more open and inclusive attitude or
approach that is more accepting of these pan-Indian ideologies?
I had a long conversation with a fellow CPP employee concerning this question and
received this candid response:
I think that the play, I think opened that area and I don’t know if they’re interpreting
it the way what you’re saying. I think that they’re—I don’t think it’s in a limited
sense. He has opened up some the door a little wider…He has discussed it, what do
you think of that, with me and I’ll give him my views too. I think opening it up it
might be interpreted wrong by them and others…I think he sees that that realm of
culture that’s been adopted by a lot of Choctaw tribal members—he’s not gonna go
and shun it because I know he knows where it stands. I think he sees that it does have
a place, but at the same time, like I said, use the word tolerant. I think it’s interpreted
wrong by these guys…The play and the village were not Jay, actually it was Miko
…It go beyond Jay. [Anonymous, interview with author, November 19, 2010]
The indication is that officially mandated changes were originating in the higher levels of the
tribal government and were being implemented by the CPP under this new direction.
However there is not a sense or belief that the CPP was going to specifically promote or
demonstrate any syncretic tradition.
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The Annual Choctaw Indian Fair has always been an important spatial and temporal
locus for cultural preservation in addition to sharing Choctaw innovation. As Tom Mould
notes, “Spatially, the split between traditional and modern is enacted at the annual Choctaw
Fair: social and house dancing and music are performed under the traditional outside arbor,
while country music stars perform on the formal stage” (Mould 2005:260). The fair began as
a single day festival in each of the Choctaw communities sponsored by the BIA’s Choctaw
Indian Agency in the mid 1930s, it has since grown into a week-long tribal festival featuring
professional musical entertainment, a carnival midway, Choctaw cultural demonstrations and
activities, community booth competitions, an arts and crafts market, and the world
championship of stickball. The fair originally was more like a county or harvest fair and was
based around agricultural product competitions and therefore was held in the Fall. By 1938
the “Choctaw Indian Agency Fair,” as it was known at the time, had expanded to include
events in each community “with the finale being a two-day event at Pearl River on October
5th and 6th [and] the agency superintendent invited the public to attend. The fair [also]
included softball games but again there’s no mention of stickball” (Marty Gamblin, interview
with author, April 7, 2009).
The first reference to the inclusion of a stickball game and Choctaw dancing at the
fair was in 1945, but there seems to have been a period of time in the late 1940s after the
MBCI regained federal recognition where the fair was not held (Marty Gamblin, interview
with author, April 7, 2009). The modern Choctaw Indian Fair is said to have started in 1949
although evidence suggests that the fair may have actually resumed in 1950. A publication on
the Choctaw Indian Fair produced by the MBCI in 1973 states,
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Under Mississippi’s hot summer 55 sun in 1949, members of the Mississippi Band of
Choctaw Indians gathered on an open field to pay the first official tribute to their
Tribe’s ancient and distinct culture. Two days of traditional dances and tribal sports
marked what was to be known as the first annual Choctaw Indian Fair – an event
which would evolve into one of the most dramatic and authentic festivals of the
south. [Mississippi Band of Choctaw Indians 1973:1, emphasis added]
The reference to the fair as an “authentic” tribal event suggests that it was already being
romantically reimagined and framed by the tribal government in the early 1970s, without any
reference to the involvement of the BIA and Choctaw Indian Agency as the impetus in the
creation of this “traditional” event.
By the 1950s the Choctaw Fair festivities had greatly expanded and were not only
focused on agricultural production but also included Choctaw cultural activities and other
forms of entertainment as well. As Marty Gamblin explained:
It [the 1950 Choctaw Fair] included exhibits of basketry, beads, rugs, canning,
community exhibits, stickball, speakers, milk drinking contest, cracker eating contest,
hog calling contest, dancing, and various other activities for young and old. Over the
years, these events evolved into the Choctaw Fair as we know it today. In the ‘50s,
softball was a regular event, however, it gradually disappeared as over the next three
decades, stickball was revived. [interview with author, April 7, 2009]
In 1956, which was the earliest Choctaw Fair program I was able to locate in the tribal
archives, the “All Choctaw Indian Fair” was held September 5-7 at the Pearl River Indian
School and included competitions for community exhibits, agricultural and horticulture
products in both youth and adult categories, “household science” including pickled, canned,
and preserved food products as well as clothing and home improvements (Mississippi Band
of Choctaw Indians 1956). There was an arts and crafts competition and sale as a part of the
fair, although the Choctaw Princess Pageant, which began the year before in 1955, and other
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cultural activities such as stickball and social dancing were not mentioned specifically in this
brochure. It simply reads, “A good program has been planned each night during the fair”
(Mississippi Band of Choctaw Indians 1956:13).
I have quoted extensively from this 1956 Fair Program to demonstrate the way
Choctaw culture and arts were viewed during the early years of the Choctaw Fair in order to
contextualize the tribal cultural preservation efforts. Regarding the community exhibits the
Fair Program states, “The exhibit should not only carry the farm and home products and
Indian arts and crafts, it should display pertinent facts and conditions of the community, such
as, size of the community and school, the social and religious life, health, recreation, etc.”
(Mississippi Band of Choctaw Indians 1956:2). Later in the rules and regulations for the
“Arts and Crafts” competition it states, “Best dressed Choctaw man: Would be judged on the
basis of original Choctaw native dress. For example, the man wearing the most number of
pieces of Choctaw dress without distraction of modern pieces, such as bandana handkerchief,
baseball caps, etc.” (Mississippi Band of Choctaw Indians 1956:11). The program stipulates
the components of the women’s clothing saying,
The costume is to include the dress, accessories, such as apron, necklaces, wrist band,
beaded hair combs, etc…By Choctaw costume it is meant that all of the costumes
worn by the exhibitor are to be made by some Choctaw Indian and that any nonIndian piece worn will be the cause for marking down the…exhibitor in the contest
and in some cases where there are a number on non-Indian pieces worn by an
exhibitor this will be cause for disqualification, if such pieces have the effect of
destroying the original native costume appearance. [Mississippi Band of Choctaw
Indians 1956:11, emphasis added]
The new “Arts and Crafts Sales Department” is mentioned which had two objectives:
First, to encourage arts and crafts work of the Indian people by getting the present
workers in art to increase their production; thereby offering more of their work for
sale; which in turn, would aid in their annual income and encourage new workers in
the native Indian crafts which would stimulate the revival of the native craft among
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more Indians and bring a new income to more people. [And] Second, to give the
visitors to the fair an opportunity to buy Indian arts and crafts pieces and materials
any time during the course of the fair. The fair committee will make available a booth
for the use of any Indians wishing to sell their beads…The Indians will not be
permitted to sell baskets, beadwork, and other arts and crafts materials on the
fairgrounds except from this booth…The sale of Indian arts and crafts must be
controlled for the benefit of the seller and buyer. [Mississippi Band of Choctaw
Indians 1956:12, emphasis added]
These quotes illustrate the ways in which early Choctaw cultural preservation efforts,
embodied in the Choctaw Fair, were explicitly tied to capitalist market exchange as a
possible income source for Choctaw tribal members and the creation of arts and crafts for
tourist consumption.
I argue that the MBCI tribal cultural preservation efforts, including the Choctaw
Heritage Center and Choctaw Museum, Cultural Affairs Program, and subsequent Cultural
Preservation Program, all trace their roots back to the early creation of the Choctaw Indian
Fair by the Choctaw Indian Agency and the cultural preservation template used by the BIA in
some fundamental and important ways. In saying this I do not intend to denigrate or lessen
the importance of the activities of these organizations or the MBCI tribal government in
general. My intention is to critically examine the history of these approaches in order to
understand how the current cultural preservation practices emerged and have been
transformed and internalized by the tribe. Much like the tribal economic development
programs, I think the tribal cultural preservation efforts have evolved as a strategic adaptation
to the socio-economic climates of each period.
Consequently the comments made by Ken York regarding Choctaw ceremonies
becoming cultural performances after the creation of the Choctaw Indian Fair has relevance
to the use of economic incentives that encourage participation in cultural activities. York
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says, “When the casino came about and we had a budget, then they started to pay these
dancers, and then they paid the stickball players. There are a lot of different activities that
people are getting paid. So, that tied our culture to change” (Ken York, interview with
author, November 5 & 10, 2010). At the 2010 Choctaw Fair Choctaw social dance groups
were paid based on how many people performed in each group. The dance groups got $50 for
each adult, $40 for each student, and $25 for every toddler. Furthermore, “Many of the dance
groups are given free passes to the Choctaw Indian Fair and when more and more people
realized that, that's why the increase in the dance groups because if you have a dance group,
you get a free pass to the Choctaw Indian Fair” (Ken York, interview with author, November
5 & 10, 2010).
Another economic incentive practice dating back to around 1956 Choctaw Fair is the
sale of Choctaw arts and crafts especially beadwork, which has become an increasingly
popular workshop sponsored by the Cultural Affairs Program. Knowing how to make
Choctaw arts and crafts is highly regarded both as a cultural tradition and as an economic
activity. This was pointed out by Doris Thompson who said, “I have two nieces that are in
college now. Their mom taught them how to sew traditional dress. She taught them how to
make beads. Now when they are in college they know how to make these crafts and so
people see that they can do it so they ask them can you make it for me. They make it and then
they sell it” (interview with author, November 4, 2010).
In summarizing, this strategy of using economic incentives for cultural activities has
been effective, at least in preserving and revitalizing certain traditions, namely stickball,
social dancing, as well as beadwork and other forms of saleable crafts. Some tribal members
though have found this strategy problematic, specifically because it embeds capitalism
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squarely into the cultural preservation efforts. I argue that this is at least partially behind why
so many of the current Choctaw cultural revitalization efforts outside of the official MBCI
sanctioned Cultural Preservation Program have moved beyond what they see as “cultural
performances” to include more spiritual and ceremonial aspects, sometimes borrowed from
other pan-Indian or syncretic movements. Some tribal members don’t think the tribal
government has any business dealing with or determining what counts as Choctaw culture.
As Doris Thompson said, “Government should have no say so in tradition or culture. They
can keep it from disappearing as far as having a museum and continuing to teach kids in
school and having them exposed to these culture and languages. I don’t think the government
should be the one dictating how the culture should be or whatever” (interview with author,
November 4, 2010). In the next and final chapter I will take up these alternative Choctaw
cultural revitalization movements and specifically discuss my experience conducting
participant observation research within a sweatlodge/Native American Church group in Pearl
River.
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Chapter 6 – Okla Okchalechi (Awakeners) Movement
The Mississippi Band of Choctaw Indians (MBCI) remain a people who are proud of
their history as a southeastern-based Native culture. As I became more familiar with my
research participants, they began openly sharing their concerns about Choctaw people getting
lost in modern materialism and individualism precipitated by their equally proud history of
tribal economic success. The idea that this long-term focus on capitalist economic
development by the MBCI tribe has resulted in a neglect for the spiritual health of the
Choctaw people, was expressed by Leland Lewis, who sees a need to “get back to where we
used to be, as far as spirituality—spiritually, because in the last 30 years now, a lot of our
people have lost their identity. A lot of our people has been so caught up in this new way of
life” (interview with author, October 5, 2010).
As I discussed in chapter five, my research participants provided numerous examples
of the changes they have witnessed in relation to Choctaw traditional cultural practices. A
serious concern for many tribal members is the breakdown of Choctaw kinship and extended
family structures, which they see as leading to generalized social and cultural disruption or
dislocation. As Harold Comby said, “That's one of the negative things about economic
development and that’s one thing that my late mom used to say. We go to the white people’s
side so much that we forget that we are Choctaws. We forget our way of life and teachings”
(interview with author, March 26, 2010). Velma Bell also disapprovingly spoke specifically
of the use of economic incentives to promote cultural involvement saying, “They don't need
to get paid because I mean like Dellman said they buyin' the ancestors. Because a long time
ago the ancestors didn't get paid for nothin’ [cultural activities]. What they doin’ now with
this tradition is this Choctaw get paid is the only way they gonna – buyin’ ancestors”
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(interview with author, December 13, 2010). These internal conversations among Mississippi
Choctaw citizens brought to my attention an increase in Choctaw cultural revitalization
efforts outside of the officially sanctioned tribal Cultural Preservation Program.
As I discussed in the previous chapter, within the MBCI there are, broadly speaking,
two main factions. On the one hand, there are tribal efforts mainly funneled through the
Mississippi Band of Choctaw Indian’s (MBCI) Cultural Affairs/Preservation Program that
seek to preserve current Choctaw cultural traditions, which I discussed at length in chapter
five. On the other hand there are what have been called “pan-Indian” or syncretic groups that
seek to revive past or forgotten Choctaw ceremonies, often combining older Choctaw
ceremonies with cultural elements from other tribal groups to create new traditions. I say new
traditions here because; although these ceremonies may in fact be based on indigenous
Choctaw traditions they have been reinvented and reinterpreted in the modern era and in my
opinion should be viewed as new forms of older ceremonies. Referring to this idea of
reviving past ceremonies Dan Isaac said:
Things were put to sleep and a lot of these things were forced on us. I’m always
trying to re-teach the people that some of these ceremonies…I guess you could say
things were put to sleep where everybody said maybe one day we’ll do it again and
maybe we’ll still have the people to do it. I think after those years were up and we got
our religious freedom then we could start to bring it back, wake it up and try to find
those people that knew what we were supposed to do; our own ways. [interview with
author, October 27, 2010]
I developed a term for this cultural revival or Choctaw pride movement calling it Okla
Okchalechi (Awakeners). I employ this name based on the movement’s characteristic
attribute of “waking up” older ceremonies and to distinguish it from the official tribal cultural
preservation efforts.
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Choctaw anthropologist Valerie Lambert builds off the work of Eric Hobsbawm,
Terence Ranger, and Manning Nash concerning the “invention of tradition” and identity in
writing:
Hobsbawm and Ranger also note the pervasiveness of group identities that are
fashioned as timeless, arguing that groups and nations often use “traditions,” which
claim to be ancient but which may, in fact, be new or invented, to establish
“continuity with a suitable historic past” (1983:1). They explain that, in the context of
“the constant change and innovation of the modern world” there is a need for people
“to structure at least some parts of social life…as unchanging and invariant” (p. 2).
Nash adds that group members find constructions of their group identity in terms of
continuity and timelessness attractive because they “give an aura of authority,
legitimacy, and rightness to cultural beliefs and practices” (1989:14). Such
constructions help naturalize and legitimize the group not only for group members but
also for those located outside group boundaries. [Lambert 2007:7–8]
Interestingly, this idea also corresponds to the survivance narrative that I have used
throughout my dissertation regarding the Mississippi Choctaw.
Okla Okchalechi (Awakeners) is a cultural movement seeking to reconnect to the
original purpose and meaning associated with Choctaw cultural practices and it is in part a
reaction to the official tribal cultural preservation and economic development programs.
Leland Lewis made this observation about the overarching state of affairs, “It’s like since the
economic development is so widely spread now, and maybe that’s why the sweatlodges are
popping up because the family structure is not there. You know what? Maybe it is because
we have to get in touch to where our roots—where our roots are at. A lot of our people has
really forgotten where our roots are” (interview with author, October 5, 2010).
Within what I am calling the Okla Okchalechi (Awakeners) movement, there are
various local groups based in different Mississippi Choctaw communities. My participant
observation research of this movement was primarily based in the Pearl River community,
which I learned has the largest involvement in this movement. One group that I worked with
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in particular has been incorporated as a non-profit organization and legally founded as the
“Native American Church Aba Anopoli Alhíha.” They are referred to in the community as
Mack’s group, named for Mack Jimmie who is the seen as the church leader. As my research
progressed it became clearer to me as well that individuals with whom I had worked and
interviewed were directly involved in this syncretic revival movement at Choctaw. Another
group calling themselves Misha Sipokni (Beyond All Ages) includes Ken York, Hayward
Bell, Henderson Williams, Roy Jim, Benson Lewis, and several others. These individuals
work out of the Pearl River community seeking to involve Choctaw youth in the revival of
the Green Corn Ceremony and Choctaw funeral rituals. Other auxiliary groups in Pearl River
such as Dan Isaac’s Boy Scout troop or the Boys and Girls Club of the Mississippi Band of
Choctaw Indians have also begun working with youth to revive historical ceremonial
teachings and Choctaw cultural practices.
The broad use of Okla Okchalechi (Awakeners) term may be applied to all of these
groups even though they each focus on specific activities. Among the pan-Indian ceremonial
syncretic practices that I consider a part of the Okla Okchalechi (Awakeners) movement I
include: the sweatlodge and Native American Church religious ceremonies, the inter-tribal
powwow, and the move to revive the Choctaw Green Corn Ceremony. According to Anthony
Wallace, “revitalization movements are any deliberate, organized attempts by some members
of a society to construct a more satisfying culture by rapid acceptance of a pattern of multiple
innovations” (Liebman 2008:360).
This move toward cultural revitalization was identified by Ken York, whose group
intends to revive the Green Corn Ceremony and use it as an avenue for the return of other
“neglected” Choctaw “traditions.” He explained,
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What we have visions of doing is with the return of [the] Nanih Waiya mound and
complex. We would like to have a celebration, what's known as Green Corn. During
Green Corn, it was not just dances but there would be briefly mentioned naming
ceremonies that would take place. Name ceremonies would take place. They would
have games, stickball games. They would have chunky…it was a betting game. So,
you have sides, it's almost like a stickball game, and you would play that. There were
a lot of different games that were played like that. Then, of course, there was feasts.
The ladies would cook while all the men and young boys were playing this game.
Then everybody would eat together. As far as the Green Corn Ceremony, then you
would have four days of festivities. [Ken York, interview with author, November 5 &
10, 2010]
The significance of the Green Corn Ceremony taking place in the Fall was a celebration of
the harvests and it had multiple components including purification ceremonies to settle
disputes within the clans or families or between people and a ritual extinguishing of the
“sacred fire.”
Jesse Ben recalled one of rituals associated with the Choctaw Green Corn Ceremony
called lowak mosholichi (to extinguish fire), and said that it marked the transition from one
year to the next. During this major festival all the business or disagreements from the
previous year were settled so that the New Year could begin fresh. He described the festival
saying:
Some people don’t bring out the worshiping or honoring or the respecting of the
creator, but I believe that is what they did when they all got together was to thank the
creator for all the harvest that they had. They came together, and at this point there
used to be different clans and they would have their own fire, and the clans…had a
fire keeper and the fire keeper would take the fire along with them to the big old
festival…[they] brought in their fire, built a big old fire [joining all the clan fires into
one]…At the same time, what I understand, is there would be certain disputes within
families, clans, and the family, the wife and husband it would be a time that they
would say I want to end this companionship or this marriage…With everybody in
agreement the clans in agreement, what they did was at the end of the week, five days
celebration, what they would do, they burn out the fire, lowak mosholichi it’s the
name of the activity that they had it’s the name of that ceremony, and at the end of
that when they turned the fire off, they burn it all off, that meant everything died
along with it, the marriage was annulled, the anger or the disagreement was done. As
I hear, if there were any kind of disputes between clans…that is how I understand a
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lot of the stickball games were played because of differences, it was to settle disputes
within the clans...and after the fire was extinguished that’s the way it stood never to
be brought up again. [Jesse Ben, interview with author, April 8, 2009]
Advocating that the MBCI should sponsor a truer Choctaw ceremonial event similar to those
described by Jesse Ben and Dr. York, some tribal members argue that the Choctaw Fair has
become increasingly commercialized. Harold Comby says, “They [fair organizers] say the
Fair is an outgrowth of the Green Corn Ceremony because some of the things over there, you
know, feasts and eating traditional food, dancing, stickball, but the main thing it’s not there –
forgiveness and so forth” (interview with author, March 26, 2010).
Interest in and participation at inter-tribal powwows has somewhat of a history with
the Mississippi Choctaw tribe beginning in the 1970s as evidenced by a caption in a tribal
publication on the history of the Choctaw Fair that states, “Cultural Practices of other Indian
Tribes are also visible through an organized Choctaw dance troupe performing ceremonial
war dances of Western Plains Indians” (Mississippi Band of Choctaw Indians 1973:5).
Theron “Duke” Denson also remembered MBCI tribal members who got involved with the
powwows early on saying, “Well, we had people like Jake York, and Adolf Jimmie, Bobby
Willis, Carl Hickman, and a bunch of other guys that went off and learned other tribes’ songs
and dances, and I believe Claude Allen had a dancing group, the fancy feather dancers, and
they were all Choctaw” (interview with author, June 4, 2010).
The powwow does not call for a return to Choctaw ceremonial practices but
represents a different form of celebration that is not specific to Choctaw as noted by Denson
who says they left and went off to learn other tribes’ songs and dances. This defines the
powwow as not historically a Choctaw tradition, but rather as a practice belonging to other
tribes. The powwow movement has not had a large following until recently and was
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embraced by relatively few Mississippi Choctaws in the past. Harold Comby, a well known
and respected powwow emcee, has seen powwows become more popular in Mississippi since
the 1990s. He recalls powwows that were held in the 1970s saying, “We had them
[powwows] in the ‘70s. Every once in a while we would have a powwow, but it was really
small. The last one that I really saw was like in ’85. I was moving to Oklahoma, and they had
a powwow, so I remember I had my pickup packed with furniture and my clothes, but I went
to the powwow, and I left from there” (Harold Comby, interview with author October 26,
2010).
One of my main concerns during the second half of my field research was
investigating the presence and practice of the sweatlodge and Native American Church
(NAC) religious ceremonies in the Pearl River community. I was intrigued upon learning
about the presence of the sweatlodge/NAC groups on the MBCI reservation mainly because
the Mississippi Choctaw are known for being so overwhelmingly Christian, primarily
Southern Baptist. I concluded my dissertation research with a close study of the “Native
American Church Aba Anopoli Alhíha,” whose name translates as a general term in Choctaw
meaning church, by attending sweatlodge ceremonies and other church events. Church
members see these ceremonies as a revival of the earlier Choctaw hobechi (to bake or steam)
healing rituals and they explain their use of peyote with reference to the traditional use of
okhish (medicine). I first participated in a Mississippi Choctaw sweatlodge ceremony at
Ronnie Alex’s house 56 guided by my friend and church member, Robert “Bullos” Tubby.
Over several months I regularly attended and participated in sweatlodge ceremonies at two
different locations, during which time I took part in numerous conversations about the history
56

A detailed description of the ceremony is provided from my field notes in Appendix C.
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and origins of this practice, as explained by those leading the ceremonies. I was also granted
interviews with two of the church leaders, Mack Jimmie and Leland Lewis.
Leland Lewis first learned about the hobechi ceremony from his mother who helped
her grandfather conduct such ceremonies in the 1930s.
She [mother] told me about what she has experienced when she was a little one
around 10 years old. She was born 1920—1920, 1921, around in there. She used to
tell me about the sweatlodges and what—how—what she knows about the
sweatlodges. Her grandfather was a medicine man at that time. She used to go and
help her grandfather pick medicine—herbal medicines out in the woods, wherever
they had a medicine. She used to help her grandfather that way, too. She also
explained to me that she—he used a sweatlodge as a healing tool for people that
needed some kind of help, maybe spiritually, physically, mentally, whatever may be.
She told me about these sweatlodges at that time and we—in our language, we call it
hobechi. And at that time, the medicine men—her grandfather used the sweatlodges
as a healing tool, as I said. The way it’s done now is basically the same. [Leland
Lewis, interview with author, October 5, 2010]
The Native American Church as practiced by the Mississippi Choctaw is often coupled with
the use of the sweatlodge, which is referred to in Choctaw as hobechi (to bake or steam).
Although historically Choctaw healing rituals were performed by Choctaw alikchi (doctors
or medicine people) those rituals have not been openly performed for some time. Tom Mould
in his research on Choctaw prophecy notes:
Daily life, however, can be imbued with symbolic power as well, particularly within a
community that is rich with belief but short on ritual. The Choctaw have few formally
bounded ritual events. While they engage in secular ceremonies as in most American
communities—graduation, festival pageants, award ceremonies, pep rallies—the
Choctaw have relatively few sacred ceremonies and rituals that are shared
communally. [Mould 2003:78]
He acknowledges however that social dancing and Choctaw weddings have aspects of
tradition but more often non-public rituals are individualistic and performed by medicine
men and women to address particular problems affecting a specific individual.
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Ken York explained the way Choctaws relate to their sweatlodge practice, “One of
the processes of purification is the sweatlodge. Our sweats were a little bit different from
other tribes. Our sweats were tied in with our medicine. An example, my understanding of
the Lakota process is more of a spiritual and there might be medicine involved or not. Ours
was tied closely with the medicine and prayers and everything” (interview with author,
November 5 and 10, 2010). The sweatlodge continues in this way to be conducted as it was
in the past for healing purposes although it is now often combined with the Native American
Church practice of ingesting okhish holitopa (peyote). It is tenable that Mississippi Choctaw
peoples’ engagement with and contextualization of particular aspects of ceremonial
modernity is appropo given their equally long engagement in the capitalist economy that has
impacted its’ cultural institutions (e.g. the Cultural Preservation Program). Marshall Sahlins
suggests that exogenous elements are culturally indigenized to refute disconformity or
inauthenticity in composite ideologies and practices (Sahlins 2000). It is especially true for
the Mississippi Band of Choctaw Indians (MBCI), as a Native American tribe that have been
exposed to and in negotiation with external (Western, intra-tribal, pan-Indian, etc.)
institutions and ideologies for centuries. Thus their reflections on matters of what are cultural
or ritual traditions likely draw from several bodies of knowledge and modes of discourse.
Most of the tribal members that I spoke to indicated that it had been within the last
20-30 years that the sweatlodge and Native American Church has grown and become more
common in Mississippi. Mack Jimmie uses his knowledge of the American Indian Religious
Freedom Act (AIRFA) to explain the use of peyote as a sacrament saying:
In 1994, congress came in, or the president signed off on a bill amending the act
[AIRFA] to include the medicine [peyote], so all the states in the United States
recognized Indian Religious Freedom Act. That gave us the opportunity to use
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medicine in our activities…Yes, it opened, and not only here. I think it opened up
more churches in Oklahoma, more churches throughout the United States because
everywhere you go, there’s an Indian community. [interview with author, October 5,
2010]
Despite the criticism by some tribal members who consider sweatlodges and the use of
peyote as un-Christian and reject the use of peyote, the MBCI tribal alcohol and addiction
treatment programs have utilized the sweatlodge/NAC ceremonies. Co-founder of the Native
American Church Aba Anopoli Alhíha and the former director of the Choctaw tribal alcohol
treatment program Mack Jimmie, explained how he incorporated aspects of these ceremonies
into the treatment plan, “I basically told them that there are other Indian reservations, as well
as federal prison, are utilizing the Indian way of healing their people. I said hey look, even
some of the federal facilities now have sweatlodge at their complex. I’ve gone there, and
even Harold Comby is always having to be going to have build sweatlodge at prison”
(interview with author, October 5, 2010).
Mack’s involvement with sweatlodge ceremonies began in his childhood during the
late 1950s and early 1960s when he helped gather firewood and water for the medicine men
that would come to their home to treat his father, who suffered from prolonged illness. By the
1980s Mack along with his brother in-law Delman King, began their own research on the
traditional hobechi ceremonies and traveled around to different Mississippi Choctaw
communities to talk with elders and get permission to try to bring these ceremonies back.
Mack and Dellman themselves were both in recovery from alcoholism and began to use the
sweatlodge as a method for their recovery and to help them maintain their sobriety. Mack
said, “After both of us stopped [drinking], that’s when we started doing that [sweatlodge]…I
was already having to go to a treatment center. After I came back home, I started using
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sweatlodge to where that, yes, it made an impact in my life” (Mack Jimmie, interview with
author, October 5, 2010).
Later on, Mack participated in his first Native American Church ceremony conducted
by Butch Mudbone (Seneca) and Leonard Yelloweagle (Cheyenne) after he suffered a stroke.
Since then he became a Native American Church practitioner and eventually founded the
Native American Church Aba Anopoli Alhíha in 2001. The church’s articles of incorporation
state:
The purposes for which the corporation is organized are: 1) To insure, protect, and
preserve the ways of the Native American Church Aba Anopoli Alhíha for coming
generations. 2) To foster and promote a religious belief in God the Creator as well as
the customs of the Tribes of Indians throughout the United States who worship God
the Creator through Okish Holitopa (Peyote). 3) To promote morality, sobriety,
charity, and to cultivate a spirit of self-respect and brotherly love through the use of
Okish Holitopa (Peyote). 4) To obtain funds, buildings, land, and any other donations
which are legal under the non-profit laws of the State of Mississippi. [Jimmie 2003]
Mack and the other practitioners of the sweatlodge/NAC ceremonies actively promote these
practices and openly encourage other tribal members to join them during ceremonies,
although the response from other tribal members is not always positive.
My research participant’s shared a host of stories and accounts regarding the conflicts
and disagreements within the tribe over the distinction as to what counts as Choctaw culture.
Yeah, there are conflicts between the two, the powwow, with the incorporation of the
powwow sound and Native American style, for lack of terminology…the pan-Indian.
I hate to be sounding offensive but the thing about it is you have those who are
hardcore, that’s where the sweatlodge, that’s where the smudge or smudging, if that’s
the right term, burning the sage, they have their little meetings, Native American
Church style meetings and they promote their philosophy in the tribe and even within
the tribal programs…and then you got the other side, and they want to keep the
Choctaw [traditions] strictly Choctaw, and there’s people who are indifferent, and
people who go both ways. But there is a group that is hardcore, and there’s a group
that’s hardcore on the other side, and there’s conflicts. [Anonymous, interview with
author, November 19, 2010]
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The Okla Okchalechi (Awakeners) movement members who participate in the sweatlodge,
Native American Church, and powwow ceremonies are viewed by some other Choctaws as
operating outside Choctaw traditions. Carman Thomas views Choctaw traditions as being coopted by other tribes saying, “Yeah, that’s the problem right there. It’s supposed to be
Choctaw. We ain’t Sioux or we ain’t Navajo. You cannot be like them and their way. They
wanna be Sioux, this and that too much…Now, anywhere you go that have a pow-wow, they
got big old tom tom there at a dance. Choctaw kinda push on the side now. You don’t hardly
see that. Once in a while you’ll probably see a group dancing” (interview with author,
December 2, 2010). Melford Farve agrees that outside influences overshadow Choctaw ways
saying, “One thing that’s always kinda, not bothered me, but I see too much the western
Indian influence here…It’s always, especially when they had some of these powwows or
things, they try to include Choctaw in it, but when I see some young men in the fancy
feathers and all that, well, why don’t you give our dances a try?” (interview with author, June
7, 2010).
Undoubtedly there is a cut off point among Choctaw as to the degree of adaptation
they are willing to accept or incorporate as I learned when Gary Tubby expressed his feelings
about how and when these pan-Indian traditions were introduced to the Mississippi Choctaw:
A long time ago, when this real urge of more culture came in, in the early '80s, I
remember several people saying…well, somebody had come by the house there and
said that they were going to go out West to bring back culture. And I was like, bring
back culture? What is it? What do you wanna bring back? I said, “What kind of
culture?” “Well, we're gonna go out there and learn how to,” this was the time when
there were sweatlodges beginning, and that's what they were gonna bring back. They
were gonna go out there and sweat. Nobody here had sweatlodges then, and so they
were gonna go out there and sweat…Yeah, early '80s, and they said they were gonna
go out there to learn how to do it, and bring back culture. I couldn't ever understand
why they said they were gonna go out West to bring back culture back to us. So yeah,
so there's been some adaption to different cultures. Now, maybe they got it in their
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head that Choctaws used to do this and they didn't know how to do it, so they went
out there to figure out how to do it and come back here. I don't know. But either way,
along the way they have brought culture back from somewhere else. [interview with
author, November 3, 2010]
Considering the Okla Okchalechi (Awakeners) as a spiritual indigenous revitalization
movement and gauging the pressure from early missionaries and present day Christians
demonstrates that condemnation of these practices as un-Christian or un-Choctaw is an
attempt to maintain the status quo and keep Choctaw traditional practices secular.
However, because the hobechi (sweatlodge) and the use of okhish (medicine) derive
from older Choctaw traditions and ritual practices, the proponents of the Okla Okchalechi
(Awakeners) movement argue that these are in fact Choctaw traditions. Mack Jimmie
emphatically insists that the sweatlodge and use of “medicine” are Choctaw traditions:
People will say that this is not Choctaw way, but at the beginning, I said that a
medicine man used to come to and do this for my dad…A lot of our people don’t
know, but if you go to the elderly center and ask them who would know something
about sweatlodge, and some of those will say I remember…It’s the young people and
our people that are on the [tribal] council, people that are on the leadership role in
some capacity. They don’t go back to look at it. That’s one of the biggest problem. If
they can only do that, I think they can update themselves that this is not something
new…This is not something new. It’s new to some people because they probably
forgot, or their parents are gone now that they don’t go back to ask or even their
grandfather…I not only watched, but I participated in my dad’s healing ceremony. It
wasn’t done by western tribes or eastern tribes or northern tribes. It was done by a
Choctaw man and his last name was Billie, here in Philadelphia, Mississippi, who
was a neighbor to us. [And] of course, Ike Jimmie, who’s my great uncle, used to do
this for others. [interview with author, October 5, 2010]
Leland Lewis who talked about how his mom told him about the sweatlodge ceremonies also
believes that it is a practice that belongs to the people saying, “It’s a way of life that’s ours,
too, but it’s been hidden. It’s been hiding for a long time…She said, ‘What I’m telling you
now, I want you to keep that with you. I want you to know all these things, so that when you
hear people, our own people say that’s not our way, you’ll know that it is our way of
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worshiping God or helping people.’ Now, to this day, we go into that sweatlodge” (interview
with author, October 5, 2010). This research identifies the cracks, which are now appearing
in the public face of Choctaw economic prosperity. It remains a question as to whether some
Choctaw traditional cultural practices are simply cultural symbols or performances, or
represent embodied practices that will continue to inform what it means to be Choctaw.
Many of the proponents of the Okla Okchalechi (Awakeners) movement see it as a
method for restoring balance. Dan Isaac said, “That’s basically what we’re always talking
about. Find a balance with technology, modern society or contemporary whatever you want
to call it to who you are. Basically if you can find that balance than you’re gaining something
without losing something. That’s the way I feel will really work” (interview with author,
October 27, 2010). Many of my research participants felt that Choctaw people were getting
lost in materialism and selfishness and that the recent economic progress had neglected the
spiritual health of the people. Harold Comby further discussed the importance of being
“spiritually balanced” saying, “When you talk to other tribes, they have those [ideas]…and
that's synonymous with all Native American tribes. When you think about it, you have to live
in harmony with not only nature but also with yourself and whatever you do. If you sway
toward one side too much, you're going to get off balance and get sick” (interview with
author, March 26, 2010). Leland refers to these ceremonies as tools for healing saying, “I’ve
known people to be sober to this day because of powwow, because of sweatlodges, because
of these ceremonies” (Leland Lewis, interview with author, October 5, 2010).
These additional references to spiritual imbalance indicate that the historical trauma
experienced by Mississippi Choctaws was more severe than originally acknowledged. In
some ways the Okla Okchalechi (Awakeners) movement see their actions as an attempt to
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revive Choctaw traditions that they see as having been suppressed by the missionaries and
their ideological descendants. Mack Jimmie discussed this spiritual imbalance as the result of
the actions of Christian missionaries saying:
A lot of our elderly people, right at the beginning, told me to be very careful because
this [sweatlodge] is something that the non-Indians as well as the church did not want
you to do…When the white man came into this area, they didn’t want our people to
use their medicine…It was hard for Choctaws to carry on and they used to get
punished. When we were doing research on this, and there are some research that will
report the word that our older folks used to get whipped because of wanting to
maintain the old ways. There were reasons why they had to hide some of these
medicine ways because of being afraid that they would get whipped…They took
away a lot from the Choctaw tribe and it has hurt us deeply mentally, physically,
spiritually, and our soul is in disarray. [interview with author, October 5, 2010]
Although many of the sweatlodge and Native American Church practitioners consider
themselves Christian and regularly attend Christian church services of various
denominations, some of the local churches are still antagonistic towards this type of cultural
revival movement. Harold Comby said, “They didn't actually come out and show it, because
if you know the Indian people's history, ceremonies were looked down upon when the
missionaries came. Sometimes, it still is. One of the newest churches around here, they didn't
want their people to play stickball” (interview with author, March 26, 2010). Leland Lewis
took this idea even further by discussing the way this ideology is internalized by MBCI tribal
members saying, “I’m pretty sure you’ve seen a lot of churches here on the reservation, Pearl
River alone. There’s so many here. Going back to what the missionaries used to do, it’s our
way or no way. They have bestowed that into the minds of our people. I hate to say it, but a
lot of our Christian people or ‘so-called Christian’ people here on the reservation, that’s how
they think” (interview with author, October 5, 2010). This reawakening of spiritual energy
has ushered in new expressions of indigenous identity within the Native American discourse
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on self-determination, but it also reveals the extent to which Choctaw adoption of western
symbols of civilization including economics, education, and religion has affected their own
self image and representation.
Often my research participants connected the Okla Okchalechi (Awakeners)
movement to other Native American pride or cultural nationalist movements, specifically the
American Indian Movement (AIM). One tribal member said, “I think the AIM brought it in
back in the ‘70s. Russell Means and all those other men that—they had their influence. I
know the older generation, maybe 50’s and getting into their 60’s, they went off to high
school [boarding schools]. They went off to other colleges. When the AIM movement come
into the scene, some of them participated in the marches in D.C., all that activity”
(Anonymous, interview with author November 19, 2010). This generation in their 50s and
60s is now moving into roles in the tribe as elders and leaders, and as I discussed in chapter
four these social roles also carry authority in cultural matters, including defining and
legitimating Choctaw cultural traditions. In discussing Mississippi Choctaw involvement
with the American Indian Movement, Theron “Duke” Denson sympathized with the issues
taken on by AIM and the siege at Wounded Knee in 1973:
The Native Americans there, they stood up for their rights and they actually traded
gun shots with the federal marshalls, you know. Both sides were killed, but that lifted
our heads here in Mississippi. If our brothers and sisters up north can stand up for
their rights, we can too. So at that particular time, it created positivity in our culture,
where instead of hanging our heads we kind of lifted our heads and be proud…Some
of us, we adopted the AIM philosophy, but we were not actual AIM members. We
wanted to be, but you know AIM chapter was in Minnesota or some place in South
Dakota or California. Yeah, we wanted to be as a member of American Indian
Movement, but there was no chapter here. [interview with author, June 4, 2010]
Yet other tribal members have little regard for the Okla Okchalechi (Awakeners) movement
and view it as anti-establishment, “I hate to say it, the Pan-Indian, I think that influence is
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actually—the route of it is that AIM anti-government, anti-non-Indian, so forth, and it’s
militant” (Anonymous, interview with author November 19, 2010).
Several people also told me about a serious event that happened in Pearl River during
the 1970s where police cars were destroyed and several tribal members were arrested. Harold
Comby, who now works for the MBCI Department of Public Safety, remembers the incident
well,
People don't know but we had a riot back in '70 something, '73 or sometime, where
four patrol cars were burned and 13 tribal members went to Federal prison for
assaulting Federal officers…This constable had a warrant on somebody, one of our
tribal members and they say something like 270 people of our people were having a
party at this—there's a housing project but its called Phillip Cemetery. So, this
constable, non-Indian, by himself saw this person that he had a warrant on so he tried
to arrest him. You don't do that. They jumped on him and then he called for help and
everybody else showed up and our tribal members had rocks and sticks and stuff and
flipped over about four cars and burned them and assaulted the Federal officers.
[interview with author, March 26, 2010]
Many tribal members tie this Okla Okchalechi (Awakeners) movement back to the spirit of
that time and specifically to the American Indian Movement (AIM), although based on my
participant observation research with this community I did not see or hear any overt militant
threats, action, or discourse. The only times I saw or heard direct references to AIM as a part
of Choctaw or pan-Indian cultural activities were the carrying of the AIM flag by the Beaver
Dam stickball team at matches, a carving on Mack Jimmie’s Native American Church staff,
and an AIM patch on Ronnie Alex’s leather motorcycle vest. I also heard people mention the
“Longest Walk II” led by AIM co-founder Dennis Banks, which visited the MBCI
reservation on its way to Washington D.C. in 2008. The “Longest Walk II” was organized as
a commemoration of the original 1978 “Longest Walk,” which was an AIM-led spiritual
walk across the U.S. to support tribal sovereignty and bring attention to abrogated Indian
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Treaties and failed federal policies for Native peoples. Banks and his group stopped in the
Pearl River community and took part in Choctaw cultural activities, including a stickball
game. I believe the Beaver Dam stickball team may have gotten the AIM flag during the
“Longest Walk II” visit, because the first time I noticed it was at the 2009 Choctaw Fair. This
use of the AIM flag by Beaver Dam is intriguing and to some degree makes sense, because
Beaver Dam is seen as more supportive or connected to the Okla Okchalechi (Awakeners)
movement.
In reviving, recreating, or borrowing these pan-Indian syncretic traditions (e.g.
sweatlodge, Native American Church, inter-tribal powwow, and Green Corn Ceremony) as a
method for addressing the current socio-economic situation and contemporary social issues, I
argue that the Okla Okchalechi (Awakeners) movement is challenging the simple
dichotomies that link traditions to the past and progress to the future, and is complicating
how we view native modernity through strategic cultural adaptations and the development of
what might be referred to as a “postindian consciousness.” As Gerald Vizenor writes,
Manifest manners favor the simulations of the indian traditionalist, an ironic primitive
with no cultural antecedence. Postindians absolve the simulations with stories of
cultural conversions and native modernity…The [postindian] warriors bear the
simulations of their time and counter the manifest manners of domination…The
postindian simulations are the core of survivance, the new stories of tribal courage.
[Vizenor 1999:x,4]
I argue that this movement embodies survivance through these postindian simulations of neotraditionalism.
Many of the proponents of the Okla Okchalechi (Awakeners) movement also see
value in building a pan-Indian or shared Native American cultural system through these types
of practices. Theron “Duke” Denson said, “Now it’s a universal thing with all tribes. Like we
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were talking about changes, many people, many cultures borrow from other cultures and
incorporate it into their own culture and make it a part of their culture. I think powwows have
a positive impact on tribes all over the United States and the Choctaw people as well”
(interview with author, October 25, 2010). Leland discussed how he learned about the
importance of sharing cultural ways between tribes from a Cheyenne elder within the Native
American Church movement,
This one elder had told me, he’s a Cheyenne, he said, “Native American people of
this country,” he said, “when we go to other places, we share with other native
people, and vice versa. We share and share our culture, our way of life to them, so
that they can share their culture and their way of life to us…That way, a lot of us can
grow in that way of life, spiritually, mentally, and physically.” [Leland Lewis,
interview with author, October 5, 2010]
As I have already discussed, the Mississippi Choctaw have a long history of strategically
adapting to and incorporating cultural ideas and traditions that they find useful. This practice
extends beyond adapting to Euro-American culture. As one tribal member said, “That’s the
Choctaw way of adapting not only to just Europeans but also to other tribes, they adapt to
that belief system, beliefs or practices” (Anonymous, interview with author, November 19,
2010).
I argue that these pan-Indian ceremonial practices connect the Mississippi Choctaw
Okla Okchalechi (Awakeners) movement, in what Benedict Anderson (1983) called
“imagined communities,” with other Native Americans across the country in supra- or intertribal forms of “cultural citizenship.” In defining cultural citizenship Blanca Silverstrini says,
“Cultural citizenship refers to ways people organize their values, their beliefs about their
rights, and their practices based on their sense of cultural belonging rather than on their
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formal status as citizens of a nation” (1997:44). Writing more broadly about the concept he
introduced Renato Rosaldo notes:
Cultural citizenship operates in an uneven field of structural inequalities where the
dominant claims of universal citizenship assume a propertied white male subject and
usually blind themselves to their exclusions and marginalizations of people who
differ in gender, race, sexuality, and age. Cultural citizenship attends, not only to
dominant exclusions and marginalization, but also to subordinate aspirations for and
definitions of enfranchisement. [1997:37]
I feel that this concept is useful in describing the Choctaw Okla Okchalechi (Awakeners)
movement, specifically because of this element of enfranchisement, but I also understand that
the unique history and legal status of Native Americans in the U.S. complicates this idea to
some degree.
Further, I argue that the Mississippi Choctaw proponents of the Okla Okchalechi
(Awakeners) movement are an extension of the cultural revival and nationalism movements
of the 1970s, who came together as disenfranchised tribal people to become enfranchised as a
developing national movement. These Native American cultural citizens established panIndian syncretic traditions, often led by northern Plains elders including Philip Deer,
Northern Cheyenne spiritual leader, and Leonard Crow Dog, Sicangu Lakota medicine man
and spiritual leader of the American Indian Movement. I assert that by linking themselves to
this Native American cultural citizenship they are self-consciously attempting to respond to
Vine Deloria Jr.’s admonition regarding cultural sovereignty, “that Native people must
‘return to Native ceremonies and traditions’ as they formulate a framework to exert their
sovereignty” (Coffey and Tsosie 2001:197). In fact, I see the debate within the Mississippi
Band of Choctaw Indians (MBCI) over cultural revitalization, between the tribal cultural
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preservation model and the Okla Okchalechi (Awakeners) movement, as a struggle over the
definition and direction of that cultural sovereignty.
As Wallace Coffey and Rebecca Tsosie argue, “the central challenge of cultural
sovereignty is to reach an understanding of sovereignty that is generated from within tribal
societies and carries a cultural meaning consistent with those traditions” (2001:197). They
cite three separate inquires that should happen within tribal societies in constructing a tribal
doctrine of cultural sovereignty stating:
The first involves the question of where Native peoples should “locate” cultural
sovereignty within their existing social structures and order. The second involves the
question of how we should conceptualize the relationship between Native peoples’
political and cultural sovereignty. The third inquiry is perhaps the most abstract: that
is, to probe the philosophical core of our belief systems as Native peoples and create
our own appraisal of what “sovereignty” means, what “autonomy” means, and what
rights, duties and responsibilities are entailed in our relationships. These relationships
extend from ourselves to each other, to our Ancestors, and to our future generations.
[Coffey and Tsosie 2001:196]
Although this internal debate within the MBCI has led to some conflicts, I believe that both
sides are practicing survivance by attempting to maintain or revive cultural practices that
they view as “traditional” through the strategic use of cultural adaptation, both to the
dominant society as well as other Native American social and political communities.
I offer this final vignette, employing the traditional use of stickball as a means to
settle or work out disputes, as an illustration of how the tribe is working through these inner
debates over the form and direction of their cultural sovereignty. Apparently, several years
ago there was a disagreement between the Bogue Chitto and Beaver Dam stickball teams
over some victory performances that were done after the World Championships of stickball
at the annual Choctaw Indian Fair. “Prior to the game, they [Beaver Dam] were beating
powwow style, the drum and so forth and they were actually revving themselves up for the
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pre-game and pumping themselves up and came on the field…Then when they won the
game, the championship…Beaver Dam brought on the powwow drums and started playing
and they celebrated that way, their championship” (Anonymous, interview with author
November 19, 2010). Stickball teams are traditionally led on and off the field by a drummer
beating a distinctive Choctaw rhythm on a Choctaw drum, so the use of the powwow style
drum was obviously different. Recall that the Beaver Dam stickball team has been identified
with the Okla Okchalechi (Awakeners) movement and is known to carry the American
Indian Movement (AIM) flag when they enter the field for stickball matches. The following
year when the Bogue Chitto team won the stickball championship they made a point of
holding a Choctaw war dance on the field and the team’s coach commented to the local
newspaper that this was a display of “real” Choctaw culture, specifically critiquing the
previous year’s victory celebration by Beaver Dam. This example shows how these debates
regarding the tribe’s cultural sovereignty play out in people’s daily lives and experience. It is
through these grounded cultural productions and activities that these questions are directly
encountered.
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Chapter 7 – Conclusion
In this dissertation I focus on tribal economic development through the lens of
cultural sovereignty. My main goal being to investigate how the Mississippi Band of
Choctaw Indians’ (MBCI) economic development programs impact their cultural
preservation programming. I argue that the tribe’s long-standing commitment to both
“traditional culture” and business economics no longer represent a contradiction in the public
discourse based on antiquated assimilation models of how “Indians” are supposed to behave
as so-called “victims” of western civilization. Instead I take a critical indigenous approach
with the Mississippi Choctaw story by positioning the role of capitalism and adaptation at the
center of their history.
Further, this dissertation investigates the multi-layered impacts of the tribal economic
development programs and their influence on Mississippi Choctaw identity and tribal cultural
preservation efforts. The study examines the use of capitalist business models in tribal
economic development strategies by challenging the assimilationist model with a view that
sees the Choctaw ventures into modern capitalism not as the condition for indiscriminate
cultural assimilation, but as a strategic form of cultural adaptation. Investigating
contemporary tribal economic development programs in this way shifts this conversation
towards understanding Native American economic development within an indigenous
paradigm of adaptation, negotiation, and change.
In order to contextualize the MBCI’s contemporary situation I provide a thorough
tribal history that focuses on the MBCI’s past strategic adaptations and decisions, which led
to their current developments. In this dissertation I move beyond a “technological
determinist” perspective by showing the complicated and interdependent nature of historical,
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economic, and cultural change. I also move beyond the victimization model of western
history by embracing a critical indigenous perspective that acknowledges the various ways
that Choctaw people directed their own economic and cultural adaptation. I show that
Choctaw history is built on periods of adaptation and change, and view these as strategic
negotiations of economic approaches and social changes, demonstrating that these processes
extend back beyond European contact and revealing adaptation itself as a Choctaw tradition.
A significant portion of this dissertation discusses what tribal members view as
Choctaw culture, analyzing the structures of power that these designations are embedded
within and how they inform Choctaw identity. I investigate historical Mississippi Choctaw
cultural traditions and analyze contemporary Choctaw cultural practices. As such my
research is a study of modern traditions within a face-to-face social and cultural context and
environment that concerns itself with belonging to a defined group, the Mississippi Choctaw
Band of Indians (MCBI). I argue that economic development has led to an investment in
cultural preservation efforts by the MBCI to support particular Choctaw traditions that the
tribe considers official markers of their identity today. My emphasis on delineating Choctaw
“traditional cultural practices” as well as a Mississippi Choctaw “epistemology of belonging”
with my research participants is fundamental to the dissertation’s overall analysis of MBCI
cultural preservation efforts and the impacts of economic development.
I also present my grounded ethnographic research on the perceived impacts of tribal
economic development, recent changes in traditional cultural practices, and tribal cultural
preservation efforts in this dissertation. I argue that the most profound change that has
occurred for the Choctaw communities in Mississippi over the last 30 to 40 years has been
the establishment of the MBCI’s tribal economic development programs. I contextualize
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these changes within the tribe’s larger history of adaptation and argue that this custom of
Choctaw cultural adaptation, negotiation, and material acquisition, while representing a
hallmark of the Mississippi Choctaw experience, functions as the basis of their survivance
story. This Choctaw willingness to adapt and change serves as a survival mechanism in
response to the tribal experience of historical trauma wrought by settler colonialism.
I identify numerous ways that the economic development programs either directly or
indirectly affect Choctaw traditional cultural practices. The MBCI economic developments
have certainly had many positive outcomes for the tribe, securing and stabilizing the tribal
government’s self-determination and political sovereignty while providing job opportunities
and social programs for tribal members, but recent changes in family life and cultural
practices are showing signs of stress, especially with regard to maintaining family and
kinship ties, and the Choctaw language. This dissertation discusses in detail the history and
activities of the MBCI tribal cultural preservation efforts, and I argue that they trace their
roots back to the early creation of the Choctaw Indian Fair and the cultural preservation
template used by the BIA. Much like the tribal economic development programs, I argue that
the tribal cultural preservation efforts have similarly evolved as a strategic adaptation to the
socio-economic climates of each historical period.
I argue that Choctaw cultural activities in Mississippi are primarily composed of two
factions within the tribe. On one side you have tribal efforts mainly funneled through the
MBCI Cultural Affairs/Preservation Program that seek to preserve current Choctaw cultural
traditions. And on the other side you have groups that seek to revive past Choctaw traditions
and ceremonies that are no longer practiced and develop new syncretic traditions
incorporating what are often referred to as “pan-Indian” rituals. After more than thirty years
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of economic developments by the MBCI, some aspects of Choctaw cultural activities are
now seen as mere “performances” by some tribal members. This major shift in consciousness
has led some tribal members to consider the need for a cultural revitalization movement
outside of the auspices of the MBCI tribal government, which I refer to as the Okla
Okchalechi (Awakeners) movement.
I argue that the Okla Okchalechi (Awakeners) movement is a cultural revitalization
movement seeking to reconnect to the original purposes and meanings associated with
Choctaw cultural practices and that it is in part a reaction to the official tribal cultural
preservation and economic development programs. Among the pan-Indian ceremonial
syncretic practices that I consider a part of the Okla Okchalechi (Awakeners) movement I
include: the sweatlodge and Native American Church (NAC) religious ceremonies, the intertribal powwow, and the move to revive the Choctaw Green Corn Ceremony. Mississippi
Choctaw sweatlodge and NAC members see these ceremonies as a revival of earlier Choctaw
hobechi (sweat/bake) healing rituals and they explain their use of peyote with reference to the
traditional use of okhish (medicine).
Although the Okla Okchalechi (Awakeners) movement is seen by some people as
operating outside of Choctaw culture, the movement’s proponents argue that these are in fact
Choctaw traditions. In reviving, recreating, or borrowing these pan-Indian syncretic
traditions as a method for addressing the current socio-economic situation and contemporary
social issues, I argue that the Okla Okchalechi (Awakeners) movement is challenging the
simple dichotomies that link traditions to the past and progress to the future, and is
complicating how we view native modernity through strategic cultural adaptations and the
development of what might be referred to as a “postindian consciousness.” I argue that this
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movement embodies survivance through these postindian simulations of neo-traditionalism.
Further, I argue that the debate within the Mississippi Band of Choctaw Indians (MBCI) over
cultural preservation and revitalization is a struggle over the definition and direction of the
MBCI’s future tribal cultural sovereignty.
In returning to my analogy of the Choctaw traditional beaded sash, which I used to
represent Choctaw culture, this dissertation has shown how the sash has in some places
become threadbare and how MBCI tribal members have sought to repair it by reviving older
traditions or developing new ones. I argue that these neo-traditions can be seen as patches or
new threads used to reinforce the tribal social and community cohesion by connecting the
traditions back to their spiritual roots. It remains to be seen what the future holds for
Mississippi Choctaw cultural traditions, but one thing that we can be sure of is that the
Mississippi Band of Choctaw Indians will respond to these future changes by utilizing their
adaptability to succeed under any circumstances.
The significance of my research rests in its potential to contribute to the
transformation of the way scholars and others view Native American tribal economic
development. This dissertation exposes the complex ways in which Mississippi Choctaw
culture and history have led to the adoption and transformation of capitalist economic
paradigms and how those economic development programs have impacted the tribe’s
traditional cultural practices. My goal is to complicate the view that sees gaming and other
forms of capitalism as inherently corrosive to Native American culture. This assimilationist
perspective does not acknowledge the actual historical circumstances of many tribal groups,
and instead substitutes a fabricated version of that history.
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By focusing my research through the lens of cultural rather than economic or political
sovereignty I address an aspect of contemporary tribal economic development often
neglected in other studies. My dissertation explores this aspect of tribal economic
development through in-depth and grounded ethnographic investigation in order to contribute
to this growing body of scholarship. My research also serves as an evaluation tool for the
Cultural Preservation Program by highlighting Choctaw traditions that tribal members are
concerned about and discussing how and why these traditional cultural practices are
changing. This aspect of my research offers practical suggestions for future cultural
preservation efforts by critically analyzing previous policies.
This dissertation challenges the boundaries of traditional anthropology by examining
how critical and engaged approaches to research can contribute to the discipline. I feel that
some of the most innovative and critical theories, methodologies, and pedagogies that are
being developed in the social sciences are often ignored within anthropology, perhaps
because they sometimes originate outside of our disciplinary walls. Now that ethnography
has moved beyond anthropology into other academic traditions, anthropology in the 21st
century must move beyond its conventional theoretical toolbox to embrace new,
revolutionary, and critically engaged perspectives from within and without the discipline. To
that end, I offer this dissertation as an example of how to include critical indigenous
scholarship within an anthropological study.
Some practical implications of this collaborative research project include suggestions
on how to improve or expand the tribal policies of the Mississippi Band of Choctaw Indians
(MBCI) and offers their experience as an example for other tribes. The MBCI has had a long
and varied history with economic development, beginning in the late 1960s. For this reason I
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feel that the Mississippi Choctaw story will be helpful to Native American tribes throughout
the country, especially tribes that have only recently employed such economic strategies, by
offering a case study of the possible benefits and costs of such policies. This research also
has the potential to be used in the negotiation and decision-making processes of tribal
governments as well as in informing pertinent state and federal legislation. I intend my
dissertation to be a practical and useful tool in public policy discussions for the MBCI as they
negotiate with local governments and lobby for national policy reform. As founding
members of the United South and Eastern Tribes, Inc. (USET), a non-profit inter-tribal
organization collectively representing its member tribes at the regional and national level, the
Mississippi Choctaw have a strong voice in congress and I hope my research can be an asset
as they continue to work on national policy issues.
By working with the MBCI through the tribal council and program leaders I have
gained valuable insights for my research. The collaborative nature of my project places the
tribe and its leadership as stakeholders in my research and allows their input to help direct
my work. I also give voice to tribal members who would like to express their opinions about
the tribe’s current situation, although they may be unable for various reasons to openly
express such attitudes. My ongoing collaboration with the Mississippi Band of Choctaw
Indians in conducting research has come at an interesting moment in time. The tribe has
made significant changes to the administration of their economic development programs
recently due to the impacts of the financial crisis and changes in tribal leadership. These
changes offer a point of comparison and assessment.
In my future research I intend to build off my dissertation by looking at these recent
shifts and their concomitant effects. This research will focus on making specific and useful
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suggestions not only for the MBCI but also for other tribes facing similar situations. I will
highlight the recent economic crisis to provide a retrospective analysis that looks for possible
ways to protect and insulate the tribe in the future and will make policy suggestions to the
MBCI leadership in an effort to further facilitate future developments. I will also focus on the
recent changes in the MBCI tribal government to analyze the impacts of internal policy
decisions and will offer my analysis as an independent assessment of these changes.
Another project that I would be interested in pursuing in the future would compare
the archives of ethnographic interviews conducted by John Peterson in the 1960s to the
interviews that I conducted 2009-2010. This type of comparative research could investigate
questions surrounding how the attitudes of tribal members shifted during this period of
intensive economic development regarding a number of issues that were specifically
addressed in each body of interviews. I am conceiving of this comparative ethnohistorical
project as a collaborative study, which could be utilized to teach research methodologies to
both undergraduate and graduate students. This would also be a further opportunity to work
in conjunction with the MBCI Cultural Preservation Program by offering internships to
advanced Choctaw high-school students as well.
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Appendix A: Dissertation Interview Guide 1

A. Demographics
Q1. Name
Interviewer:
Participant:

What is your name?
Response

Q2. Age
Interviewer:
Participant:

What is your age?
Response

Q3. Community
Interviewer:
Participant:

Did you grow up in one of the Choctaw communities?
Response

Q4. Ethnicity
Interviewer:
Participant:

How do you identify yourself with regards to ethnicity?
Response

Q5. Job History
Interviewer:
Participant:

What is your occupation/job history?
Response

B. Traditional Cultural Practices
Q6. Freelisting Exercise
Interviewer:
I would like for us to try to make a list of activities, cultural values, or
ideas that you feel are traditionally Choctaw.
Participant:
Response
Q7. Ranking
Interviewer:
Participant:

Can you rank this list in order of importance?
Response

C. Choctaw Epistemology of Belonging
Q8. Participate in All TCPs
Interviewer:
Does one have to do or participate in all of these to be considered a
Choctaw person?
Participant:
Response
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Q9. Participate in Particular TCPs
Interviewer:
Are there any particular cultural practices that one must participate in
to be considered Choctaw?
Participant:
Response
Q10. Your Participation in TCPs
Interviewer:
How do you participate in these practices or ideas?
Participant:
Response
Q11. Tradition/Traditional
Interviewer:
What does tradition or traditional mean to you?
Participant:
Response
Q12. Being Choctaw
Interviewer:
What does being Choctaw mean to you?
Participant:
Response
Q13. Working for the Tribe
Interviewer:
Do you think working for the tribe or one of the tribe’s businesses is a
part of what it means to be Choctaw?
Participant:
Response
Q14. Blood Quantum
Interviewer:
How important is blood or blood quantum to your understanding of
what being Choctaw means?
Participant:
Response
Q15. Learn to be Choctaw
Interviewer:
How did you learn what it means to be Choctaw?
Participant:
Response
D. Cultural Preservation - Events
Q16. Culture Performed When
Interviewer:
When do you see these cultural practices or ideas in action or being
performed?
Participant:
Response
Q17. Choctaw Fair
Interviewer:
Do you think the Choctaw Fair is an important event in continuing
these practices?
Participant:
Response
Q18. Other Events or Programs
Interviewer:
Are there any other events or programs that you feel help to pass these
practices on to the future generations?
Participant:
Response
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Q19. Connection to Moundbuilders
Interviewer:
Do you feel a cultural connection to the ancient ancestors of the
Southeast, such as the Moundbuilder societies?
Participant:
Response
Q20. Anything Else
Interviewer:
Is there anything else you want to say or talk about?
Participant:
Response
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Appendix B: Dissertation Interview Guide 2

E. Changes to Traditional Cultural Practices
Q21. Recap of Interview 1
Interviewer:
Recap brainstorm/free-listing exercise and ask follow-up questions
from the first interview.
Participant:
Response
Q22. Changes to TCPs
Interviewer:
During your life have you seen any changes to the traditions, cultural
practices, or ideas that we discussed during the first interview? If so,
how have these traditional cultural practices changed? Why do you
think these changes have occurred? How do you feel about these
changes?
Participant:
Response
Q23. Changes to TCPs Related to Economic Development
Interviewer:
Do you think the tribal economic development programs have
anything to do with the changes to Choctaw culture and traditions that
you have seen?
Participant:
Response
F. Adaptation/New Traditions
Q24. Cultural Evolution
Interviewer:
Do you feel that Choctaw culture and traditions are constantly
changing, adapting, and evolving?
Participant:
Response
Q25. New Traditions
Interviewer:
Is it possible for new Choctaw traditions to emerge or be created? Can
you think of any new Choctaw traditions that you have seen develop
during your life?
Participant:
Response
Q26. Sweatlodge/NAC as Choctaw Tradition
Interviewer:
Do you see the sweatlodge or Native American Church ceremonies as
a part of Choctaw culture and traditions?
Participant:
Response
Q27. Sweatlodge/NAC Practiced in Past
Interviewer:
Do you remember seeing or hearing about medicine people using
sweats or peyote as a medicine in treating or healing people?
Participant:
Response
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Q28. Sweatlodge/NAC Personal Participation
Interviewer:
Have you ever participated in a sweatlodge or Native American
Church ceremony?
Participant:
Response
Q29. Powwow as Choctaw Tradition
Interviewer:
Do you see the contemporary powwow as a part of Choctaw culture
and traditions?
Participant:
Response
G. Impacts of Economic Development
Q30. Overall Impacts of Economic Development
Interviewer:
Overall, how do you think the economic development programs have
impacted the tribe?
Participant:
Response
Q31. Economic Development Supports Choctaw Culture/Traditions
Interviewer:
Do you think the economic development programs have helped to
support Choctaw culture and traditions? If so, how?
Participant:
Response
Q32. Economic Development Brings People Back
Interviewer:
Do you think the economic development programs helped to bring
Choctaws living off the reservation back to this community?
Participant:
Response
Q33. Economic Development Leads to Higher Education
Interviewer:
Do you think the economic development programs have led more
tribal members to pursue higher education?
Participant:
Response
Q34. Economic Development Based on Choctaw Culture/Tradition or History
Interviewer:
Do you think the economic development programs are in any way
based on Choctaw traditions, history, or culture?
Participant:
Response
Q35. Western Capitalist Business Model
Interviewer:
Do you think the tribe has used and adopted the western capitalist
business model for their own purposes? If so, how?
Participant:
Response
H. Cultural Preservation - Programs
Q36. Does MBCI Tribal Government Support TCPs
Interviewer:
Do you think the MBCI tribal government does enough to support
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Participant:

Choctaw culture and traditions? If so, in what ways do they support
traditional cultural practices?
Response

Q37. Tribal Programs Support TCPs
Interviewer:
Which tribal programs support traditional cultural practices, and how?
Participant:
Response
Q38. Cultural Preservation Program (CPP) Assessment
Interviewer:
Do you think the Cultural Preservation Program, composed of the
former Cultural Affairs Program, Choctaw Language Program,
Choctaw Museum, and Tribal Archives, has been effective in
supporting Choctaw culture and traditions?
Participant:
Response
Q39. Ideas for Supporting TCPs
Interviewer:
How do you think the tribe can best support Choctaw culture and
traditions?
Participant:
Response
I. Tribal Politics
Q40. Change in Administration
Interviewer:
How do you think the recent change in tribal leadership, from Chief
Martin to Miko Denson, has affected the tribe? Do you see any
differences in Miko Beasley Denson’s approach to tribal
administration?
Participant:
Response
Q41. Chahta First Policy
Interviewer:
What do you think about the “Chahta First” policy? What have been
the results of Miko Denson’s emphasis on the “Chahta First” policy?
Participant:
Response
Q42. Bok Homa Casino
Interviewer:
How do you feel about the tribe’s decision to further pursue gaming
outside of the Pearl River community?
Participant:
Response
J. Economic Development and Adaptation
Q43. Impacts of Great Recession
Interviewer:
How has the recent “Great Recession” or economic crisis affected the
tribe?
Participant:
Response
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Q44. Business Decisions Based on Choctaw Values/History
Interviewer:
Have the business decisions made by the tribe in response to the great
recession been based on any Choctaw values or history?
Participant:
Response
Q45. Adaptation as Future of MBCI
Interviewer:
Do you see adaptation, negotiation, and change as important for the
future of the tribe?
Participant:
Response
Q46. Anything Else
Interviewer:
Is there anything else you want to say or talk about?
Participant:
Response
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Appendix C: Description of Mississippi Choctaw Sweatlodge Ceremony
Field Notes Excerpt, August 8, 2010:
Recently I had been asking Duke Denson and Robert Tubby about the sweatlodge
ceremonies and NAC here on the reservation. Robert especially encouraged me to come and
participate in a sweat. Because of my interest Robert invited me to come and help set up and
take part in a sweat out at Ronnie Alex’s house on James Billie Rd. across from the
Dogwood subdivision. Robert told me to meet him at Chahta at 1:30 pm. I thought he meant
the Chahta Factory so I was there waiting for him for almost an hour. Eventually I decided to
go over to Ronnie Alex’s house to see if he was there. He was there already setting up for the
sweat. He meant to meet him at Choctaw Development, which I gather people also call
Chahta. We worked on getting everything set up and then Leland Lewis came over. Most of
the afternoon we sat around talking and they sang a couple of songs.
Apparently both Leland and Robert have a history of alcohol and/or drug abuse and at
least Robert learned about the sweatlodge from a treatment center in Cherokee. Someone else
mentioned this program and so it is something to look into. This fits with my theory that the
sweatlodge ceremony came back to the Choctaw as a rehab tool or alternative treatment. I
know that most of the people I know who take part in sweats are former alcoholics including;
Jesse Ben, Henry Williams, Leland Lewis, and Robert Tubby. It’s like the sweatlodge
ceremony is sort of like the born again Christian movement or serves a similar purpose in
giving people a new focus in their lives to get away from alcohol and drugs and whatever
else. I talked with Robert about many things including his troubled past and he also explained
a lot about the ceremony. All afternoon while I was helping him set everything up he was
explaining the symbolism and significance behind what he was doing and how he was doing
it. Once Leland got there I talked with him awhile mainly about the Native American Church
(NAC) since he is a roadman. He said to become a roadman you have to have a charter, like
an official church charter. He got into this through Mack Jimmie, who I have yet to meet.
Mack ought to be a good source for trying to figure out how this got started here. Leland had
to provide the paperwork to the federal government to get clearance to receive peyote, and
apparently he gets it from some farm in Texas that raises peyote. He explained about both the
sweat and NAC ceremonies a little bit. He said there is 7 different types of fires in the NAC
and he does the straight fire, which is apparently the most basic and straightforward. I didn’t
fully understand all the stuff he was talking about since I had not yet done the NAC meeting.
He talked a lot about god and the power of god to work in your life, etc. His philosophy on
running both sweats and NAC meetings is to be humble, gracious, and flexible. It was nice to
take the afternoon to act deliberately and with purpose and it helped to slow everything down
and make me feel more present. Also the peyote helped mellow me out and made everything
just seem serene and beautiful. It was a good experience.
Physical description of the sweatlodge
Ronnie Alex’s house sits on a large lot and back behind the house or more to the side
is the sweatlodge. The lodge is somewhat obscured from the road by some shrubbery. The
lodge itself is about 3’ - 4’ tall, just tall enough to sit up straight without touching the ceiling,
and is made of saplings that are buried in the ground and then bent over to form a low domed
structure. This wood skeleton frame is covered in blankets and then finally with a large tarp.
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There is one door to the lodge and it is oriented to the east and is small enough that you have
to crawl on your hands and knees to enter. In the center of the lodge is a pit roughly 1’ deep
by 2’ wide. The floor inside the lodge is simply the ground surface with a thin layer of carpet,
like outdoor carpet, over it. You can tell the lodge has been there for some time because the
carpet has become stuck to the ground from age. Outside the lodge on the east side in line
with the opening is an alter. This alter has two small vertical sticks surmounted by a
horizontal cross piece and a raised surface under it with a large red flat rock creating the alter
surface. This is where special items are placed to be blessed during the ceremony. Further to
the east is the fire pit. The fire pit is surrounded by a mound of earth in a crescent or semicircle shape with the opening facing west toward the altar and lodge.
Preparing for the sweat
When I arrived Robert had already started splitting the wood and preparing for the
fire. He asked me to prepare the lodge. First I removed the rocks from the pit in the lodge and
stacked them over in the pile with the rest of the rocks. These rocks are volcanic lava rocks
that came from somewhere out in New Mexico. After repeated use they get brittle and start
breaking up, so they have to keep getting new rocks from out west. Next I swept the floor
inside the lodge and in the pit and removed all the dirt and debris. Robert said that it was
important to remove everything from the last sweat so the lodge would be clean and ready for
a new ceremony. While I was doing this Robert had laid out all the items for the fire in front
of the fire pit. He sprinkled tobacco as an offering over the 34 rocks (3+4=7), the wood, altar,
etc. to bless them for the ceremony. To build the fire we started with two logs parallel as a
base with pine needles in between, then we added 7 smaller logs across the base (log cabin
style). These seven pieces of wood were significant because they represented the 7
directions; North, South, East, West, Up (above), Down (below), and center (where you are
or nadir). The numbers 7 and 4 and variations, derivations, multiplications, etc. of these
numbers appear repeatedly throughout the sweatlodge ceremony. On top of these 7 logs were
placed the biggest of the stones, which Robert called the Grandfather rocks. The rest of the
rocks were built up on top of this base in a sort of pyramid. Around this structure on all four
sides he placed a few pieces of Tiak or pine, which they call lighter wood because it is so
resinous that it lights like a candle. Around this he placed small logs and then larger logs
creating a large fire lay surrounding the core of the rocks. He also placed logs on the top of
the rocks. Later on when he lit the fire he lit it on each of the four sides by pulling back the
outside logs and using the pine pieces to light each side. Once the fire was going the logs
were replaced and it became a self-contained fire oven cooking the rocks for about 3 hrs.
until they were literally red hot. After lighting the fire Robert went to go fetch water from the
spring by his house.
The sweatlodge ceremony
Before we began the sweat Leland Lewis, who is a NAC Roadman, offered Robert
and I some peyote or as he calls it “medicine” to take before the ceremony. Robert took a
large handful probably close to 3 grams and I took about 1 gram. Before we took the
medicine we prayed on it as to what we wanted it to do for us in the ceremony. We put it in
our mouths and tucked it in our cheek and sucked and chewed on it drinking the juice and
eventually eating it a little bit at a time. Before entering the lodge we all smudged off. The
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smudge contained white leaf sage, cedar, and tobacco. The tobacco is used to pray, bless, or
thank the creator, the sage smells sweet and it draws all the spirits in because they like the
smell, and the cedar repels the bad/evil spirits so that only the good ones can come in. This
cocktail of herbs is very common within Native American ceremonies. Robert said that you
have to smudge before entering because humans smell bad to the spirits (aka angels, spirit
helpers, God’s helpers) so it covers up your smell. Robert also smudged the whole inside of
the lodge before we entered. Once we all crawled in and took our seats Mark started bringing
in the rocks for the first round (11 or 12 rocks) one at a time from the fire. Each rock was
dropped into the pit and then Robert used deer antlers to arrange the stones. I was tasked with
sprinkling cedar on the first seven that were brought in, and another woman in the sweat
touched the first seven rocks as they came in with her sacred pipe. Each direction is
associated with a color and a concept/idea. Leland, who was running this sweat, had chosen
to start with north this time which represents wisdom/knowledge so the first rock was placed
in the north position, the second in the east, then south, then west, then in the center, then
between north and center, and then between center and south. After the first seven the rest
were placed indiscriminately on top of them. Once all the rocks had been brought in Mark
brought a bucket of the spring water, came inside, and closed the door flap. Leland started by
welcoming us all and explaining a little about the ceremony. He told us that what is said
within the lodge is private and should not be repeated elsewhere so I will not be taking notes
on specific comments I heard. The ceremony is four rounds with each round comes
additional new hot rocks and a different theme or focus. The first round is the purification
round and this is where you’re supposed to pray about yourself and to get yourself prepared
to communicate with creator. The second round is the men’s round and in this round the men
pray about whatever they need to. The third round is broken in two with the first part being
the women’s round where any women present pray and the second part is the healing round
where everyone prays for family members or friends who are sick and in need of healing.
The fourth and final round is the thanking or thank you round where you pray to thank
creator and all those humans, animals, plants, or whatever that helped you get to where you
are, basically it is giving thanks. Between each round the door was opened and people could
crawl out and get some fresh air, drink some water, and cool off before going back in for the
next round. Each round fresh water was brought in and Leland always touched the bucket of
water down onto the rocks briefly when it came in. Throughout the ceremony herbs such as
sweatgrass, lavender, sage, etc. were put on the hot rocks to perfume the air and spring water
was passed around to the participants to drink or pour on themselves. After the ceremony we
all sat around the fire talking and laughing until we left.
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